NEW ROUTES
The deadline for sending route descriptions to the new routes editor is 30 June
each year. Email routes@smc.org.uk
OUTER HEBRIDES
LEWIS SEA-CLIFFS, Pabaigh Beag:
Pabaigh Beag (NB 099 389) is one of a small group of islands, lying on the
sheltered southern side of Loch Roag, approx 1.0km NW of Bhaltos, guarding the
southern entrance to the Loch. Access is by boat; enquiries should be made at
Circebost pier. There is no naturally occurring water on the island. There are
several sheltered camping spots on the island. There can be many nesting birds
on the cliffs and disturbance should be kept to the absolute minimum. There was
no evidence of land based animals.
There are 23 routes on the island. For those with a sense of adventure a visit will
be worthwhile, as lines remain to be discovered.
The climbing areas are described, working clockwise from the north-west.
Mas Sgeir Wall Area:
This extends, on more than one level in several sectors, from the NW corner of
the island to the NE corner. Locate a notch in the skyline on the NNW of the
island across a broken boulder field after contouring above Geodah Dubh. Access
to a non-tidal platform can be made by scrambling down a gully, turn left and
scramble across the tidal outflow of a short through cave to arrive at The Scottish
Block (non-tidal), so called because its western profile looks like a map of
Scotland. Access can also be made by abseil down the slabby face if sea
conditions prevent access from the descent gully. The first route starts from the
ridge on the right-hand side.
Aberdeen 12m E1 5b. Keith Archer, Paul Headland. 14 Jun 2013.
Start on the right arete of the west face. Climb the arete to a niche, then make
awkward moves to exit on its right to reach the base of the corner system. Climb
this until a move left gains the top wall.
Alba 16m VS 4c. Keith Archer, Paul Headland. 9 Jun 2013.
Start at the left corner of the buttress, climb direct to good Friend placements,
then move across to the “west coast” and follow it without deviation.
The Last Four Things 16m VS 4b. Paul Headland, Keith Archer. 9 Jun 2013.
On the slabby northern face of the Scottish block. Begin at the crack on the right
corner. Move up to the slabby upper section and trend left across the slab to exit
on the upper wall at the left side.
4th Birthday Route 14m VS 4c. Paul Headland, Keith Archer. 15 Jun 2013.
In the centre of the slabby northern face, climb through a short series of overlaps.
Once established, trend leftwards to exit on the left-hand arete.
The Rievers 16m HVS 5b *. Keith Archer, Paul Headland. 9 Jun 2013.
This route follows the deep, black blocky V-groove between the Scottish Block
and the outflow from the through cave. Finish through the overhanging slot.

Dubh Cracks:
This is the area of black non-tidal slabs and cracks immediately left of the
descent gully.
Distant and Found 16m VS 5a *. Paul Headland, Keith Archer. 9 Jun 2013.
Gain and follow the elegant corner formed by the black slab and wall on the
right.
Flame Resistant Rainwear 15m H.Severe 4a. Paul Headland, Keith Archer. 14
Jun 2013.
Climb direct up the stepped arete of the slab which forms the corner of the
previous route.
The Bradbeer Legacy 14m H.Severe 4b. Keith Archer, Paul Headland. 9 Jun
2013.
Start 1m left of the previous route and climb the blocky corner to the thin crack.
The Famous Five 15m Severe 4a. Paul Headland, Keith Archer, 09 06 13
From 1m left of the previous route, climb the steep wall on large ledges to a
platform, then continue up the grey wall above.
Dubh Slabs:
This is the area of black non-tidal slabs immediately right of the main descent
gully.
The Romp 15m Severe. Keith Archer, Paul Headland. 14 Jun 2013.
From a platform on the right sidewall at the base of the descent gully, climb a
square cut niche to an intermediate ledge. Continue up the buttress on the right.
Mas Sgeir Side Wall:
This is the large, grey non-tidal wall bordering the Dubh Slabs. Access can be
gained by traversing the base of Dubh Slabs or if sea conditions prevent this, a
descent can be made 20m further north from the main gully down slabby ground.
Black House Blues 12m VS 4c. Keith Archer, Paul Headland. 14 Jun 2013.
This route begins near to the left arete of the wall. Climb the crack and then a
right-hand corner system to reach the upper wall. Climb this to the top.
Mas Sgeir Wall:
This is the largest wall on the island. It is accessed by a low-level traverse from
either the main descent gully or the Dubh Slab access. Tidal.
Wild Atlantic Son 22m HVS 5a **. Keith Archer, Paul Headland. 10 Jun 2013.
A wide crack cane be seen high at the right end of the main wall. Start below and
right of this at a platform. Climb up trending left until an exposed pedestal is
reached beneath the final exposed wall. Climb this with elation!
Master Chef 24m E1 5b **. Paul Headland, Keith Archer. 14 Jun 2013.
Further left is a blocky wall. Climb past several small ledges to a large platform
at the base of a left-trending narrow slab. Climb on to the arete of the slab and
onwards up the slab and short wall above.

Raven 24m HVS 5a. Keith Archer, Paul Headland. 14 Jun 2013.
Start 5m left of the previous route at a large platform, below a slab and overhang.
Climb the initial blocky wall, then gain the slab via an overlap. Climb following
the right corner until the overhang. Traverse left under the overhang, continuing
the line to the top.
To access the next route, traverse the base of the wall and cross to the small islet.
Traverse its ridge and drop down to a large barnacle-covered jammed block.
Beesley Street 25m VS 4b *. Paul Headland, Keith Archer. 10 Jun 2013.
From the jammed block, follow the arete of the large black slab, then move onto
the slab to finish.
Geodha Mor Area:
This is the large geodha on the east side of the island. There are several sectors all
of which are non-tidal, but can be affected by heavy swell. The first area
described is the east facing wall at the end of geodha’s northern edge.
Promontory Buttress:
This is the tidal end wall of the geodha. It is accessed at low tide by a short abseil
down the centre of the wall to a non-tidal ledge just above the sea.
Gwilym’s the Daddy Now? 16m VS 4b. Paul Headland, Keith Archer. 10 Jun
2013.
From the ledge, climb rightwards up a stepped ramp to the centre of the face, then
continue direct.
Marc O’Polo 15m VS 4b. Keith Archer, Paul Headland. 10 Jun 2013.
From the platform, climb the left side of the wall direct and exit through a corner
niche.
Geodha Mor Slabs:
This is the large sweep of slabs on the northern side of the geodha, accessed by
an abseil down the right side of the slabs. Watch out for loose rocks. Non-tidal.
Climb if you Will 22m VS 3b. Paul Headland, Keith Archer. 9 Jun 2013.
From the ledge two-thirds down the slab and 3m from the adjoining wall, climb
cracks through a short wall, then a loose slab above.
Geodha Mor South Wall:
This is the area of non-tidal overlapping ledges at the south side of the entrance to
the geodha. Access is by a short abseil down the wall from two-thirds of the way
from the left end to a prominent black ledge above the sea.
Feeding the Rat 12m Severe. Paul Headland, Keith Archer. 13 Jun 2013.
Traverse 2m right from the belay ledge and climb to the first notch on the left end
of the skyline.

Spanking the Moles 15m Severe. Keith Archer, Paul Headland. 13 Jun 2013.
Traverse 5m right from the belay ledge and climb to the second notch in the
skyline.
Only 24hrs from Lincoln 20m Severe. Paul Headland, Keith Archer. 13 Jun
2013.
Take a right-rising traverse of the whole crag to exit up the third and final corner
with a short wall above.
Mamol Wall Area:
This is the small buttress just north of Geodha Dubh. It contains just two routes
both of which are non-tidal.
Struay Lass 16m Severe 4a. Paul Headland, Keith Archer. 11 Jun 2013.
Climb the wall on the right side of the buttress.
Way to Blue 15m HVS 5b. Keith Archer, Paul Headland. 11 Jun 2013.
Start 5m left of the previous route and climb a short wall to a ledge. Pull onto the
upper wall (crux) and follow a pink band of rock to the top.
LEWIS SEA-CLIFFS, GALLAN HEAD, The Truillich Headland (SMCJ
2003):
Knight’s Move 40m H.Severe 4a **. Steve Lenartowicz, C.Humphry. 11 Jun
2013.
Down and right of Thinner Better. Ascend a scoop rightwards to a traverse line
which is followed rightwards to the prominent groove. Climb this to the top.
MANGARSTADH NORTH, Eilean Geodha:
Note from Ian Taylor: Clockwork Orange (E2 5b, SMCJ 2013) is the same
route as Sea Pink (E3 6a, SMCJ 1978). A recent ascent thought E3 5c **. The
line shown on topo from FA in SMCJ 2013 is actually Deep Blue.
UIG AREA, Aurora Geo:
Should have gone to Kilnsey E6 6b **. Jacob Cook, Ralph Burden. 15 Jun 2013.
A right-hand alternative line to Romancing the Moose. Climb the right-hand
corner of the sea cave until feet are level with the first overlap on the Romancing
the Moose headwall. Quest off leftwards to reach a dirty looking crack and a
break in the centre of the headwall (gear). Blast straight upwards, taking a line
about 3m right of Romancing the Moose, moving slightly left into a groove at the
top. Reasonably well protected.
Painted Geo:
Wireless in Wanderland 20m E4 5c **. Ian Taylor, Tess Fryer. 16 Jul 2012.
Start at Director’s Corner and traverse hard right to a left-facing corner. Follow
the corner to a roof, then make bold moves up and right to gain the right side of a
pinnacle flake. From the top of the pinnacle finish steeply just left of the arete
above.

LEWIS HILLS, Uig Area, Euscleit Mor:
This is point 85m on 1:50,000 map, NB 066 312, alt 40m. Cross the weir at the
north end of Loch Suaineabhal to the line of west facing crags, 5mins approach,
with descents down either end or a central grassy gully. The rock is of good
quality gneiss with areas of coarsely crystalline red pegmatite.
Practice Rib 20m V.Diff. Eve & John Mackenzie. 21 Jun 2013.
Immediately right of the grassy gully is a rib and slab. Climb a juggy overhang,
then up slabs to a ledge. Continue up a slabby arete to the top, initially delicate.
Solstice Pillar 25m H.Severe 4b **. John & Eve Mackenzie. 21 Jun 2013.
A striking red pillar is the most obvious line on the crag, well right of Practice
Rib. It is much easier than it looks and climbs the pegmatite wall on generous
holds to a scoop before continuing up the wall via a crack to a ledge at 15m.
Continue up the easy rib to the top.
Suainabhal, West Face:
(NB 07096 30616) Alt 30m
Although this looks retiring from a distance, the crag forms a fine concave sweep
of slabs leading to walls and a nose. It lies well left of the existing West Slabs
scrambling route and is reached by a 15 to 20 minute walk after crossing the weir
and following the loch side to the upper of two paths that run beneath the crag, to
a small and narrow stony gully that leads to the slabs base, small cairn. A very
prominent but shallow right-facing corner and wall that forms the third pitch and
the deep groove right of a prow that forms the fourth is clearly visible from below
both just left of the final nose.
Descent: Either via the narrow gully closest to Suainabhal (the second one) close
to Creagan Gorma, which has a scrambling section (the first one requires an
abseil off a block on the left), or continue right to join the West Slabs scrambling
route to the top of the hill.
Arcadia 100m HVS 5a **. John & Eve Mackenzie. 26 Jun 2013.
A very enjoyable and well protected route once above the slabs, possibly even
three stars for variety and position. Move right from the little gully under the
undercut start and begin just left of a pair of parallel dark water streak marks.
1. 25m 4a or 4c Either take the crack on the right at 4c or the much easier
shallow break just left to move up slabs to a short wall. Climb this to reach a grey
slab and go up this.
2. 20m 4a/b Move up and slightly left over blocks left of a honeysuckle bush to
move left onto a ledge below the steep wall and right-facing corner.
3. 20m 5a Climb the crack right of the corner to move left into it on top of a huge
hollow flake and continue up to a curved overhang. Move right, then up and right
to a hidden airy stance below a deep but hidden groove; a fine pitch.
4. 10m Climb the deep blocky groove to an overhanging crack and move left
below this to another hidden eyrie.
5. 10m 4c Above the stance is a wall split by a right-trending flake-crack. Climb
this to a ledge.
6. 15m Finish easily up the nice rib to a large grass patch.
The climb continues up by Grade 2 scrambling for a further 50m or so via a
steepening rib and easy angle slab to the shoulder where the descent gully lies on
the left.

NORTH HARRIS, Giolabhal Glas, Lochan Crag:
(NB 15365 02677) Alt 350m North facing
A clearer approach to this crag is as follows. Park at the car park by the new
houses and cross the Ceann an Ora bridge and keep to the right-hand (south) bank
of the Skeaudale River. Rough moraine hummocked ground leads up Glen
Skeaudale for about a mile below steep slopes to where a left-slanting heather
rake just west of a small ravine is followed up steep ground close to small
outcrops until a line of crags runs west across the hillside. These crags form a
broken lower tier to the hidden Lochan Crag whose far left boundary is marked
by a prominent pinnacle on the skyline. Contour under these lower crags to their
end, then scramble up leftwards to the broad terrace below Lochan Crag. Allow
about 1hr 30mins.
This pleasing crag is composed of the finest quality grey gneiss, often compact
lower down but with better cracks for gear higher up where it steepens. It has a
great outlook and dries very quickly apart from the slabby left side which appears
to have a semi-permanent weep. The rock sports some great bollards for slings.
On the right of the crag is a shelf that is near the level with the top of the initial
pitches.
Descent: To the west (left looking out) down a stony rake that curves back right
to the shelf and then across some scree to the foot of the crag.
The Lewisian Complex 75m VS 4c **. John & Eve Mackenzie. 24 Jun 2013.
A good varied climb, low in the grade, taking the rib to the right of the slab. Start
right of the usually wet slab by a black undercut wall, cairn.
1. 20m 4b/c Starting from a low shelf, surmount the overhang via great jugs to
gain a right-trending ramp. Follow this to a shallow corner and climb it and easier
rocks above to grass.
2. 20m 4c Move left onto a rib, then up this to a grass patch just right of the wet
slab. Traverse right into a stone niche, then move up left delicately to reach and
climb a steep groove; a good varied pitch.
3. 20m 4a Move up the slab edge on the left, then step right above some grass to
climb shelves and corners to a stance on the left.
4. 15m Climb into and up a short corner and scramble above.
To the right of the rib there is an open corner high up with a wet continuation
below. Just right again is a fine hanging slab with a shallow groove on its left and
a deep left-facing corner higher up that marks the right end of the crag.
Stonechat Corner 80m HVS 5a **. John & Eve Mackenzie. 24 Jun 2013.
This takes the hanging slab and the deep corner above, with very good
contrasting pitches on perfect rock Protection improves with height.
1. 25m 4c Gain the slab from the left via the shallow groove and continue up and
slightly right up a rib to a small stance just above a lone spike; quite bold.
2. 20m 5a Climb up to the double corner and up this to step left to its
continuation, all very well protected.
3. 15m 4a Move up left to a short broken corner of blocks and climb this to a
stance.
4. 20m Scramble to the top.

Lochan Crag Climb 60m V.Diff *. Mr & Mrs Johnston. 1952.
This climb starts from the grass shelf on the right and traverses the ‘interesting
slabs’ leftwards to reach the upper part of the central groove on the face.
The original description is as follows. ‘Start on a ledge about 15m from the west
edge of the buttress. Zigzag up to a rock recess surmounted by a prominent Vchimney, which slightly overhangs the recess. The traverse into the recess
provides an interesting excursion on steep slabs.’
SOUTH HARRIS, Roineabhal, Coire Roineabhal Slabs:
(NG 049 862) Alt 200m
Roineabhal is a beautiful little mountain in the southern tip of Harris, fortunately
spared from being turned into a super quarry for its anorthosite. On the north side
of the mountain is a well formed corrie which sports long easy angled slabs on
the east side and more broken ones further round to the west and on the back
wall. Most of the eastern slabs will be Grade 2 to 3 scrambles at most but one
easy route has been recorded. They are most easily reached by parking by a small
track at NG 061 852 and following it and the Abhainn Collam over the shoulder
of Tora-cleit to traverse onto the eastern slabs. Descent is down either side of the
corrie or down one of the scree-filled gullies, 45mins to 1hr.
An Aite Boidheach 150m Grade 2 to Diff **. John & Eve Mackenzie. 1 Jul
2013.
The route follows the steepest and most overlapped section of the east slabs
starting at overlapped slabs just left of a white slab, cairn, reached by a
descending traverse from the Tora-cleit. Climb the most continuous line up and
slightly left taking in all the avoidable difficulties en-route on superb rough and
compact rock. Only a few moves of Diff. at most but if the overlaps or smoother
slabs are avoided then Grade 2. Well worth continuing to the summit where apart
from the superb view the area beyond the summit has lenses of red garnet
imbedded in the gneiss.
SANDRAY, Gallery’s:
Finbar’s Rage E4 5c. Neil McGeachy, Graeme Tyldesley (on-sight). 30 Jun
2013.
A high level traverse of The Louvre starting from a ramp dipping down from the
top of the right-hand end of the crag and finishing up the crack emanating from
the right end of the roof above the cormorant’s nest.
The Madman & The Stone E5 6b. Neil McGeachy, Graeme Tyldesley (onsight). 3 Jul 2013.
Start up Muscular Art. Traverse the rung at the bottom of the lowest black band
until it peters out. Hard moves in the orange rock below the band gain the
obvious vertical crack at the left end of the crag. Finish up this.
The Killiwackle and The Whale E4 6b. Graeme Tyldesley, Neil McGeachy. 3
Jul 2013.
Start up Muscular Art. Follow the high traverse line past Physical
Graffiti/Defining Form and under the long roof. Climb up past the left end of the
roof to a quartz pocket. Finish left and up the ramp.

MINGULAY, Arnamul Wall:
Friends with the Arnamuls 85m VS 4c *. Eamon Quinn, Danny Carden. 28
May 2013.
This climbs a crack system beginning 5m beyond a brief narrowing of the ledge
at the south end of the crag, at the north end of a pool upon the ledge itself.
1. 25m 4c Climb a left-leaning crack to a roof, just to the right of a large hanging
shield of rock at 15m. Swing up and left on to the shield and belay above and
slightly to the right on a ledge beside a prominent hole.
2. 25m 4b Go up the juggy steep wall above and trend slightly leftwards to
beneath a capped square-cut corner.
3. 35m 4b Near the roof of the corner, step right and finish direct via broken,
vegetated ground. A finish trending leftwards may be more enjoyable.
The Big Arch:
Arch Deacon, Variation Start 15m E1 5b *. Jonathan de Leyser, Jamie
Sparkes. 6 Jun 2013.
A direct line up the centre-right of the headwall on pitch 1 towards a pegmatite
corner, through the tricky little overlap.
Arch to the East of Geirum Walls:
A large caved inlet marks the eastern end of the Geirum Walls. Beyond this lies a
wave-washed platform which can be gained by an easy scramble down from
above in calm seas, otherwise requiring a short abseil.
Arc Arsenal 25m E1 5b ***. Danny Carden, Neil Morbey. 31 May 2013.
A striking horizontal fist-width crack allows a leftwards traverse to be made over
the entire inlet, with a crux move leaving the crack, from where easier corners
lead leftwards to the top of the crag. Seconds will appreciate good gear.
Captain Redbeard 15m E3 5c *. Neil Morbey, Danny Carden. 27 May 2013.
From the right-hand (south) end of the inlet is a pedestal which allows access to a
the leftward traverse of Arc Arsenal. From the start of the horizontal line begin to
work up and leftwards with small protection. Continue until reaching better holds
on the upper left of the slab.
Seal Song Geo, North-West Face, Upper Tier:
The Trusted Scallop 15m E2 5c *. Danny Carden, Eamon Quinn. 27 May
2013.
Follow a right-facing corner midway between Solid Dude and Flying Hex for 5m
to a hard but well protected move off sloping scalloped crimps up a steep wall to
the rail beneath the prominent grey roof. Lurch up and left through the overhang
in a very exposed position to better holds, to finish on the same ledge as Solid
Dude.
The Monster Waves 15m HVS 5a *. Neil Morbey, Piotr Bamberski. 27 May
2013.
Start 2m right of Flying Hex. Climb up to an small overhang, surmount this via
small jugs heading for a rightwards diagonal line, which tops out on the arete for
a lovely belay position.

SOLON MOR:
A small island to the north-east of Mingulay. This small island is accessed via a
10m wide divide, which requires a swim or boat crossing. From the south-east
end of the channel a tyrolean can be set up, but gentle sea conditions are
necessary. The walls are located on the north-west of the island and are easily
accessible by scramble on the north edge of the cliff. The face itself is
overhanging, making for a truly incredible venue. It is approximately 25m tall,
perfect clean rock and has a small belay platform on its eastern edge which is
available at high tide.
Sunset Walls, North-West Face:
Sunset Boulevard 30m E3 5c ***. Neil Morbey, Tim Catterall. May 2010.
Climb straight up to the end of the striking rising horizontal crack, where there is
a clear cross formed. Follow this for 8m to a set of obvious jugs leading up and
slightly right over steep ground for 5m. Launch up the thin headwall above for
5m, an exciting finish.
Note: An E4 has also been climbed here by Tim Catterall.
PABBAY, The Galley:
Washed out Yummicks on the Road to Transition 70m HVS 5a **. Robert
Taylor, Jonathan de Leyser. 14 Jun 2013.
An adventurous, though escapable, undulating left to right traverse across the
obvious fault running through almost the entirety of Galley Wall. Start on a large
ledge at the left end of The Galley, near the top, below and right of (looking at
the face from Poop Deck direction) a large boulder.
1. 10m 4a Step down and turn the corner to a ledge before a roof.
2. 20m 5a An excellent wild pitch. Step beneath and traverse under the big roof.
Continue 8m to the hanging arete and pull up over this. Traverse across a short
wall to belay in a deep blocked chimney.
3. 20m 4c Traverse across great rock (shares with Wiggly Wall), stepping under
another roof right round the corner.
4. 15m 4c Take the good rising diagonal line on the wall above the huge roof.
Grey Wall Recess:
The Vital Spark 70m E6 6a,6b. Iain Small, Tony Stone. 10 Jun 2013.
Climb the crack right of U-th, then the super steep right arete of the More Steam
McPhail wall.
Guarsay Aga:
The Ocean of Time 110m E5 6a ***. Sam Williams, Uisdean Hawthorn (onsight). 10 Jun 2014.
1. 6a 45m Start 3m left of Taking the Hump. Use black jugs and make a long
move to a prominent spike (good gear). Move up the obvious corner above. Step
left, gain a slopey right-rising handrail, then lunge to a big pocket. Continue
straight up more steadily. Follow the quartz tongue of rock to belay under the left
edge of the large roof.
2. 45m 5c Step left, continue straight up, taking a hanging corner with interest.
3. 20m Scramble to glory.

The Bouldering Cliff:
This is left of the Poop Deck. The bouldering cliff is home to a house sized
undercut boulder on the wave washed platform in front of the great arch.
Approach: Scramble easily down the next tier below the galley and hop the pool
at the bottom at a rock scar. Repeat this process with the next tier by going down
a shallow groove to reach the barnacled platform. There is plenty of potential
here for many easier lines (sub-HVS, with a few bolder excursions thrown in for
good measure) and since the majority of it is slabby, it makes a nice contrast to
the Poop Deck.
The following 5 lines climb the seaward face of the boulder itself. There are a
curious set of vertical slits banding across the crag, many of which are ideal
superlight/RP placements.
Descent: Either simul-abb, slither and jump off the west end, or descend The
Obvious Line.
The Obvious Line 9m V.Diff **. Fergus Cuthill, Jamie Sparkes. 16 Jun 2014.
Start just left of centre on the undercut seaward face and step on at the left of two
low points on the lip. Follow flakes and jugs leftwards to the top.
Not so Obvious 9m Severe 4a *. Jamie Sparkes. 16 Jun 2014.
Start as for the obvious line but climb directly up on good holds.
Stating the Obvious 9m H.Severe 4b** Jamie Sparkes. 16 Jun 2014.
Start from the rightmost of two low points on the lip. Rock up and climb the wall
above on good but spaced holds.
The Thumbler 9m E2 6a **. Jamie Sparkes, Fergus Cuthill 16 Jun 2014.
Climbs the blanker wall midway between Stating the Obvious and the arete. Start
beneath an obvious narrow edge with a tear shaped slot at its left end. Make a
stiff pull up to this, mantel it with difficulty, then balance up the smooth scoop to
an easier finish.
The Shrinking Men 9m E1 6a *. Fergus Cuthill, Jamie Sparkes. 16 Jun 2014.
Climbs the right arete of the seaward face directly. Make a powerful pull on
head-height crimps, clamp those thighs and repeat. Finish pleasantly up the arete
above.

INNER HEBRIDES AND ARRAN
RUM:
In March 1983, Iain Young & John Dalton made a winter traverse of the Rum
Cuillin taking the classic route, including the ridge up to Askival direct as the
crux, Grade III. The new guide doesn’t mention a winter traverse but they
thought it worthy.
MULL, Calgary, Arch Wall:
No Escape 12m E2 5c *. Jamie Sparkes, Joanna Liciowicz, Claire Holland. 31
May 2014.
A direct finish to Rescue Me. Where it heads off rightwards, continue boldly up
the thin flake (poor wires) above the left end of the handrail. Harder for the short.
Steeler Nation 9m VS 4c *. Colin Moody, Cynthia Grindley, Cynthia Chalupa.
18 Jun 2014.
Start up Little Brown Jug, then take a steep ramp up left.
Aird Dearg:
Red MacGregor 7m H.Severe 4b. Colin Moody, Fiona Murray. 4 Jun 2014.
Twin cracks left of Ailsa.
Ailsa 8m VS 4c. Colin Moody, Fiona Murray. 4 Jun 2014.
Left of Dearg Ard is a 3m high block forming the lower part of the crag. Climb
twin cracks round left of the block.
Red Dwarf 7m E1 5b *. Colin Moody, Cynthia Grindley. 15 Jun 2014.
Between Dearg Ard and Red Oak are twin cracks; the right crack is in a dark
streak. Climb these cracks.
Red Rag 10m F6b **. Colin Moody, Cynthia Grindley. 11 May 2014.
The pillar left of The Great Purge.
Pipit’s Crack 8m Severe 4a. Colin Moody, Cynthia Grindley 15.6.14
The wide crack on the left side of the pillar left of Restricted Access. The lower
part is guarded by brambles so start up rock just to the right.
The pillar right of Red Cross is a project.
Reddymix 8m F6a **. Colin Moody, Cynthia Grindley, Steve Kennedy. 20 Apr
2014.
The rib right of Shepherd’s Warning. Gear at the start, bolts higher up.
The Killing Fields 8m H.Severe 4b. Colin Moody, Cynthia Grindley, Steve
Kennedy. 13 Oct 2013.
Start right of The Magnificent Seven. Climb up right to the grass ledge, then
climb the crack on the right.
Ginger Rodent 7m VS 4b. Colin Moody, Cynthia Grindley. 20 Oct 2013.
Start down to the right. Climb over the detached flakes, then finish up the thin
crack.

Red Squirrel 8m H.Severe 4b. Colin Moody, Cynthia Grindley. 20 Oct 2013.
Start down right again. Gain a ledge, then another ledge and finish up the hand
crack.
Redpoll 6m HVS 5a. Colin Moody, Cynthia Grindley, Steve Kennedy. 13 Oct
2013.
In the bay to the right is a pillar. Climb the corner-crack left of the pillar.
Red-backed Vole 6m VS 4c. Colin Moody, Cynthia Grindley, Steve Kennedy.
13 Oct 2013.
Climb the crack right of the pillar.
The short gully is easy.
Body Belay 6m Severe. Steve Kennedy Colin Moody, Cynthia Grindley. 13
Oct 2013.
An easy crack on the west facing wall left of the gully.
Field of Poppies 7m H.Severe 4c. Colin Moody, Cynthia Grindley. 10 Nov
2013.
Awkward moves gain the shelf. Move up to another ledge on the left and up to
the top.
Jam Piece 7m VS 4b. Colin Moody, Cynthia Grindley, Steve Kennedy. 13 Oct
2013.
The obvious jam crack.
Red Tide 7m Severe. Steve Kennedy, Cynthia Grindley, Colin Moody. 13 Oct
2013.
Round right of Eilat is another bay with an hourglass chimney. Move up left of
the chimney and climb the cracks on the wall.
Creag Mhor (NM 467 393):
Second Round 12m HVS 5a *. Colin Moody, Paul Gillies. 21 Apr 2014.
This route is on the cliff facing the houses. At the right side is a tree growing out
of the crag. Left of this are cracks going over a bulge low down. Climb up to the
cracks, then step left and continue up.
To the right is a flake; the cracks either side are both Severe.
Balmeanach:
Unnamed 20m F6a *. Cynthia Grindley, Colin Moody. 5 Apr 2013.
Climb a line at the right side of the main face between Mur Sans Spit and Baby
Kissing Tour. The last bolt before the anchor is over a bulge so hidden from
below.
There are a couple of projects at the crag.

Stac Liath:
Wreckers’ Slab F6a+ *. Colin Moody, Cynthia Grindley. 6 Apr 2013.
Start right of Shipwrecked. Climb two bulges, then continue up slightly left and
back right (harder if taken direct). Move left to join Shipwrecked and finish up
that route.
Laggan, Loch Buie:
(NM 622 249) Alt 10m South facing
This gabbro area has been popular with boulderers for years. Midden is a short,
slightly overhanging wall that overlooks the track to Laggan Farm. Grey Cave is
just to the east, bigger and also overhangs. Both crags are handy for showery
weather.
Midden:
Ten Green Bottles 10m F6a+ *. Pete Whillance, Cynthia Grindley, Andy
Hyslop. 28 May 2013.
The central line, up a groove.
Screwtap 7m F6a *. Colin Moody, Cynthia Grindley. 22 Jun 2013.
The groove at the right side of the crag, climbed using holds on the right.
Grey Cave (Uamh Liath):
Drop Jaw Crack 25m F7a+ ***. Andy Hyslop. 28 May 2013.
Climb the obvious right-slanting diagonal crack come ramp to a vicious lurch left
from a painful jam into the hanging groove. 9 bolts.
A project starts left of Drop Jaw Crack, crossing it.
Hidden Crag:
Unnamed 12m E2 5b **. Steve Kennedy, Cynthia Grindley, Colin Moody. 19
Apr 2014.
Start up Ramp and immediately traverse left to the large ledge. Go over the bulge
and continue up the buttress. The best route at the crag; protection is awkward to
place.
EILEAN NAM MUC, Rendezvous Wall:
(NM 282 193) Tidal
This is on the north side of the inlet on the north-west of the island.
Early 8m Severe *. Colin Moody, Cynthia Grindley. 17 Jun 2014.
Climb the crack at the left side of the crag, the line marked by a quartz vein.
ISLAY, North of Portnahaven, Eilean Cam:
Quick Trick 13m VS 4c. Graham Little, Christina Woodrow. 14 Sep 2013.
Start 5m to the right of Mr Bridge. Climb the flaky, slightly overhanging wall to a
narrow ledge, then finish up easy rock.
Hidden Geo (NR 174 513):
The next geo to the east of Geodha na Toine Moire (holding The Fan) has a
slabby south-east facing side with some big roofs. There is a narrow ledge about
7m above the sea and all routes start from it after abseil access. Although well
above high tide, waves can wash this ledge in rough weather.

Short Shift 10m Severe 4b. Graham Little. 17 May 2013.
Start on a rock ledge below the right-hand end of a vegetated ledge near the left
(seaward) end of the face. Climb the slabby face to the vegetated ledge and the
easy rock above.
Magma Moments 15m VS 4c *. Graham Little, Christina Woodrow. 19 Apr
2014.
The first distinctive feature in from the seaward end of the face is an open roofcapped corner. Climb the steep slab just left of the corner, move right into the
corner (under the roof), then pull strenuously out right to finish straight up.
Irony Edge 13m VS 4b **. Graham Little, Christina Woodrow. 19 Apr 2014.
Takes the left edge of the narrow slab immediately left of Corrosion Corner.
Start below the open roof-capped corner as for Magma Moments. Pull out right
and then climb the slabby edge and short slab above.
Corrosion Corner 18m Severe *. Graham Little. 17 May 2013.
From a belay in a little corner below a low roof in the centre of the face, move
left then take the obvious diminishing inverted stepped corner, finishing up an
easy slab.
Giotto was a Slab Boy 20m E1 5a **. Graham Little (unsec). 21 Jun 2013.
From the Corrosion Corner belay, move 5m right to the narrowest and highest
point of the ledge, below the left-hand end of the roof capping the rust coloured
slab. A sequence of exquisite moves lead straight up the slab to the junction with
Rust and Bone which is followed easily to the top.
Rust and Bone 25m VS 4b **. Graham Little. 17 May 2013.
This atmospheric route takes a left-diagonal line up and under the big roof from
the bottom right-hand corner of the obvious rust coloured slab then goes straight
up on much easier rock.
Overhanging Wall Area (NR 177 512):
This area lies immediately to the west on The Block above an enormous, gently
dipping, tidal slab backed by an amphitheatre of walls. The most impressive
feature is the 12m high radically overhanging south-east facing wall of greenish
rock. Around from the left edge of Overhanging Wall is a narrow face, short
corner and wall, whereas the right-hand side becomes an overhung recess with a
black grooved wall and a series of rock steps angling away from it. The footing
slab can be accessed by scrambling in from either side with the left-hand side
being the easiest.
Biscuit Wall 7m V.Diff. Graham Little. 17 May 2013.
The wall just right of the little cave.
The Flake 8m Diff. Graham Little. 17 May 2013.
The left-facing flake, left of the obvious corner.
Cracking Corner 10m Diff *. Graham Little. 17 May 2013.
The obvious corner.

Scarface 12m VS 4c **. Graham Little. 17 May 2013.
This striking route lies on the narrow south-west facing wall between Cracking
Corner and the left edge of Overhanging Wall. Move up to and climb the
diagonal crack to the edge.
The Big Drip 15m Diff. Graham Little. 21 Jun 2013.
Start in the recess at the right end of the overhanging wall – an occasional stream
falls from the notch above. Climb an awkward little wall, traverse right under the
drip, then follow an easy ramp up and right to finish.
Inverted Staircase 15m V.Diff *. Graham Little. 21 Jun 2013.
To the right of The Big Drip and to the left of Stepped Groove is a steep blocky
groove. Gain and climb it.
Stepped Groove 15m V.Diff *. Graham Little. 17 May 2013.
Climb the dark groove well right of the overhung recess and just before a change
of angle footed by rock steps.
Ledge Route 20m Mod. Graham Little. 21 Jun 2013.
A low wall abuts the main face at a change of angle forming a corner. Climb it
and then take a series of steps and ledges up and right.
ISLE OF JURA, Carraig Mor:
The route (Jurassic Nipple) described in the new guide goes up the right arete of
a basalt dyke and is probably closer to 40m rather than 60m, grade probably OK.
The left arete (35m H.Severe) was climbed and was a bit loose and vegetated at
the top and not as good as its neighbour (Brian Davison, 2 May 2014).
Ben Garrisdale Slabs:
(NR 634 950) Alt 270m South-West facing
These slabs are on the left side of a gully found on the west side of the hill north
of the main summit. There are four quartz slabs sloping up the side of the gully.
Four routes were recorded, Left Route (30m, Severe) starts from the lowest slab
and climbs up to a small square slot, then follows the two slabs above. The third
slab has a series of pocketed scoops in its centre with two cracks above them,
both 20m V.Diff. The highest slab has a crack up its centre which was followed
to the top (20m, Severe). All climbed Brian Davison, 3 May 2014.
SKYE
SGURR NAN GILLEAN, Sligachan Face of First Pinnacle:
The Curse of Global Warming 150m III. Mike Lates, Grant Rawlinson, Simon
Evans. 28 Mar 2013.
In exceptional conditions the frozen central watercourse in Coire Riabhach led to
a broad, 50m high, curtain of ice that ended abruptly at a terrace. Escape was
made by easily traversing right to the broad ridge above the Bhasteir gorge.

SGURR NAN GILLEAN, Second Pinnacle Basteir Face:
Original Route 170m IV,4. Mark Francis, Matt Barratt, Gill Houlsby. 30 Jan
2014.
1. 55m A line of ice runs down just left of the toe of the buttress. Climb this,
then the the small snowfield to the rock band.
2. 55m Traverse left and climb steep snow to another small snowfield then
follow the steep shallow chimney that leads to the base of an open corner.
3. 60m Enter the corner and follow an icy groove for 40m of superb climbing.
SGURR A’ BHASTEIR, South-West Face:
Cracking the Wimp 150m II. Matt Barratt, Norman Macleod, Mark Francis. 5
Dec 2013.
The companion route to Running on Numpty. Start to the right of the prominent
pinnacle.
1. 50m Climb into a bay, then follow a gully line to the right. At the top, go
direct through a steeper band of rock to a bay above.
2. 50m Follow a groove line on the right.
3. 50m A small step up is followed by easy ground to the crest of the ridge.
AN CAISTEAL:
Castle Wynd 110m III/IV,4. Neil Urquhart, Helen Urquhart, Chris French,
Richard McGuire. 30 Jan 2014.
This route lies on a slabby buttress between North-West Chimney and the
Bhairnich/An Caisteal col. Start a few metres left of a prominent dyke corner
which is visible from a distance. Climb an easy shallow dyke, then a succession
of steps with a 15m ice pitch at three-quarters height. Finish on the ridge.
Reasonable conditions but poor belays and scant protection.
SGURR AN FHEADAIN:
Note: Edgeway was thought Severe by John Mackenzie & Stephen Reid and an
improved description was provided.
SGURR A’ GHREADAIDH, South Face:
Terrace Gully Direct VS 4b. David Ritchie, Neil McGougan. 26 May 2012.
On this occasion, after a prolonged dry spell of weather, the gully was found to
be almost totally dry. The chimney pitch containing the prominent arched block
which was avoided on the first ascent was climbed direct. The main difficulty on
the next pitch was an overhanging chockstone surmounted by wide bridging
moves. Scrambling led to a further final steep chockstone pitch below the terrace.
SGURR NA BANACHDAICH:
False Gully 170m II. Mike Lates, Ally Macaskill. 31 Jan 2014.
So named because many parties start descending this feature when heading north
from the summit of Banachdaich. Grade 2 scrambling in summer (Mike Lates,
2012). From Bealach Thormaid, descend on the Coruisk side for 8m to where a
ledge system breaks out horizontally across the north face of Banachdaich.
1. 30m Traverse to a broad ledge.
2. 50m Walk horizontally across an open bay to a wall with a short gully on the
left.
3. 50m Ascend the gully, then break up left across slabs. Bear back right above
and belay centrally to blocks in the broad gully above.
4. 40m Easy snow slopes to the top.

COIRE NA BANACHDAICH (NG 439 218):
The Bard’s Gully 60m IV,5 *. Tom Davy, Richard Hines, Tam McTavish. 25
Jan 2012.
In upper Coire Banachdaich. Skirt the Banachdaich slabs by the normal route to
reach the bowl below the final cliff band. The route climbs the prominent
chockstoned gully immediately above and gives an interesting and accessible
mixed pitch on the way to Sgurr Dearg summit. Start below the first big
chockstone which is passed on the right by a couple of thin technical moves.
Continue up the narrowing gully over three more awkward chockstones (and
under two huge blocks), then exit directly up the vertical and fractured back wall
to easy ground.
Window Buttress:
Broken Windows 85m VS. Mike Lates, Simon Titmuss. 28 Aug 2013.
An attempt to follow the description of Upper Window Buttress tackled the
weakest line from the left end of the bay above Widow’s Eye etc.
1. 30m 4a Turn the initial steep wall on the right by slabs, then a blocky
chimney. Traverse left across slabs to a broad grassy ledge and belay below a
clean crack-line.
2. 15m 4b Climb the crack with steep moves to reach the toe of a prominent
rising slab.
3. 40m 4b Make a rising traverse right past loose rock to gain a system of
vertical grooves. Ascend these until the angle eases.
Scrambling terrain leads to the top of Window Buttress in about 100m.
AN STAC, Coire Lagan Face:
The Hanging Slab 120m E1 5a. *. Mike Lates, Paul Brunner. 28 Apr 2013.
Gains then climbs the upper of two overhung groove lines high on the face. Start
immediately below the area of fresh rockfall on the An Stac bypass. Traverse
easily right to gain the groove that leads vertically up to the overhangs above.
Scramble easily to reach the overhangs (70m Mod). Climb carefully to a sloping
ledge below the steep section (25m). Climb the shallow groove 4m left of the
corner passing some thin flakes to an overlap formed by a layer of basalt. A
ladder of holds gives good climbing to eventually reach easier ground (25m).
SGURR THEARLAICH:
Deliverance 50m E2 5b *. Mike Lates, Guy Steven, Lucy Spark. 12 Jul 2013.
Follow the winter line on good rock with a fierce crux layback at half-height.
SGURR SGUMAIN, Final Tower:
Jacobite 40m VS 4c *. Lucy Spark, Mike Lates. 11 Jul 2013.
Start 50m right of Penitentiary Grooves where an easy cracked slab leads to a
band of overhangs at 20m. Step left and climb the fault splitting these to an easy
gully. Step immediately left (crux) to gain a prominent crack in the headwall and
follow this to a block.

Too Hard for the Old Man 60m E2 **. Guy Steven, Mike Lates, Lucy Spark.
12 Jul 2013.
Tackles the nose of the Final Tower directly through the Old Man’s face.
1. 25m 5c Climb directly to a ledge passing a prominent flake by steep moves
(crux).
2. 35m 5b Make a rising rightward traverse (6m) until a break through the
overhangs is possible. Continue more easily to the top.
COIRE LAGAN, China Crag:
(NG 435 197) Alt 300m
This crag lies west of Western Buttress and is probably the easiest crag to
approach in Coire Lagan. It faces west and gets the afternoon sun. Take the path
towards Coire a’ Ghrunnda, but soon after crossing the burn coming out of Coire
Lagan, leave the path and walk up left to the crag.
Most routes stop at a grass terrace, from where descent is by scrambling down
left of the top of Aloo Gobi on a rib, or down the right side of the crag. Above the
left end of the grass terrace is a small slab containing the first two routes. They
are approached by walking up the left side of the crag.
Cobra 25m VS 4b. Steve Kennedy, Cynthia Grindley, Colin Moody. 30 May
2014.
Climb the rib at the left edge of the slab to belay under an overhang. Scramble off
left and down.
Balti 25m VS 4b. Cynthia Grindley, Steve Kennedy, Colin Moody. 30 May
2014.
Climb the middle of the slab until under the overhang; protection is spaced.
Descent as for the previous route.
Hueco 35m Severe *. Steve Kennedy, Colin Moody, Cynthia Grindley. 19 Jun
2014.
Start about 8m left of Aloo Gobi at a basalt shield. Climb up, then left to the fault.
Continue up the fault on huge holds to easier ground, then go left of the upper
buttresses to the terrace. Poorly protected.
Aloo Gobi 35m HVS 5a *. Steve Kennedy, Cynthia Grindley, Colin Moody. 30
May 2014.
Start just left of a gully which lies left of the main slab. Climb the rib then a
steepening to easier ground. Start up the right side of the buttress above, then step
left onto the edge and continue to the terrace.
Puffy Eyes 45m VS 4c **. Colin Moody, Cynthia Grindley, Steve Kennedy. 31
May 2014.
At the left side of the main face is a small overhang. Climb the crack up to the
overhang, continue past the overhang, then follow a left-slanting crack up the
slab to the terrace.

Lightsaber 50m E1 5b **. Steve Kennedy, Cynthia Grindley, Colin Moody. 30
May 2014.
The prominent left-slanting crack line right of Puffy Eyes. A short ramp leads into
the crack-line which is followed to a fault containing a small grass ledge. Move
right along the fault for about 5m, then climb the slab above via a pale streak to
reach another fault. Belay on the right (35m). Finish up the parallel cracks (15m).
Auld Chinas 45m E3 5b ***. Kev Shields, Cynthia Grindley, Colin Moody,
Steve Kennedy. 7 Jun 2014.
The moves are reasonable but this is a bold and sustained route. To the right of
Lightsaber is a large flake before an area of steep slabs. Right of the flake is leftrising basalt dyke. Start below and left of the foot of the dyke. Climb a short
crack, then slabs left of the dyke to a steepening at 8m. Move right into a scoop,
then back left, following the dyke, to reach the lower fault line. Continue slightly
rightwards, crossing the fault, and climb directly up slabs to the upper fault (30m
- possible belay). Climb the slab above (to the right of the parallel cracks) to
reach the terrace (15m).
Curver 35m VS 4c. Colin Moody, Steve Kennedy, Cynthia Grindley. 19 June
2014.
The prominent crack at the right side of the main face. At the top move up left to
a thread at blocks shared with the last route.
Take the Train 16m VS 4b *. Colin Moody, Cynthia Grindley, Kev Shields,
Steve Kennedy. 7 Jun 2014.
Round to the right (west) of the crag is a short slab with a prominent crack-line.
Move up right to gain the crack, then follow it. There is a good belay 9m higher
up. Traverse off left from the top of the climb.
COIRE A’ GHRUNNDA, Sron na Ciche, North Crag:
Eyes of the Dragon 125m VS 4b *. Steve Kennedy, Andy MacDonald. 21 Jul
2013.
The pronounced corner/chimney line below and immediately right of Gonzo
Jamming. The route aims for two small caves (the eyes) in the upper headwall.
Gradually steepening slabs just right of the corner lead into a deep groove which
in turn leads to the foot of a deep chimney on the left (45m). Squeeze up the
chimney, then move up rightwards and climb a short wall to reach the right-hand
cave (the right eye) - 45m. Traverse hard right from the cave, beyond a steep
wall, to reach a groove which leads to the top (35m).
CASTEIL A’ GARBH CHOIRE:
Diamondhead 30m V.Diff ***. Mike Lates, Lucy Spark. 11 Jul 2013.
Climbs the jigsaw SW face by a prominent right-rising crack. Pass through a
small overlap before 10m of vertical climbing on large flat holds. Superb!

SGURR NAN EAG, Coire nan Laogh:
Slanting Chimney 150m Diff. Paul Brian, Robin Campbell. 6 Jun 2013.
The route follows a distinct line of chimneys slanting slightly left from the base
of the crag. Start on the bottom tier 20m left of Central Gully. Climb to the
terrace above the tier (30m). Go left up a ramp to a corner-crack and up this to
belay (30m). Continue easily by a shallow chimney (30m). Follow the chimney
more steeply (30m). Continue to reach easy ground (30m).
Between Central Gully and Lambda are slabs with a centrally placed wall. The
wall has a leaning left-facing corner and the route below climbs slabs to and up
this corner to further slabs above. A good route that has adequate protection
where needed. Allow two or three dry days for the slabs to dry. The best descent
is to the right (looking up) that curves round the crag and descends broken
ground in zigzags. The slabby back wall is defended by a belt of lower slabs that
were climbed on the left near Central Gully at Moderate standard to reach a
sizeable grass terrace below the main crag.
Golden Calf 170m VS 4c **. Noel Williams, John Mackenzie. 4 Jun 2014.
Start slightly left off and below the left-leaning corner at a trap dyke.
1. 55m 4a Climb straight up clean slabs left of the dyke to a block belay.
2. 25m 4b Step onto a short undercut slab to reach a grass ledge. Move right into
the left-leaning corner and climb cracked shelves immediately to its left finishing
up the corner. Move left to a block belay.
3. 55m 4c The smooth slab has a thin trap dyke going straight up. Climb this
feature and follow it rightwards below an overhang to a ledge. A fine pitch on
superb rock.
4. 35m 4c Above the ledge is a short wall with a right-trending trap dyke and an
indented crescent to the left. Climb the delicate crescent to progressively easier
ground. Scramble to finish.
BLABHEINN, North Face:
Black Magic 535m V,5. David Ritchie, Neil McGougan. 25 Mar 2013.
This fine route climbs the obvious left-trending fault situated between Ledge
Route and North Face Direct, with a key pitch being a fine deep narrow hidden
chimney running parallel to and well left of the great rift of North Face Direct.
This intriguing route is equally as good as North Face Direct but with more short
sections of technical interest. Highly recommended.
Start as for North Face Direct and Ledge Route.
1. and 2. 100m As for Ledge Route, climb the initial icy step, then follow the
easy left-trending snow terrace to a fine small cave.
3. 40m Above and right is an obvious unclimbed parallel chimney capped by a
large chockstone. Climb ice issuing from this chimney, traverse delicately left
and climb the fault above the cave to belay at a wall on the left.
4. 50m Traverse right to gain the main fault above the unclimbed chimney.
Follow this under chockstones to gain a deep cave.
5. 40m Move up left, then back right to back and foot out of the cave recess, then
gain an open gully. Follow this to below the obvious curving chimney.
6. 40m Climb the initial shallow chimney above, bridge over a steep chockstone,
then enter the depths of the narrow curving chimney passing under huge
chockstones until progress is barred by a further jumble of chockstones.

7. 10m Climb steeply over the first chockstone, then squeeze through two
through routes to emerge at a fine stance at the top of the chimney.
8. 55m Move up left into a snow bay and climb up to below a short wall left of a
prominent cave.
9. 60m Climb up to below an obvious overhung chimney on the left, then move
right and climb a right-slanting crack to gain easier snow. Follow this under a
huge boulder and move up right to gain a notch behind the prominent pinnacle.
10. 70m As for North Face Direct, climb mixed grooves directly above the
notch.
11. 70m Further mixed ground followed by easier climbing, a snow arete and
final rocks led to a top belay round the summit trig point.
Forked Pinnacle Ridge 600m IV,5. David Ritchie, Neil McGougan. 26 Mar
2013.
This route was found to be somewhat longer than the 350m as recorded in the
current guidebook. On this ascent the initial pleasant slabby buttress was
plastered in unconsolidated snow so the long corner to the right was followed as a
more natural winter start. Halfway up this corner, one pitch of IV,5 was
encountered up a steep icy corner. At the top of the corner, a right traverse led to
several ropelengths following an easy snow gully weaving between pinnacles. A
further pitch was taken over the forked pinnacle from where easier ground led to
the top of Pinnacle Gully. This was crossed and a snow gully followed up right to
gain the upper ridge which was followed with interest to the top.
[The original ascent of Forked Pinnacle Ridge in April 1905 by Clarke, Goodeve
and Walker was done in ‘very wintery’ conditions. See SMCJ 9/54 (1907) 362
and the account in Walker’s obituary, SMCJ 14/79 (1916) 29–31. Hon Ed.]
CORUISK, Mad Burn Buttress:
Worsel 90m VS 4c *. Tom Evans, Amy Till, Matt Bello. 15 Jun 2014.
Takes the direct line which Warlse avoids. Start at the pulpit block of Warsle and
pitch 1 is as for that route.
1. 25m 4c Take the tough central crack of the pulpit before the easier basalt
seam. Belay on a ledge beneath the crack above the seam.
2. 20m 4c Warsle heads left but ascend the crack with interest before reaching
another spacious ledge.
3. 20m 4b Head up a groove to the right before trending left boldly aiming for a
slab above with a water streak. Upon reaching a massive ledge, traverse leftwards
for 5m to just right of a shiny groove.
4. 20m 4c Pad up the groove boldly before stepping right onto a vague rib
containing just enough pockets to encourage upward progress. A delightful pitch.
Belay below a steep looking flake-line on a big ledge.
5. 5m 4c The final short avoidable pitch takes a flake-crack before trending right
to a final tough pull.

PORTREE AREA, Braes, An Aird:
Black Wall 25m VS 4b *. Mark Hudson, Roger Brown. 6 Jul 2012.
Climbs the north facing black wall 10m north of Feriae Paternales. Good solid
moves and fine positions on one of the longer climbs at An Aird to date. Start
below a blocky corner-crack 2m right of the weeping green arete. Low tide
essential. Climb the crack for 12m, then hand-traverse left across the black wall.
Continue to the blunt arete and climb this delicately to blocks and ledges that lead
up the final tower. Belay 5m back on the jutting horizontal arm.
CARN LIATH, The Blade Area:
The Sword of Damocles 25m E6 6b ***. Andrew Barker. 26 May 2013.
A direct start to The Blade. A precarious and unrelenting sequence up the prow
leads to the first ledge at 10m. Mantel as directly as possible onto the second
ledge and finish up the arete of The Blade. No gear until the first ledge and the
landing is awful. Solo after top-rope practice.
Note: The route was repeated in 2014 and thought E7.
LITTLE KILT (NG 510 652):
This is the area to the south of Kilt Rock car park where several routes have been
climbed recently, mostly after fairly extensive cleaning. The routes average
around 30m and protection is good, mostly with cams. There are still plenty of
good lines to climb, though most require substantial cleaning. The steeper, more
futuristic lines require less cleaning.
Approach: The best approach is to park in the Kilt Rock car park, hop over the
fence by the Drive on the Left sign at the south end and walk the hundred metres
or so to the cliff and the top of a gully with a path (steep) that goes down to the
sea. This is the same approach as for the climb Risco Peligrosso (p69 new guide).
The first couple of routes can be accessed by descending this path, whilst others
require an abseil. A ‘tour’ of the crag is recommended on first acquaintance to
spot the existing lines and plan your new route! Go down the path, follow
vegetated sheep tracks south for 200-300m under the cliff, scramble up a gully at
the far end (more about this later) and wander back along the top, where there are
in-situ stakes.
The climbs are described from north to south, the first two of which can be
accessed by descending the grassy gully. Approximately 20m south from the
bottom of the gully, three prominent cracks run the full height of the cliff. The
right-hand one has not been cleaned, the left and centre have; these are the
Trident Cracks.
Vanguard 40m E1/2 5b *. Steve Abbott, Linda Taylor. 5 Jul 2012.
Takes the excellent central crack-line which is clean and well-protected, although
the last few metres are still a little fragile. Belay stakes are hiding in the dwarf
willow 8m back from the clifftop.
Valiant 40m E2 5b/c. Steve Abbott, Linda Taylor. 10 Jul 2012.
The left-hand of the Trident Cracks, also clean lower down and a little fragile at
the top. The top overhang is well protected. Belay stakes as for previous route.

Another 40 to 50m further on, a fabulous crack runs up the centre of a brown
wall. Unfortunately the crack is very shallow and awaits an ascent by someone
with short fingers! The crag falls back a little now into Hudson’s Bay and a lower
band of bad rock makes abseil descents the norm. A pinnacle lies against the
face in the middle of Hudson’s Bay and the following route climbs it on its lefthand side.
Midsummer’s Men 30m HVS 5b *. Mick Tighe, Simon Fraser. 4 Jun 2012.
Climb the crack up the left side of the pinnacle to the neck between it and the
crag. Get up onto the top of the pinnacle and step across onto the upper wall.
Finish by a tricky move out right. Belay stakes are in place for belay and abseil
for this and the next route.
Endless Tide 30m E1 5b ***. Mick & Kathy Tighe. 6 Jul 2012.
One of the best routes so far. The prominent crack just left of the pinnacle is the
perfect exercise in hand-jamming, and can be protected entirely with large and
medium cams.
Run of the Tide 30m E2 5b *. Mick & Kathy Tighe. July 2012.
Left (south) for 10-15m from Endless Tide is a 4m pillar and a fine chimneygroove line just to the left – this gives the line of the route. The fierce 5m finger
crack at the start of the route required a point of aid on FA; excellent acrobatics
follow!
There are some interesting-looking crack-lines on the small north facing wall at
the south end of Hudson’s Bay, after which there is a section of broken rock
(going south) before the high point of the crag is reached - with many interesting
lines for the passing ‘tyro’ sitting on top of a big band of horizontal bed-rock.
The next route takes the big corner at the left of the main face and is easily
identified from above, finishing just in front of a clump of wind-angled birch on
the high point of the crag (good anchors). There is a mini crack come crevasse at
the top of the corner. Abseil approach.
Ceitidh Fiona’s Watz 40m E2 5b/c ***. Mick & Kathy Tighe. 13 Jul 2012.
Fabulous climbing up the perfect hand crack in the lower half which takes as
many medium friends as you can carry. A sentry box provides a rest or belay at
halfway before throwing oneself at the chimney-crack which requires a large cam
to protect the crux move.
There is another 20m or so of rock to the left of Ceithidh Fiona’s Waltz, with a
couple of routes that have been cleaned and top-roped but not led. The crag then
recedes into another bay with two excellent routes on the edge.
Black Panther 30m E1 5b **. Steve Abbott, Linda Taylor. 6 May 2012.
The outermost/seaward crack-line, where the crag turns the corner. This and the
next route can be accessed by descending Birch Tree Gully (see below).
Pink Panther 30m E1 5b **. Mick & Kathy Tighe. 5 May 2012.
Another fine crack/fault line 2m left leads to a joint finish through a tricky recess
right at the top.

Birch Tree Gully is nestled in the back (northerly) corner of this bay and gives
access to this area of the crag. A rope is in situ attached to a small birch at the
top. Just left of the gully is a fine 20m buttress.
Clivvy 20m VS 4c. Mick Tighe, Simon Fraser. 19 Apr 2012.
A broken corner a few metres left of Birch Tree Gully still needs some cleaning.
Route 62 20m HVS 5a *. Mick Tighe, Simon Fraser. 19 Apr 2012.
A few metres left again a fine crack-line runs up the much cleaner buttress. A
step right at the top is slightly easier than the direct to a stake belay.
FLODIGARRY :
Note: Paul Donnithorne & Emma Alsford thought Hogmanay to be E3 5c and
possibly just 2 stars. They started on a small ledge just above high-tide level.
From here a slim groove leads up to the described starting point, under an
overhang, which is very restricted. This was thought to be more obvious and
better, adding about 5m of climbing.
RUBHA HUNISH:
Four Years On 40m V.Diff. Chester Robinson, Tom Last. 12 May 2012.
This route is found on the columnar cliffs immediately below the lookout.
Looking in, there is a descent gully lying between Lookout Cliff and Meall
Tuath. The left side of this gully is flanked by an obvious broken ridge. Ascend
the gully for a short distance to the first rake leading up left onto the ridge. Start
on the right had side of the rake on easy black stepped slabs.
1. 25m Follow these to mount the rib and follow to a steepening that is skirted
back left in the rake to avoid loose ground.
2. 15m From a pedestal, climb up behind to mount the ridge proper and
immediate exposure. Follow a good crack above to climb carefully over very
loose blocks to easier ground and the top.
RUBHA HUNISH, The Headland, Seal Buttress:
Seal Buttress can be found on approach to the Non-Stack. After scrambling down
to the neck, where access via a scramble is gained to Non-Stack, walk down the
gully southwards towards the sea. The big arch with all the nesting sea birds is in
front and the black slabby wall of Seal Buttress is on the right-hand side. The
cliff is comprised of generally solid black rock with grooves and thin crack-lines.
Care is needed with anchors, It's often best to belay just before topping out but
beware of loose rock. The tide affects the lower section but the following route
was climbed when the tide was almost in.
Seal of Approval 18m VS 4b *. John Lynch, Bethan Davies, Hannah Knight,
James Buckley. 28 May 2014.
The central line of the buttress, following a vague crack system which starts thin
and widens. Start on a flat boulder which contacts the base of the cliff and climb
boldly up and left to get stood on a sloping ledge at 5m. Follow the crack above
trending slightly rightwards at the top to big flat holds up the slab.

RUBHA HUNISH, Meall Tuath:
Hasbeenfeast 80m E2 5b **. Ian Parnell, Jonathan Winter. 20 Sep 2013.
Takes the obvious weakness starting between Opening Gambit and Willey’s Last
Stramash before climbing a dramatically exposed diagonal line rightwards across
the headwall. The rock on the first pitch is loose in places but much better on the
last two pitches.
1. 40m 5a Start from the top of a rock and grass scramble 20m left of the cave of
Willey’s Last Stramash. Climb the obvious line of grooves and cracks trending
slightly leftwards over a series of ledges until steep and awkward moves gain a
stance level with a band of double overhangs to the right.
2. 25m 5b Climb up slightly left into a niche topped by a roof crack. Pull out
rightwards from the right side of this niche to gain a horizontal break and then
flake-cracks which lead diagonally rightwards across the headwall to a bridging
rest beneath a roof. Rock up back left to a large comfy ledge.
3. 15m 5a The overhanging off-width corner proves an awkward finish.
NEIST UPPER CLIFFS, Seagulls Area:
Neist’s dolerite offering to the limestone aspirant starts with a straight line 2m
right of the vegetated crack that bounds Gruinard Mutant but with a more
complex second half. A sustained climb. Good double rope work is essential to
reduce drag and to protect the second.
The Flying Door 40m E2 5c ***. Nicky Bassnett, Roger Brown. 26 Aug 2011.
Take the wall direct on excellent rock using a fine variety of knobbles, fins,
crimps and pockets to the obvious break. Climb up and left to gain the clean
corner and a possible belay. Move up to the rising seam that splits the recess and
follow this. At the left end of the disjointed overhangs a flake hold leads to a
short corner. Gain the crack on the right and easier ground above.
Shimmering Area:
An intricate and absorbing line weaves up the tower between Shining Path and
Mrs Bong on sound rock with a variety of curiously shaped nobbles and pockets.
The Physician 40m E2 5c ***. Nicky Bassnett, Roger Brown. 15 Aug 2012.
Belay at the top of the ramp next to the leaning needle. A discontinuous shallow
right-facing corner leads to face climbing and a good ledge at a left-facing blank
corner. Step left and up to gain a cluster of pockets before moving back right to
gain another ledge with difficulty. Surmount the block in the big corner above
before joining the left-slanting ramp of Mrs Bong to finish up its final diagonal
crack.
Lochan Area:
This broken crag lies directly under the lochan that lies just north of Tower Gully.
It is immediately right of the gully seen at the right end of the photo of
Shimmering Area on p148.

Tottering-by-Gently 40m Severe. Stephen & Sally Reid. 3 Jun 2014.
Round on the seaward face, but towards the left end of the crag is a clean buttress
with twin grooves in the middle halfway up. The route was climbed on-sight;
some dodgy rock remains, including some quite big bits.
1. 30m 4a From the path, scramble up from the right to gain the buttress. Climb
up centrally, then rightwards into the right-hand groove but quit it for a ledge on
the left. Move up the left-hand groove until it steepens, then step delicately right
back into the right-hand groove and follow it to a ledge.
2. 10m Easy rock leads to the top but no rock belay.
Note: It is not known whether this climb is in the same area as Wobble and
Rogue Reporter (SMC Journal 2011) but it is thought unlikely due the amount of
loose rock.
Financial Sector:
Pieces of Change 25m HVS 5a. Roger Brown, Nicky Bassnett. 10 Apr 2012.
Take the crack of Redd Sales direct for about 6m until a horizontal traverse
enables a crack system to be gained. Move up to a protruding block and continue
using sidepulls before moving leftwards to top out just left of the dominant block
at the crest of the arete. It offers consistent climbing throughout.
This climb takes characteristics from both Bridging Interest and Security Risk.
Grampus 30m HVS 5b **. Roger Brown, Nicky Bassnett. 9 Aug 2012.
Climb Bridging Interest until the corner closes. Step right to a crack left of the
arete which is followed until a capped roof forces a move rightwards to join
Security Risk.
Grammy’s Purse - Open Air Finish 25m E2 5c. Paul Donnithorne, Emma
Alsford. 21 Jun 2014.
Follow Grammy’s Purse (or one of its alternative starts), until in the groove at
half-height. Pull left onto the narrow left edge of the face and climb on pleasant
flakes to the top.
Long Day Lurcher 30m E1 5b *. Paul Donnithorne, Emma Alsford. 21 Jun
2014.
Start 2m right of Wall Street. Climb a crack up and right to the dank niche on the
next route. Follow the corner, going slightly left to gain the roof, pulling into the
steep crack and a fine finish.
A Midsummer Night's Dream 30m E1 5b **. Emma Alsford, Paul
Donnithorne. 21 Jun 2014.
Start just right of Long Day Lurcher by a left-facing blocky corner left of
Pinnacle South. Climb blocky cracks up left to a dank niche at the base of a
corner. Follow this to a step up right into a steep crack to finish.
Bit-Coiner 35m E3 5c ***. Emma Alsford, Paul Donnithorne. 22 Jun 2014.
An entertaining pitch starting 2m left of the chimney taken by Brass Monkeys.
Climb a dog-leg crack up and right to a bridged position in the chimney. Pull up
left and climb the subsidiary corner until below the large boulder capping the top
of the chimney. Follow the steep crack out left, going direct up the exposed rib
above to finish through the bulge, as for Bingo Wings.

Bingo Wings 35m E3 ***. Paul Donnithorne, Emma Alsford. 23 Jun 2014.
A characterful climb starting as for Cold Comfort for Change, below the low roof
right of Brass Monkeys.
1. 25m 5c Pull up to the roof, undercut left and pull into the fine crack. Follow
this up and right, stepping right to climb a thin crack/groove to join the chimney
of The Glove and thus the belay ledge above.
2. 10m 5c Follow the thin crack up and left to join the exposed rib and finish as
for Bit-Coiner.
Gritstone Reminiscence Bay:
Slot Machine 25m E3 5c **. Paul Donnithorne, Emma Alsford. 23 Jun 2014.
A fine exercise in off-width crack climbing, taking the wide crack rising above
the start of The Glove. Requires a set of cams, up to Camalot 6. A few small
wires may also be useful. Finish up pitch 2 of Bingo Wings.
Braveheart 30m E5 6a ***. Emma Alsford, Paul Donnithorne. 25 Jun 2014.
An outstanding route, climbing the very obvious thin crack in the south-facing
wall to the right of Brass Monkeys. The crack is gained from the right. A
sequence of technical and dynamic laybacks provides the crux up the thinnest
part of the crack, which is well-protected but pumpy placing gear. The bulging
crack at the top provides a fine finish.
Daylight Robbery 30m E3 5c ***. Paul Donnithorne, Emma Alsford. 25 Jun
2014.
A superb and energetic route of great character taking the chunky crack just right
of Braveheart and utilising its start. Holds on the right help progress low down
and the climb culminates in spectacular jamming through the final bulge.
The second crack right of The Glove is a striking straight line.
Seven Days 30m E4 6a ***. Nicky Bassnett. 5 Aug 2012.
Excellent wall climbing followed by cruxy laybacking, and overhanging jamming
to finish. Much practised; graded for on-sight.
A three-tiered slab on the right of The Groat has a triangulated block as its right
foot.
Astute Ground 20m HVS 5b. Roger Brown, Nicky Bassnett. 29 Oct 2010.
From the block, gain the break and hand-traverse left to a horizontal slot. Move
up to a second break and back to the arete. Stretch up for the crux and finish as
Veggie Rap.
Stone Wall Buttress:
An alternative start to Twegolapps takes the jagged fins on the right. Above the
V, a step left pulls in the best of Steer Clear. Roger Brown, Nicky Bassnett, 9
Apr 2011.
Wallsend 20m Severe. Roger Brown, Nicky Bassnett. 9 Apr 2011.
A leaning boulder sits 3m right of top of the wall. Climb disjointed slabs and the
arete with minor juniper irritation.

NEIST SEA-CLIFFS, Poverty Point:
Fryerbility 25m E2 5c **. Tess Fryer, Ian Taylor. 24 May 2014.
A line between Michelangelo Buonarotti and the Prow. Start just right of the
Prow at a jammed block in a big flake. Go up to stand on the block, swing right
and follow the flake to a ledge. Continue up the cracks above.
Euro Zone:
Jammy Knuckles 25m E2 5c **. FFA: Tess Fryer, Ian Taylor. 24 May 2014.
Recorded in the guide as climbed with rests. Route is 25m rather than 40m.
Portrait Area:
Handyman 25m Severe *. Mark Hudson, Nicky Bassnett. 12 Aug 2013.
A fine jam crack starts up the cliff 5m left of Portrait Gully. Follow this to some
steps leftward above a large spike, then finish direct.
Chutneyella 25m VS 4c *. Mark Hudson, Nicky Bassnett. 16 Aug 2013.
Just right of Golden Leaf , a line of large steps runs rightwards across the scooped
wall to a steeper corner. Layback up this to an easier finishing corner. Belay at a
lower tier just below the clifftop.
The Uncommon Mole 25m HVS 5a. Nicky Bassnett, Mark Hudson. 12 Aug
2013.
Five metres right again, and just before the cliff turns a corner into the bay
holding the Skyelarking stack, a steep crack is followed through a gritty bulge, to
an easier finish via open ribs. Belay as before.
Cumhann Geodha:
The following routes climb the cracks/grooves between Bagpipe Deadline and
Clam Dredger (p208 new guide).
Orpin Rose 15m HVS 5b **. Mick & Kathy Tighe. 30 Mar 2013.
The first major crack-line right of Bagpipe Deadline. Abseil to a good barnacled
ledge which is clear at half-tide.
Clais Dubh 15m E1 5b **. Mick Tighe, Simon Fraser. 17 Jun 2014.
The next recess right of Orpin Rose has a good ledge above the tide-line; this
route takes the excellent left-hand crack which requires some large cams for
protection low down.
Black Jack 15m E2 5b *. Mick & Kathy Tighe. 30 Mar 2013.
A metre or so right of Cais Dubh is another black crack with a fierce wellprotected start. Easier start via Vertical Vice.
Vertical Vice 15m HVS 5b. Mick & Kathy Tighe, Morton Hanson. 17 May
2013.
The crack/chimney line in the right wall, starting out left from the bottom of
Clam Dredger.

South of the Steps, Sonamara Area:
Beans 25m HVS 5b. Roger Brown, Nicky Bassnett. 7 Jun 2012.
A variation finish for Alias. The well-defined, right-facing undercut corner right
of the finish of Alias offers surprising holds and gives a good overall climb.
GLEN BRITTLE:
These two small DWS buttresses lie within a mile of the beach at Glen Brittle.
Nine routes have been completed to date, although there is room for more but
possibly dangerous DWS at both sectors. Together, these two sectors would
provide the easy to mid-grade climber with a half-day to day’s worth of good,
largely safe climbing on solid rock and easily accessible from the campsite.
Probably a good option when the Cuillin are in cloud. The best line of the crags is
the excellent Haul Away Joe, which should not be missed.
Northern Sector:
The water here is too shallow to be safe at low tide, but a mid to high tide should
be OK for most of the lines (although a spring high will cover the base of the
routes), with the exception of Jim'll Fix It, which is above only three feet of water
at low tide and the starting moves of Owlman of Ponsanooth, which cover the
same ground. There are a few obvious (and perhaps some less obvious)
submerged boulders along the line of The Mayor of Praze an Beeble, but these
tend to be along very easy sections of the route. High tide can make the exits a bit
tricky as the sea surges into the zawn rather violently.
From the campsite, follow the lower path on the east side of the loch past the
water tanks, and for 200m south of the beach, past three vegetated bays until one
obviously larger bay with steep vegetated walls is reached. The Mayor of Praze
and Beeble starts on the buttress at the southern end of this bay.
Beyond the first buttress is a deep narrow zawn with a pebble beach and small
waterfall. The next buttress accross the narrow zawn is steeper and home to The
Owl Man of Ponsanooth.
Southern Sector:
Approach: Continue along the coastal path for about 1km mile past the Northern
Sector. Once drawn level with the first low rocky outcrops above the path, head
down large open-bowl slopes towards the coast to the square-cut zawn of the
Southern Sector. The first three routes Sausage, Row Bullies Row and Haul Away
Joe are all on the north wall of the zawn. Claire's and Cosmopolitan are on the
southern wall, with an easy descent.
This larger area currently has five existing routes, with potential for more. The
zawn is characterised by the massive patterned sea-cave at its rear, somewhat
reminiscent of the Cave Hole area of Portland; all routes begin with one of two
traverses from the mouth of the zawn in towards this cave, before ascending at
various points. Every route is above deep clear water and all are safe with the
exception of the awkward exit of Claire’s Big Day Out, which is above boulders.
The routes should be climbable at every state of a neap tide and exits are good on
both sides of the zawn. All routes climbed by Tom Last and friends in May 2010.
Sausage and the Chipolatas 15m V.Diff S0.
Traverse in along the north wall of the zawn and climb the buttress at its highest
point.

Row Bullies Row 15m H.Severe 4a F4+ S0.
Traverse in along the line of Sausage, pass the buttress and climb diagonally
upwards on large holds above the roof to finish on the dyke.
Haul Away Joe 15m HVS 5a F6a S0.
Traverse in along the line of Sausage, pass the buttress and haul away steeply on
good holds below the roof to make a snatch for the crazy spike and finish up the
dyke.
Claire’s Big Day Out 20m H.Severe 4b S1.
Traverse in with some difficulty along the south wall of the zawn to finish
awkwardly up the obvious diagonal ramp of the dyke.
Cosmopoliton and a Chunky KitKat 15m H.Severe 4b S0.
Traverse in along the line of Claire’s to finish up the obvious pillar on good
holds.
FLADDA CHUAIN (MacDonald’s Table), South Face:
Crumbs from the Table 25m E3 5b. Ian Parnell, Jonathan Winter. 19 Sep 2013.
Climbs the obvious cracked grooves on the left side of the face. Varied and
interesting moves with plenty of protection but unfortunately marred by
dangerously loose rock. A thorough clean on an abseil rope could potentially give
a pretty good route.
MINGINISH, Na Huranan:
A SW facing crag 200m on the north side of the Carbost to Talisker Bay road.
Park by a big red shed on the saddle. A 15mins walk to the right end of the crag.
The rock is compact and protection can be hard to find. Near the right end of the
crag, just before it starts to diminish in height, is a detached pillar sitting at halfheight. A block lies against the cliff base 5m to the left.
Sun and Air 20m E1 5b. Paul Torode, Alan Hill, Brett Drinkwater. 1 Apr 2013.
Start 1m left of the block and climb a deceptive groove with short wide crack
section (crux). Move up and slightly right, then back left up a final groove.
A Boy Named Sue 20m HVS 4c. Alan Hill, Paul Torode, Brett Drinkwater. 1
Apr 2013.
Two metres left is a small block jammed at the cliff base. Climb the groove just
left with a small overhang at 3m. Move right to a vague ledge and good gear in a
short steep corner-crack to the right. Move back left and onto a ledge, then finish
leftwards.
Uphill and some 12m to the left is a short dirty wide slot, where this section of
crag is at its shortest.
Scratch Mahatch 15m HVS 5a. Alan Hill, Paul Torode, Brett Drinkwater. 1
Apr 2013.
Two metres left of the slot is a groove leading to a prominent hand crack.

Karate Kid 20m E2 5b *. Paul Torode, Alan Hill. 1 Apr 2013.
Four metres left is an obvious steep narrow V-groove below a large flake feature.
Move up and right after the groove, finishing right of the flake. A large block at
the top of the groove is balanced on a ledge.
The next route is up and left.
One Fell Swoop 12m HVS 5a. Alan Hill, Paul Torode. 1 Apr 2013.
Start on a blocky ledge below thin parallel cracks. Finish direct or up a left-hand
corner.
Note: The two routes listed in Skye Sea-Cliffs/Outcrops are perhaps further left.
RAASAY, Calum’s Crag:
Beer and Ticks 8m Severe. Jack Copland, Michael Byrne. 6 Jun 2014.
Start just to the left of Diagonale and climb straight up the obvious 'nut friendly'
crack, staying straight all the way over the bulge at the top.
Dyke Crag:
The following route is situated on a crag situated well right (south-east) of
Calum’s Crag, at a slightly higher level, below One-In-Three Cliff. The crag has
a dyke at the foot and contains a steep undercut wall with a slabbier section on
the left.
Kids’ Korner 10m VS 5a. Steve Kennedy, Colin Moody. 24 May 2014.
On the left, near the end of the undercut section, a steep boulder problem start up
a short steep crack leads to a much easier finish up a brown slab.
One-In-Three Cliff:
Zebedee 8m Severe 4b *. Steve Kennedy, Cynthia Grindley, Colin Moody. 24
May 2014.
Takes the line of a crack up the wall left of My Cloud, finishing directly.
Mr McHenry 8m V.Diff. Cynthia Grindley, Steve Kennedy, Colin Moody. 24
May 2014.
Climbs the light coloured slab and corner right of My Cloud. Step left at the top
of the corner, then finish directly.
Brian 10m VS 5a *. Colin Moody, Cynthia Grindley, Steve Kennedy. 24 May
2014.
Climbs the prominent crack through the roof right of One-in-Three Gradient.
Start up a left-facing corner, follow a hairline crack to the roof, and finish
strenuously up the crack.
Ermintrude 12m Severe 4a *. Cynthia Grindley, Colin Moody, Steve Kennedy.
24 May 2014.
Right of Low Gear is a small roof on the lower slab. Start below the roof, climb
the initial slabs, then pull directly through the roof. Continue up slabs, over a
small bulge, to the upper slabs.

Dylan 12m V.Diff *. Colin Moody, Cynthia Grindley, Steve Kennedy. 24 May
2014.
Climbs the cracked slabs immediately right of Ermintrude. Climb the initial slab,
cross a heather break, and continue up cracked slabs. Finish up a short groove.
Florence 12m VS 4b *. Steve Kennedy, Cynthia Grindley, Colin Moody. 24
May 2014.
Takes a fairly direct line right of Dylan up the smoother section of slab above the
heather break, starting at the lowest point of the crag.
Time for Bed 14m V.Diff *. Cynthia Grindley, Steve Kennedy, Colin Moody.
24 May 2014.
On the hillside immediately behind and above One-In-Three Cliff is a prominent
cracked slab. Take a line more or less up the middle of the slab.
Ocean-Going Cliff:
Schapps Route 15m E1 5b *. Heike Puchan, Brian Whitworth. 24 May 2014.
Start at the base of the central arete (right of Fingerlicker). Climb straight up the
arete for a few metres and then the wall immediately to the right of the arete.
Finish steeply up the left of two small corners. A later ascent thought E2 5c ***.
Beinn na h-Iolaire:
Arfender 18m V.Diff Roger Brown, Nicky Bassnett. 3 Jun 2011.
The left end of the buttress has a right leaning square rib with a disjointed vague
central crack. Above the crack, move right to follow the groove.
Sgurr nan Gall, South-East Wall:
Crazy-8 10m Severe. Jack Copland, Miles McConville. 1 Jul 2013.
Start at the low overhang in-between Sidestep and Walrus Wall. Pull through onto
a small ledge, then follow the crack straight up on the left to the top.
The following route was in SMCJ 2012 but somehow didn’t appear in the file of
new routes for download. So here it is now.
Path Boulders:
The Loneliness of The Long-Distance Runnel 6m E3 5b *. Andrew Barker (onsight solo). 23 Jun 2012.
Climbs the runnel on the east side of the large boulder on the shoreline (Runnel
Project, p268 Skye Sea-Cliffs and Outcrops guide). Pull on at a flake and follow
sharp snappy pockets to the runnel which is laybacked with trepidation to an exit
right onto the forest-covered top. The descent is to the left and is reached by
thrashing up and over the top of the boulder. No pads used and graded as such.

NORTHERN HIGHLANDS NORTH
BEINN DEARG, Glen Sguaib:
Drumcree 180m IV,4. Andy Nisbet. 16 Feb 2014.
On the steeper grooved section of buttress between Garvachy Road and White
Settlers Gully. Start up a groove with an icy step right of the icefall of White
Settlers Gully. Continue easily to the right-hand of three right-slanting grooves on
the steeper upper buttress. Climb this to a steepening. Step left on to a rib and
climb this to the upper groove, followed to a terrace. Take the wall above just left
of a large pinnacle-block, then move left along a ledge and make an exposed
move left on to a nose. Finish up snowy ground.
Redskin 180m II. Andy Nisbet. 16 Feb 2014.
Start as for Drumcree up the icy step but then trend left to reach the left-hand of
the three grooves. Climb this to the terrace, then zigzag up the final wall to the
top.
BEINN DEARG, West Buttress:
The S Word 240m V,5. Ian Bryant, Cat Hendrie. 7 Feb 2014.
Left of Vanishing Shelf are steep walls low down and cut by an icy groove.
1. 40m Climb the iced groove with a tricky move right around a roof at its top.
2. 40m Continue up to the right of the groove come gully line over icy bulges
and a vertical step. The gully looked easier.
3.etc. 160m Continue over gradually easing ground to the summit ridge.
ALLADALE SLABS:
Scorchio 180m VS. Matt Dent, Dave Allan. 20 Jul 2013.
This climbs the right side of the crag right of Smear Test but left of the grassy
rake. Start at the right side of the face near the foot of the grassy rake.
1. 40m Climb two short slabs, then move left and up a first large slab initially
trending left. Belay on a grass ledge directly below a prominent left-facing corner
20m above.
2. 30m Climb towards the corner, then traverse right up an obvious fault for
about 10m before going straight up to a narrow grass ledge just below a long
narrow overlap.
3. 25m Traverse right, then cross the overlap where it steps upwards. Continue
up and right before moving back left to beneath a blocky overhang.
4. 45m Move left to a nose, then pull over on to a ledge. Climb a steep, blocky
left-hand groove above (this is 5m right of the right-hand of the two left-facing
corners described for Smear Test). Climb this fine long corner to the next ledge.
5. 40m Move about 10m right along the ledge and climb a big heathery leftfacing corner, then twin cracks above.
ARDMAIR, Fish Farm Walls:
Dunderheid 20m E4 6a *. Ian Taylor. 12 May 2014.
An exciting right-hand finish to Hammerhead through the twin-cracked roof.
Follow Hammerhead until 2m below the roof, traverse hard right, then climb up
to the right-hand crack. Move left and reach blindly over the roof to huge holds.
Further good holds lead to the top.

Monster Buttress:
Tubby’s Terrific Trundles 30m E2 5b *. Ian Taylor, Tess Fryer. 16 Jun 2014.
Start up Raingoose. From the ledge after the initial wide diagonal crack, move up
and right and follow flakes to the big ledge. Above is a right-trending groove.
Mantel on to a ledge in the groove, then follow it until able to pull left onto
another ledge. Finish up the crack above.
KEANCHULISH, Morning Wall:
Bowsprit Corner 12m VS 5a. Martin Moran, Jonathan Preston. 29 Apr 2014.
The first feasible line left of the 'continuously overhanging lower section' of the
crag. Climb a jutting overhang (well left of Steel Spider) to a heathery ledge.
Continue up the corner above.
Mustn't Grumble 12m VS 5a *. Jonathan Preston, Martin Moran. 29 Apr 2014.
The cracked wall left of Grumbling Grooves. Start below and left of the upper
corner (which 'widens to a narrow chimney') of Grumbling Grooves. Climb the
fine crack and wall above to the top.
BEN MOR COIGACH, Creag Garbh Choireachan:
Six-Step Corner 25m VS 4c *. John Mackenzie, Andrew McKenzie. 20 Jul
2013.
To the left of the arete of The Strumpet arete is a deep groove and on its left wall
is a series of stepped corners finishing with a conspicuous curving flake-crack.
Pleasant well protected climbing on good rock. Climb the corners direct to the
curving crack (No. 4 Cam runner). Go up this to a ledge and finish up the groove
above.
Cairn Conmheall, Crucifix Buttress:
This Way to Pass a Fist Crack 25m E1 5b *. Michael Barnard, Alan Hill. 23
Aug 2013.
The left-facing corner-crack immediately left of Class War, joining that route
higher up.
Note: Class War would maybe be better described as “the bulging crack
immediately left of Anarchist Crack”, as the above is a more obvious cornercrack.
Feeding Frenzy 30m HVS 5b. Michael Barnard, Alan Hill. 23 Aug 2013.
Start as for Dragon Rider, up vegetated ground to the base of the diverging
cracks. Climb the left-hand crack (a bit dirty).
The next two routes lie on the left side of the buttress (past where the ledge peters
out), and are reached by slanting up the slope below the crag.
The Aftermath 30m HVS 5a. Michael Barnard, Alan Hill. 23 Aug 2013.
The obvious crack-line on the left, and which becomes a chimney higher up. A
bit vegetated.

Fortunes of War 30m E3 5c **. Michael Barnard, Alan Hill. 23 Aug 2013.
The crack a few metres right of The Aftermath gives a fine route on good clean
rock. Climb the crack, with a short thin section before a flake-crack on the right
can be reached. Gain the ledge on the left, then continue directly up the cracks to
the top.
REIFF, Pinnacle Area, Second Geo:
Sanderlings 15m E6 6b **. Gary Latter. 31 May 2014.
The direct start to Strangeways, through the obvious break in the widest part of
the roof. Climb with difficulty to a good break (often wet), then out left past a
good slot to pull over the lip on huge holds. Finish up Strangeways.
Bouldering Cliff:
Pinky Breaker HVS 5a *. Pete Abernethy, John Cummings. 6 Jun 2010.
Start as for the right-hand variation to Monster Breaker. Climb on to the right
edge of the slab to a ledge with a large suspended boulder. Traverse left across
the obvious break to cross Monster Breaker. Take thin vertical cracks direct to
the top.
Camus Crag, Main Wall:
(NB 968 156) Partially Tidal South-West facing
Groove and Slab 10m V.Diff. Jeanie & Stuart Macfarlane. 12 Oct 2013.
Climb the groove at the left end of the crag, then once above that climb the slab
on the right to the top.
Left Edge 10m V.Diff. Jeanie & Stuart Macfarlane. 12 Oct 2013.
Start as for Double Bluff to the first break, then head out left to the edge and
climb the arete.
Camus Crag, Slab Wall:
This wall is just to the south of the main wall of the crag and running at almost a
right angle into the crag. Much of this crag can be soloed at Mod/Diff.
Central Groove 8m V.Diff. Jeanie & Stuart Macfarlane. 12 Oct 2013.
Start at what appears to be the most obvious shallow groove with a boulder (4a)
start and follow the groove to the top.
An Stuir, Minch Wall:
Jim Nastic Direct Start 12m E1 5b *. Fergus Cuthill, Jamie Sparkes. 26 May
2014.
An excellent but optional direct start to Jim Nastic up the left arete of the steep
wall above which the ordinary route sneaks. Dyno to the large ledge and an
awkward mantel brings you onto the original line. Camalot 5 protects.
Slim Pickings 10m E2 5c **. Jamie Sparkes, Fergus Cuthill, Liyen Nhuyen. 26
May 2014.
Starting at a low groove midway between Dunskiing and Athlete’s Foot, climb
directly up a blunt black rib. Make balancy moves to get standing in a low break,
then make an insecure rockover onto the slab above. Finish more easily.

An Stiuir, Bay of Pigs:
Grandmaster Flash 15m E6 6b. Iain Small. 29 Apr 2012.
The grossly leaning wall right of The Thistle. Monkey along a break, then launch
up the shield of rock above to a run-out finish.
Golden Walls:
Fresh Mince 12m E1 5b *. Alan Hill, Michael Barnard. 22 Aug 2013.
The steep jamming crack in the left wall of Klondyke, finishing as for that route.
Rockers Cliff:
Lethe Walk 20m E3/4 6a ***. Tess Fryer, Ian Taylor. 20 Jul 2012.
Start as for Spaced Out Rockers. Swing left on to the front and follow the edge
(as for Aqua Rambling SMCJ 2012) and the black streak above to a break. Go
right along the break until under a corner at the left side of the big roof and gain
the corner by a hard move. At the top of the corner, swing round right onto the
front face and go up the wall above.
Pink Bay:
Between the two main prows (mentioned in the description for Gabhagan) is a
smaller prow/arete. On the wall left of this is an obvious flake-crack. The routes
can be accessed by an abseil down the adjacent wall. The belay anchors at the top
of the route (cam placements) are difficult and best checked in advance so the
cams are available.
Shape Shifter 12m HVS 5a **. Michael Barnard, Alan Hill. 20 Apr 2014.
Climb directly up the arete.
Flakey 12m VS 4c. Michael Barnard, Alan Hill. 20 Apr 2014.
The big flake-crack is a bit dirty and crumbly in places.
Leaning Block Cliffs:
Brasso 15m E3 6a **. Ian Taylor, Tess Fryer. 6 Jul 2012.
Start up Caoraich Mhor to the first break. Traverse left and climb the thin
hanging crack.
Skeddadale 15m E3 5c **. Tess Fryer, Ian Taylor. 6 Jul 2012.
Start just left of Maud and climb more or less direct to the top.
Yonipool 15m E2/3 5c **. Ian Taylor, Tess Fryer. 20 Jul 2012.
The right-leaning corner at the left end of the Caoraich Mhor wall. Well worth
doing if you ever find it dry.
Fulmar Juice 20m E2 5b *. Ian Taylor, Tess Fryer. 15 Jun 2014.
Start up Goldeneye. After 5m move onto the wall on the left and follow flared
cracks to a big break. Continue up a crack and through an overhanging slot to a
ledge. Finish steeply leftwards up the headwall.
Golden Plover 18m E3 5c **. Gary Latter. 30 May 2014.
The left edge of the west-facing wall, 3m left of Golden Fleece. Pull over the roof
direct to a good hold in the rightmost of the twin hairline cracks. Step left and go
up to a good break, then climb the pleasant arete above, then easier past ledges.

Mumble, Mumble 12m E4 6a *. Tess Fryer, Ian Taylor. 16 Jun 2014.
An eliminate up the wall right of Wall of Silence. Join Wall of Silence for a few
juggy moves at three-quarters height before heading right to gain a ledge on the
right arete.
Gilt Edge, Direct Start 6m E5 6a *. Gary Latter. 29 May 2014.
Pull through the initial roof to a prominent incut hold on the left side of the arete,
then up the left side of the arete to the ledge. Good small cams, but strenuous to
place.
Amphitheatre Bay:
The Convolutionist 30m E5 6a ***. Ian Taylor, Tess Fryer. 30 Jun 2014.
This lies on the back wall of the amphitheatre, left of The Furious Fifties. In its
main section it takes a line of cracks heading for the left end of the crag’s capping
roofs. The route is gained by a cunning traverse line, starting 10m to the right at a
corner. Go up the corner to a good break and traverse left round a nose, to a good
ledge. To avoid further rope drag, keep all the gear on the right-hand rope for the
first section then drop a loop of the right-hand rope and get re-belayed. Climb up
and left and follow the cracks past a pumpy section to a high ledge. Finish up the
nose above via a wide horizontal slot. Save a Camalot 3 for the top.
Sea of Madness 25m E3 5c *. Michael Barnard, Alan Hill. 20 Apr 2014.
Start up the initial corner of Lost at Sea, but continue up to gain the ledge on the
left. Reach up to pull over the roof using an obvious jammed block, then continue
to finish up the corner above.
From Hero to Zero 30m E6 6b **. Ian Taylor, Tess Fryer. 20 Jul 2012.
Start left of Minjeetah at a steep groove with keyed-in blocks. Grunt up the
groove to its top and move left to a big ledge. Climb direct to a hanging leftleaning crack and follow this to a huge thin hold under the roof. Traverse left
with difficulty and pull round to a big jug, then go straight up with a final trying
move on small holds. Good pumpy well protected climbing, but loses a star due
to flaky rock.
Note from Michael Barnard: Starting up the initial crack of Relatively Free to
join Lost at Sea gives an excellent E2 5b. The name Relatively Lost is suggested.
Warnings of Gales.....Malin, Rockall and Hebrides 25m E6 6b **. Iain Small,
Tony Stone (both led). 18 May 2013.
The flying arete right of Hyperoceanic.
Ampitheatre Bay, South facing cliff:
Kipper’s Lament HVS 4c. Alan Hill, Mike Barnard. 22 Aug 2013.
The next corner left of The Shoogly Corner. Climb the corner to a small roof,
move right and gain a ledge which has a grass-capped slab of rock. Finish up a
crack behind this.
ACHMELVICH, Creag Rodha Mor aka Super Crag, Main Wall:
Guanissimo now graded E2 5b 5b ***. It’s best to run pitches 2 and 3 together.
Pabbay Express now E4 6a and soft E5 **** if combined with Personal
Mingulay in one long pitch.

Undertoad now E6 6b ***.
Ambassadors now E6 6b ****.
A Man in Assynt 40m E7 6b **. Iain Small, Blair Fyffe. Oct 2012.
A direct line heading straight for the ramp of The Ambassadors and boldly
tackling the technical headwall. Some hollow flakes on the lower section lose it a
star. Start up the large flake of Rodha Mor to a roof. Pull out and follow a series
of flakes until a tricky move out left gains a break and small ledge at the base of
the ramp. Awkward moves lead to a break (gear) then a junction with The
Ambassadors at the top of the ramp. Arrange a nest of smaller wires then make a
long reach up to gain sidepulls. From a strenuous position a vital BD micro
stopper 5 can be placed high in the small left-facing corner above. Either reverse
for a rest or continue hard left by a series of sidepulls (crux), to gain the hanging
flake and some micro cams. Sustained moves lead to a break and holds above
allow a foot traverse right along the thin ledge to reach a bigger ledge. Finish up
the short wall above.
TIFS 35m E6 6b **. Ian Taylor, Tess Fryer. 2 Jun 2013.
This is the vague hanging groove line on the wall left of Rodha Mor. Start under
a short right-curving flake. Gain and follow the flake, then continue direct, with a
hard section through brown rock, to a thin break. Continue more easily to another
break, move right, then up to the ramp of Ramp It Up and a possible belay. Finish
up and left as for Ramp It Up. Climbed in very smeggy conditions so unsure of
the grade.
Burnished Walls:
Rusty Buckets now E3 6a ***.
The Shiner now E5 6a **.
The Melting 20m E2 5c **. Ian Taylor, Tess Fryer. 19 May 2013.
Start left of the easy ramp and go more or less directly up the wall to finish up
Small Time Girl. The best route on this section of wall.
Mega Flake now E2 5c **.
Rolling Foam takes a hanging corner round to the RIGHT rather than LEFT.
The following two routes are on the wall right of Rolling Foam and are easily
accessed from the grass terrace at the right end of the crag.
Foamo 20m E3 5c *. Tess Fryer, Ian Taylor. 2 Jun 2013.
Go up left-trending ramps easily to gain a right-trending crack. Follow this to a
grey niche with a steep right wall. Go up rusty rock left of the niche to the top.
Worthwhile, but some snappy rock.
Midget 20m E2 5c. Tess Fryer, Ian Taylor. 2 Jun 2013.
Lies right of Foamo. The vertical crack above the grass terrace is climbed direct.

LOCHINVER CRAGS, Creag Chlais nan Cruineachd:
NH North p205; Although the crag looks quite broken, the following two routes
are on the steep, clean central tower. Further routes would need lots of cleaning.
Grin and Go 30m E4 6a ***. Tess Fryer, Ian Taylor. 12 Jul 2013.
Start up a crack-line right of an imbedded pinnacle, then move left and up to a
ledge. Continue directly to gain the main left-trending crack, which is followed to
a rest below the final tower. Go steeply up to, then round the right side of a roof
to a strenuous finish. A classic.
Mistaken Identity 30m E5 6b **. Ian Taylor, Tess Fryer. 12 Jul 2013.
Follow Grin and Go to the left-trending crack, then move right to an easy corner,
which leads to a steeper corner under a roof on the right edge of the tower. Make
hard moves out the left end of the roof (crucial Friend 0 in a horizontal slot out
left), then go straight up to finish.
OLD MAN OF STOER:
Original Diamond Link VS 5a ***. Andrew Marshall, David Docherty. 25 Aug
2013.
Harder, more direct than the original finish with the benefit of avoiding fulmars.
Follow the original route to the cave belay at the chockstone. Head up and right
as per the original route, but not all the way round to the landward face. Instead,
head straight up as soon as possible then step left onto a thin ledge with a
prominent corner-crack above (finish of Diamond Face Route). Go straight up
this to the summit.
Note: This has been done before but seems worth recording.
Note from Ian Taylor: North-West Corner - The crux on the first pitch is solid
6a and not well protected at that point, so definitely E3 and perhaps E4.
The bolt placed two years ago by some slackliners has now been chopped.
QUINAG, Bucket Buttress:
Pails of the Unexpected 60m IV,5. Alan Buchan, John Lyall. 24 Mar 2013.
On the north-west facing wall, starting from a second bay, to the left of Paily
Wally.
1. 25m Climb up the left side of the bay to the terrace.
2. 35m Climb just right of the obvious left-facing corner, taking a shallow
groove through a roof, then cracks to the top.
The Great Gig in the Sky HVS 5a. Davy Moy, Dave Allan. 26 Jun 2009.
By the winter route.
Pick Nicker Severe. Davy Moy, Dave Allan. 26 Jun 2009.
By the winter route.

Barrel Buttress:
Beefheart 60m E2 *. Guy Robertson, Adrian Crofton. Sep 2013.
A good exposed route direct up the front face of Barrel Buttress. Start in the
centre of the face at a point roughly midway between the Direct Route on the left
and the big black fault on the right.
1. 30m 5a Climb into and follow a steep flake system to a good ledge below a
substantial steepening.
2. 30m 5c Climb the wall on the left to gain the little corner above, then make
hard moves to swing right beyond this into the continuation groove. Step out
right and climb directly up then back left before finishing direct.
TARBET CRAGS, Foindle Crag (NC 187 477):
These are two west facing crags of gneiss with a strongly left-slanting structure
west of and below the road to Foindle, just north of the Clar Loch and
approached in 5mins. The left-hand crag is Big D crag and the right Big M crag;
for those alphabetically challenged, look more closely. Descents either side or on
the right.
Big M Crag:
Climbs are described left and right of the central rib where a left-slanting rampline is very obvious.
The Drag Queen 20m VS 4c *. Bob Brown, John Mackenzie. 9 Jun 2013.
This climbs the rib just right of the left-slanting ramp with interesting climbing at
the top. Start at a wedged block and move past some vegetation and a small tree.
Climb to the overhang, then traverse left around a nose to a scoop. Move up the
wall and step right to reach a bay, then move back left around an overlapped slab
to belay on a big block. Extensive rope drag if not carrying long slings.
Foindle Me 25m HVS 5a **. John Mackenzie. 9 Jun 2013.
The left-slanting ramp gives some entertainment and is very well protected.
Climb the ramp to step down onto the big block, then climb the wall into the
scoop and finish as for The Drag Queen. The same caveat applies regarding long
slings.
LAXFORD RIVER CRAG:
(NC 247 471) North-West facing
A small outcrop visible across the river from the road 1km east of Laxford
Bridge.
Approach: Either wade the river just west of the crag or take the foot bridge
750m to the east. The climbs are described from the left or top of the crag. Topo
provided.
Windy Arete 13m VS 5a **. Davie Moy, Dave Allan, 19 Jun 2013.
The arete right of the holly and rowan trees. Pull over the overhang and continue
more easily up the arete. Step right at the second overhang, then go back left to
finish.
Holly Tree Groove 13m Severe. Davie Moy, Dave Allan, 19 Jun 2013.
Climb the big corner right of Windy Arete, then the left-trending crack above.

Rowan Tree Crack 13m V.Diff. Dave Allan, Greg Humble. 8 Jun 2013.
Climb the little arete right of Holly Tree Groove, then the thin crack in the top
wall.
Sideshow 20m V.Diff. Dave Allan, Greg Humble. 8 Jun 2013.
Start about 10m left of Flake Crack and trend slightly left taking the left-facing
groove at the top.
Flake Crack 25m VS *. Dave Allan, Greg Humble. 8 Jun 2013.
Start below and right of the island of vegetation on the face. Cross the slanting
overlap, then follow the flake-crack direct.
Gargoyle Bypass 15m Severe. Davie Moy, Dave Allan, 19 Jun 2013.
Start left of a boulder and climb up to and follow the big left-slanting crack. Step
right at the gargoyle and across the overhang.
Three Tiers 25m V.Diff. Dave Allan, Greg Humble. 8 Jun 2013.
At the right end climb three tiers up a vague arete.
Serendipity Crag (Guide p253):
Z-Plane 15m E2 5c *. Matthew Thompson, Steve Perry. 30 Apr 2014.
Steep varied climbing left of Left Crack. Climb steeply up to the reasonably solid
block and make awkward manoeuvres to stand on this. Trend left beneath the
overlap and pull over to finish up the clean slab, or the dirtier flake just right.
Serenity 12m E4 6a **. Matthew Thompson, Katie Long. 30 Apr 2014.
Committing climbing up the attractive clean wall right of Left Crack. Climb the
corner and mantel on the red ledge just right of Left Crack (wires in low seam).
Fingery moves lead up right to a hidden rail, then up the seam (blind Offset
placement) to finally reach better holds.
Back Stage:
Forgotten Lines 20m H.Severe 4b. Andy Moles. May 2014.
A slim left-facing corner just right of Back Stage, above the lower end of the
slanting shelf. Boulder onto the shelf (directly is about 5a) and straight up the
corner, which merges with the right finish of Back Stage at the top. Either belay
on the big ledge or carry on directly up the headwall to the summit of the crag.
Kinlochbervie, Barking Dog Slab (NC 223 563):
This convex grey slab provides a few pleasant short routes. From the layby at NC
224 562, walk along the road, then up a small drive to cross the fence by a
telegraph pole and up to the crag, 5mins.
Bark Worse than Bite 8m VS 5a. Michael Barnard, Alan Hill 24 May 2014.
Climbs the blankest section of the slab. Small RPs required.
Poodle 8m V.Diff. Alan Hill, Michael Barnard. 24 May 2014.
The thin slanting crack just left of Bark Worse than Bite.
Red Snapper 8m VS 4c. Alan Hill, Michael Barnard. 24 May 2014.
Climb intermittent cracks just right of Bark Worse than Bite.

Doodle 8m Severe. Alan Hill, Michael Barnard. 24 May 2014.
A better defined crack further right.
Clash Bay Crag:
(NC 222 569) West facing
This crag lies just above the road and is reached just after leaving Kinlochbervie
on the Sheigra road (though more obvious going the other way). The main lefthand side of the crag is a bit lichenous. The following routes lie on a short clean
wall on the right. An obvious feature is a large flake-crack at the left end of the
wall.
Dandelion Crack 10m V.Diff. Michael Barnard. 7 Jun 2014.
Climbs a thinner crack right of the large flake-crack.
Clash Bay Rocker 8m Severe. Michael Barnard. 7 Jun 2014.
Start 2m right of the above and climb directly up the wall.
Stay Free 8m H.Severe 4a. Michael Barnard. 7 Jun 2014.
A line 2m right again.
SHEIGRA, First Geo:
Flotsam and Jetsam 26m E7 6c ***. Steve Crowe, Karin Magog. 28 Jun 2014.
The direct finish to Flotsam. Crucial gear is hard to place on sight. Continue
direct to the top where Flotsam escapes left along the footledge. Powerful and
long moves on small crimps and undercuts.
Note: The climb was well practised and the gear pre placed!
Second Geo:
Dreams by the Sea 30m E2 5c ***. Gary Latter. 1 Jul 2014.
A fine direct line up the centre of the wall. Start from a belay on the shelf, at the
start of the roof, a few metres down from May Tripper. Pull up rightwards on
good slots to good holds (crux) at the small roof in the left-facing groove. Move
left and steeply up to good ledge, common with May Tripper. Climb the centre of
the orange wall above, between the twin black streaks, finishing direct.
WHITEN HEAD NORTH COAST STACKS:
Note: James Duthie & Michael Barnard climbed Stac Thormaid (SMCJ 2008)
by the normal route and thought Severe (given H.Severe 4b). Certainly well
worth it at the grade though – from a distance looks about E1! New tat now in
place for the abseil.
BEN LOYAL, Sgor a’ Chleirich:
Note from Ian Taylor: Milky Way (SMCJ 2006) was repeated and thought to be
very worthwhile. Grade and stars confirmed.
Mars Direct Guy Robertson, Richard Biggar. Jun 2013.
Climbed by straightening out pitch 3 (5c) and finishing direct (5b) at E4 overall.
SKERRAY SEA-CLIFFS:
Note from Ian Taylor: Ishmael was thought to be E3 5c **. It loses a star due to
the very loose finish.

THE TIGER (NC 727 641):
Situated in the atmospheric Bay of Swordly where the ancient history of Borve
Castle is intertwined with the natural history of age old rock, this incredible
sweep of black and orange cliff resembles the coat on a tiger’s back and climbing
on it is probably just as euphoric .The platform below the cliff is non-tidal in all
but rough seas. There is an abseil station situated on the hill above the crag and
taking a separate abseil rope is highly recommended.
Lick from a Tiger’s Tongue 45m E1 *. Steve Perry, Matthew Thompson. 29
Apr 2014.
"Refreshes the parts that honey-pots like Sheigra don't reach". The long leftfacing corner is an obvious feature.
1. 35m 5a From a ledge at the right-hand base of the face, make easy moves to
enter the left-facing corner. At the roof make an awkward move out right and
continue to a belay at the top of the corner on a pink spike.
2. 10m 5a Climb cracks in the steep face above and finish at a right-facing easy
corner.
Who Rattled Your Cage? 45m E3 **. Matthew Thompson, Steve Perry. 2 May
2014.
Requires a non-provocative approach and a double set of cams. An intense
adventure up the central black stripe with good climbing, but spaced protection
and variable rock.
1. 12m 5b Start as for Lick From a Tiger’s Tongue or on a rock left of the
blowhole, depending on swell. Gain the smooth wall at the black/orange
boundary, where fine bold climbing leads to a good foot ledge and large cams
above. Belay here or on the ledge just right to prevent rope-drag.
2. 33m 5b Continue up the orange/black boundary to the overlap and traverse
right beneath this on quartz rails. Pull over leftwards onto a block. Step left to
avoid dubious blocks, then climb boldly to the final slim quartz groove. Finish
delicately up this.
CAITHNESS, Mid Clyth:
Note from Ian Taylor:
The Fearful Void was thought to be E4 6a ***.
CAITHNESS SEA-CLIFFS, Auckengill:
Bellyflop 6m HVS 5a *. Steve Perry, Katie Long. 6 Jul 2013.
The roof right of Traction Control.
Limpet Love 6m VS 4b *. Steve Perry, Katie Long. 6 Jul 2013.
On the flat wall before the arete are two pin scars. Climb the undercut face
through these (between H.T. Lead and Big End).

SARCLET:
On the big wall right of Bonxies’ Last Beat, in the same bay as Occum’s Razor
and The Haven. There are belay stakes in-situ.
The Ugly Bug Ball 30m E1 5a ***. Charlie Macleod, Rob Christie. 30 Jun
2013.
Follows the arete at the north end of the slab, from a good stance. For the last
10m, move left and pull through the roof on a loose hold, to finish up the rightfacing corner.
Another Day at the Office 30m HVS 5a ***. Rob Christie, Charlie Macleod. 7
Jul 2013.
The big right-facing corner in the middle of the wall. Start from a small ledge 5m
above the water. Climb on big holds up and left into the corner. As the corner
slants left, swing round the roof to the left on a good hold onto a small ledge.
Move up under the roof and traverse right 2m to a line of weakness leading
steeply up to the top.
ULBSTER, Salad Wall:
This wall is visible from the promontory which overlooks the Stack of Ulbster.
Looking north from there, the pink slab of Salad Wall looks daunting but is very
straightforward. No fixed abseil points are available.
Salad Wall 30m HVS 5a **. Raymond Wallace, Rob Christie. 2008.
Follow the crack-line to the left of the slab reaching the left end of the mid ledge.
A second pitch climbs directly into a square corner. Make steep moves (crux) to
gain the top.
Dressing for Dinner 30m Severe 4a **. Rob Christie, Raymond Wallace. 2008.
Easy climbing up the centre of the slab gains the middle ledge. Climb up and out
onto the face to the right of the square corner and finish straight up.
Lunchtime at the Lost Sock Launderette 30m VS 4c **. Rob Christie,
Raymond Wallace, Charlie Macleod. Apr 2011.
Right of the angled slab of Dressing for Dinner, take a line up the middle of the
vertical wall, eventually to join with it for the last 3m.
Mizuna 30m Severe 4b. Gordon Milne, Rob Christie. Jun 2011.
The big chimney-crack to the right of Lunchtime at the Lost Sock Launderette.
Finish at the same point.
Firing Line 30m VS 4c *. Raymond Wallace, Charlie Macleod, Rob Christie.
Apr 2011.
Starts beneath a roof to the left of Mizuna. Turn this to the left and climb directly
up.
MID CLYTH, Stack Area:
Shelf-ish 15m E2 5c **. Rob Christie, Charlie Macleod. 25 Jun 2013.
Between the Layback Crack and Silverfish is a jutting spiky roof. Using good
holds, swing onto the small ledge above the roof. Follow the crack in the slab
above over the shoulder of the arete onto the steep wall. Climb directly up.

LATHERONWHEEL, Pinnacle Area:
I Claudius HVS 5a. Paul Torode, Alan Hill. 17 Jul 2011.
Start 3m left of Slither. Climb the steep rounded arete, then up jugs on the left
side of a lichenous slab. Awkward moves gain a small ledge on the left edge of a
final wall; finish up short crack in narrow corner.
Note: Imperial Lather was accidentally claimed as a new route at HVS 5a (not
E1 5a).
Big Flat Wall:
Welzenbach variation: Steve Perry & Katie Long started as for Welzenbach into
the alcove where that route follows a crack in the back on its left. Instead of
following this crack, they moved out of the niche onto the wall on good holds,
then climbed directly up the wall finishing left of the right-slanting crack at the
top.
Wallace and Christie – A Grand Day Out 200m E2 ***. Raymond Wallace,
Rob Christie. 8 Sep 2012.
The two-thrids height traverse of Latheronwheel, following the obvious
horizontal break between Fallout and Surf and Turf.
1. 5b Descend the corner of Fallout for about 3m to reach a handrail on the
overhanging right wall. Follow this strenuously to Rig Raped Seascape.
2. 5b Struggle to Guillemot Crack.
3. 4c Move around the arete to the ledge on Shocket.
4. 4b Easy ground and around an arete to the chimney of Catching the Worm.
5. 4a Skip across to the small high ledge of Stepping Out.
6. 4a Go around the arete to the large ledge of The Lama.
7. 4b Traverse the Little Flat Wall from the descent chimney to Two Bit Ram.
8. 4c Cross Sunspot and around the arete onto the front of the stack to the rightfacing corner in the middle.
9. 4b Continue around the stack to the top of The Beast.
10. 4c The first half of the Big Flat Wall to The Other Landscape.
11. 4c Across the black streaks to the arch of Macallan’s Choice.
12. 4c To the end corner of the Big Flat Wall and continuing to the big ledge of
Kelp Line.
13. 4c Around the next three aretes and corners to Border Raid.
14. 5a Across the wall and around the steepening arete to Pipit At the Post.
15. 5a Around a steep wall to Freakers Crack.
16. 4a Across a chimney and easy wall to the large ledge above Surf and Turf.
17. 4b The headwall of Surf and Turf.
Note: The three pitches along the Big Flat Wall would make a great individual
route.

SHETLAND, FOULA, Da Stacs ‘o’ Logat:
These are the excellent, wedge-shaped stacks 300m west of Gaada Stac. Access
is by abseil from the summit of Da Logat (stakes) and a short swim across the
channel (possible boulder-hop at low tide), followed by a gentle amble up
immaculate slabs to the summit. The seaward side is an equally fine, much
steeper, sweep of rock, averaging 35 to 40m in height. The following routes are
on the fabulous black wall, halfway along the seaward face, which sports a large
sea cave.
Peace to the World 40m H.Severe **. Liu Yong, Simon Fraser. 28 Aug 2013.
Abseil down to a choice of small ledges at sea-level (higher if a big sea is
running) and climb the fine left (eastern) edge of the wall.
Fraser Ratter 40m V.Diff ***. Mick & Kathy Tighe. 28 Aug 2013.
Abseil as for the previous route and climb back up the excellent central crackline.
Note: 13-year-old Fraser Ratter was drowned when returning from a fishing
expedition on the stac in the 19th century.
Arc of the Ocean 40m Severe **. Mick & Kathy Tighe. 28 Aug 2013.
Access as for the previous two routes, then climb back up trending right above
the sea-cave.

NORTHERN HIGHLANDS CENTRAL
BEINN A’ MHUINIDH, Bonaid Dhonn:
Toblerone 120m V.Diff *. Ewan Lyons. 20 Apr 2014.
Start 20m left of the start to Route I and climb a triangular shaped leaning pillar
to its finish. Climb the short steep wall above (easier for the tall, watch out for a
loose block) or avoid on the right. Step left over one rib and gain another further
left; follow this at an easy angle, crossing Route II to below the chimney. Step
left to the foot of a right angled corner, climb this, then step left again into
another corner that leads to a blunt arete. Easy scrambling leads to a final steep
wall.
STONE VALLEY CRAGS, Stone Valley Crag:
Inside Inside Information E1 5c. John Mackenzie, Peter Macdonald. 25 Apr
2014.
A new direct start. The normal start of Inside Information takes the right side of
an A shaped wall via a crack at 5a. This direct start climbs the centre of the wall
to holds and a ledge, possible belay. Climb the heathery overhang above (5a) on
the right side to easy ground to the foot of the second pitch of the original route.
CREAG MEALL AUNDRARY:
(NG 845 730) Alt 230m West to NW facing
A crag of amphibolite approached in 25 to 30mins from Loch Bad an Scalaig via
Choille Aundrary and thence by the bottom of the glen that runs parallel with the
crags. The biggest crag lies at the north end and forms a distinctive peak with the
top a short distance from the summit of Meall Aundrary. The climbing is harder
than it looks but gives sharp edged holds and reasonable protection. There is an
easy descent to the north.
The Main Crag has a steep slab as a lower tier with a broad terrace above. The
Upper Crag has a narrow terrace cutting across it and can be gained by
scrambling from the left via a grassy chimney.
Mumbo-Jumbo 70m VS 4c. Charles White, John Mackenzie. 21 Apr 2013.
The left end of the Upper Crag is steeply slabby and the climb starts from a small
platform 3m up below a curiously shaped flake.
1. 20m 4c Climb on to the flake, then up the rib above, moving left then right to
a good ledge.
2. 15m Either scramble up to the left or take a thin crack on the right (4b), to the
Upper Terrace. Move left to below a slabby rib and groove, with a ‘pod’ belay.
3. 25m 4c Climb the groove to a heather patch and take the overhang above via a
slanting crack to another heather patch. Move left and climb the rib direct to the
top.
4. 10m Scramble up the final wall.

RAVEN’S CRAG:
S&S Special 50m Diff **. Stephen & Sally Reid. 8 Jun 2014.
A good and exciting climb, surprisingly consistent at the grade. Start just right of
the jutting blocks (Dark Slab) at a pointed block stuck in the ground.
1. 20m Move up to a right-slanting ramp and follow it almost to its end, then go
straight up the buttress above to ledges.
2. 15m From the very right side of the top belay ledge, step across into a groove
and follow this as it curves leftwards and becomes a broken ledge. Traverse the
ledge leftwards to a break and move up to a ledge.
3. 15m Climb easy slabs on the left to a bulge and pull over this to gain a
shallow white chimney; exit this leftwards and so reach the top.
Otter Spotter 20m Severe 4a *. Stephen & Sally Reid. 8 Jun 2014.
Start as for Jutting Blocks. Pass the jutting blocks on the left and continue up a
thin left-slanting crack, maintaining the same line directly to the top.
Note: Sections of these routes have been climbed before.
CARNMORE CRAG:
One Hundred Years of Solitude 55m E8 6c ****. Iain Small, Murdoch
Jamieson (both led). 7 Jun 2014.
A great, sustained, technical and run-out route tackling the centre of the
impressive orange wall right of Carnmore Corner. Belay as for the direct start to
The Orange Bow. Move up a slab to the same recess and pull out right onto a
pedestal as for that route. From a short rib above, follow an arching crack-line out
left to a small ledge and then gain a larger overhung ledge. From a handrail
above, move hard right to a hollow flake and climb boldly up and right to a slight
crack and better holds. Pull out left to quartzy holds and a good cam in a crozzly
crack on the left. Head directly up to the large triangular niche and awkwardly
enter it from the right. From this haven, arrange plenty of gear in the diagonal
crack and further gear out right in a short crack (strenuous to place). Pull directly
out of the niche and make big moves up an incipient crack to a rough finger flake,
then follow crimps out right to a slight horizontal break. Further long moves up a
faint crack-line and a lunge gains the big horizontal break with a good thread,
cams and a shakeout. A further hard move gains the diagonal crack and
improving holds to a respite in the angle. Go up to a big diagonal crack with a
spike and finish directly.
Note: Welcome to the Terror Dome at Gruinard was also climbed by the team
and thought easier than this route. E7 6c has been agreed by the FAists.
GRUINARD CRAGS, Leg End Crag:
This buttress lies about 100m right of Bog Meadow Wall. It has a long undercut
base along most of its length.
Trouser Ripper 12m E4 6a **. Ian Taylor, Tess Fryer. 2 Jun 2013.
Go up the shallow groove at the left end of the crag. Move right and make a
stretchy move up to a niche. Hand-traverse right and finish steeply up flakes. The
belay is 15m back. A little pokey in the lower section, but the crux is well
protected.

No Coast 15m E4 6a **. Tess Fryer, Ian Taylor. 2 Jun 2013.
Start just right of Trouser Ripper and follow the obvious ramp rightwards to good
holds. Take the crack above directly to a fighting finish. The belay is 15m back.
Inverianvie Crag, Optic Wall:
Half Measures 25m VS 4c. Allen Fyffe, John Lyall. 22 Aug 2013.
A direct version of Gill starting about 3m right of the left-facing corner of that
route. Climb the fault starting up a pale coloured rib to follow the upper crack to
vegetation. Move right and climb the front of the broad rib on fine orange
coloured rock.
Fibre Optic 25m VS 4c. John Lyall, Allen Fyffe. 22 Aug 2013.
Takes a line going up to then right of the obvious roof at 10m. Start just right of
the previous route and climb up to where a ledge goes right into a left-facing
corner below the roof. Use the corner to exit right, then climb a fine crack in the
wall above.
GRUINARD RIVER CRAGS, Goat Crag:
Homunculus 20m E4 5c *. Tess Fryer, Ian Taylor. 24 May 2013.
Start at the steep crack between Homosuperior and the big block corner to its left.
Climb the crack until able to bridge left onto the big block. Continue bridging up
to the tree, step right and go up rough rock until able to trend right to gain the top
section of Homosuperior, which is followed to the top.
Freak Show Direct 20m E5 6a **. Ian Taylor, Tess Fryer. 17 May 2013.
Start right of the normal route and go straight up the cracked wall until moves
diagonally rightwards lead to a loose-looking block on the right arete (keyed-in).
Stand on the block and follow cracks back left to a junction with Freak Show just
below its downward jutting spike. Finish up the original route.
Summit Fever 20m E1 5b. Ian Taylor, Tess Fryer. 18 Jun 2013.
A second pitch above the Freak Show/Homosuperior abb point. Move right from
the belay and follow a corner up the left side of a rib. After 10m break right onto
the rib and follow a crack to ledges. Scramble for 30m to gain the top of the crag.
GRUINARD NORTH CRAGS, Carn Dearg an Droma:
Tetrus Rocket Direct 25m VS 4c *. John Mackenzie, Eve Mackenzie. 6 Aug
2013.
From where the original route veers off rightward above the lower corners, step
left and surmount the crack into the left-slanting pod, crux, and up this to the top.
A bit mossy but not without interest.
Slideline 25m H.Severe 4c. John Mackenzie, Eve Mackenzie. 6 Aug 2013.
Climb the thin crack just right of Game Boy to below a steep wall which is well
equipped with holds, a pleasant excursion.

Let’s Play Scrabble 25m E2 5c/6a **. John Mackenzie. 6 Aug 2013.
This takes a thin right-slanting crack left of Tetrus Rocket up the vertical wall.
Thin moves up the crack lead to a wall with a shallow groove. Climb this to a
bulge and step left and up to heather. Cross this to the apex of the heather rake
and climb a left-slanting thin crack to the top. A good varied and well protected
route despite being a bit mossy.
AN TEALLACH, Ghlas Tholl:
Last Orders 95m VII,8 **. Kenro Nakajima, Neil Adams. 1 Feb 2014.
A good icy mixed route taking the right side of Major Rib aiming for the
prominent corner and chimney high on that buttress. Start about 50m up The
Alley at an icy corner on the left where The Alley curves rightwards.
1. 25m Climb the icy corner direct to a niche capped by a diagonal roof.
Continue up a thinly iced slab to the left, then move right to a sloping ledge
below a short turfy corner.
2. 15m Climb the corner and the icy slab above, then step left onto flakes.
Follow these to a good stance in a clean-cut corner below the main corner.
3. 35m Rock onto the ramp on the left and follow this to the main corner. Climb
this with increasing difficulty, passing the big roof on the left (crux). Continue
into the chimney above and follow this more easily to a good stance.
4. 20m Continue up the chimney to easier ground leading to the crest of Major
Rib.
Some 120m of easy ground leads to the top of Major Rib.
AN RIABHACHAN (Glen Cannich):
The following routes are on the section of crag with Spindrift Gully. This is the
section nearest the Bealach Toll an Lochain.
Bealach Gully 140m II. Andy Nisbet, Jonathan Preston. 12 Mar 2014.
A right-slanting gully at the left end of the crag. There is one ice pitch and the
gully ends in slopes below the cornice.
Gatekeeper 150m V,5. Andy Nisbet, Jonathan Preston. 12 Mar 2014.
The steepest section of the crag lies right of Bealach Gully and has two steep
bands of rock. Start below a point about three-quarters of the way towards the
right end of the lower band. Climb a short introductory tier to below a leftslanting ramp of intermittent turf (20m). Climb the ramp until possible to break
right and reach the terrace between the steep bands. Cross the terrace slightly
leftwards to reach a right-slanting groove which is immediately right of the
steepest rocks of the upper tier. Go up to the base of its narrow section (60m).
Climb the groove and steep turf above to reach the upper slopes (50m). The
cornice was breached at the same point as Bealach Gully (20m).
Bazinga 180m III. Andy Nisbet, Jonathan Preston. 12 Mar 2014.
The crag has a low toe just left of the base of Spindrift Gully. Go up into a bay
left of the toe and take the highest break out right to reach another bay. Go to its
top and take an iced groove up right (the right-hand of two). Go up to a big
slightly left-slanting fault-line which leads over snow with icy steps to the top.

SGURR NA MUICE, South-East Face:
Hogwarts’ Express 135m IV,4 *. John Mackenzie, Andrew James. 7 Feb 2014.
A good varied route with a suitably entertaining crux. The true nose of the crag is
easily reached by the steepish slope of the 'easy angled' rib well left of the normal
approach up the left-hand couloir. The route takes the buttress between Porker on
the left and Sow’s Ear on the right, where a slabby rake hemmed in by a wall to
the right lies on the left side of this buttress. The rake ends in a steep groove
squeezed between the wall on the right and a drop into Porker on the left.
1. 55m Climb the slabby rake close to the bounding wall on the right with a little
bulge and slabs above to the base of the steep groove.
2. 25m The groove has no turf higher up but a deep parallel sided crack and can
be awkward, two in-situ nuts! An exposed but scenic turf ledge has an escape out
on the right wall.
3. 55m Above is a broken overlapped slab. Move easily up to it and follow its
right edge via a shallow gully to a steeper snow exit.
BEN WYVIS, Coire na Feola:
Risk of Ice 250m V,4. Sandy Allan, Andy Nisbet, Jonathan Preston. 1 Mar
2014.
A line up the left-hand buttress of the main section of cliff (Quiet and Peacefall
splits the two sections). Start at the same place as Discovery Buttress but traverse
easily right into the centre of the buttress (20m). Continue the traverse line on a
small ledge gained with a step up until a turfy groove leads back up left to a
terrace and wall above (45m). Climb through the wall by a right-slanting turf line,
then continue slightly right through steeper turfy ground to snow and a belay on
the right (40m). Go straight up snowy ground to a right-facing corner below
overhangs (40m). Break out left through the corner, then make a left-rising
traverse to a break near the left end of the overhangs. Go straight up to a
snowfield (45m). Joining Discovery Buttress, go up to rocks (10m). Go left
through a break in the rocks above, then right to a break in the cornice which
often forms at a change in angle of the clifftop (50m).
Note: Grade possibly IV,4 in more consolidated conditions.

NORTHERN HIGHLANDS SOUTH
SGURR NAN COIREACHAN, Sgurr a’ Choire Riabhaich:
(NM 908 873) Alt 700m North-East facing
The crag has two sections, a more broken left section with several gullies and
buttresses and a steep right section with an obvious right-rising ramp-line.
Towards the left of the left section is a deep narrow gully with a sharp ridge to its
right. To the right of this are three gullies before the section ends with a bigger
buttress. The left section is separated from the right by a Grade I snow gully
which makes a convenient descent.
The right section has a right-slanting ramp near its left end and to its right a
bigger ramp which starts from a ledge and curves rightwards over a steep wall.
Georgy Porgy 150m II. Dave McGimpsey, Jonathan Preston. Jan 2013.
The deep narrow gully. At its top, traverse into and finish up the left-hand groove
above finishing as for Gully 1.
Neck Ridge 200m II. Ed Edwards, Dave McGimpsey. 8 Feb 2009.
The sharp ridge. At its top, join and finish as for Georgy Porgy.
Gully 1 200m II. Dave McGimpsey, Andy Nisbet, Jonathan Preston. 23 Feb
2013.
The first of the three gullies starts lower down and runs up left close to the sharp
ridge. It has one definite ice pitch and may have a couple of smaller ones high up.
Gully 2 160m II. Dave McGimpsey, Andy Nisbet, Jonathan Preston. 23 Feb
2013.
A parallel left-slanting gully has one short steep ice pitch and may be Grade III in
lean icy conditions.
Light Fingers 120m IV,5. Dave McGimpsey, Jonathan Preston. Jan 2013.
Climbs near the left-hand side of the buttress between gullies 2 and 3. Start up
Gully 2 but move right after the initial short step to climb short walls to below the
buttress proper. Gain a ledge and belay near its left-hand end below a short steep
corner (60m). Climb the short corner onto a slab, move right and up through a
break in the steep wall above. Belay below a narrow ledge (30m). Traverse right
along the narrow ledge, then move up to easier ground and the top (30m).
Gully 3 150m II. Dave McGimpsey, Andy Nisbet, Jonathan Preston. 23 Feb
2013.
The last gully on this section starts from just inside the previous route but slants
up right to finish a wide funnel which may cornice badly. There is a tricky
chimney step low down which can be avoided on the right. In the narrows above
is another ice pitch and there may be a smaller ice pitch higher up.
Fat Chance 40m IV,5. Dave McGimpsey, Andy Nisbet. 29 Mar 2013.
A steep iced groove on the left wall of the narrows.

Operation Safecrack 130m V,6. Dave McGimpsey, Andy Nisbet. 29 Mar
2013.
Based on the crest of the bigger buttress. Start right of the toe of the buttress
below a slabby section of face and where there is a turf ledge just above the base.
1. 65m From the left end of the turf ledge, climb a narrow line of turf and
continue trending slightly left to below a wall (possible belay). Return right and
climb a steepening fault to reach the crest.
2. 35m Go right to a big pinnacle and climb a steep corner behind it. Continue up
the crest to a barrier wall.
3. 30m Go left and back right to pass the wall, then finish up icy grooves.
Hit and Run 85m III,4. Dave McGimpsey, Andy Nisbet. Jan 2013.
A route on the right side of the bigger buttress, starting some 20m above the
previous route. Start about 20m up the descent gully where a line of weakness
leads up left on to the crest of the buttress (60m). Finish up an unusual rightslanting turfy line to the top (25m).
Next is the Grade I snow gully which separates the left and right sections.
Parson’s Pleasure 120m IV,5. Dave McGimpsey, Andy Nisbet, Jonathan
Preston. 23 Feb 2013.
The ramp near the left end of the right section. An ice pitch to gain the ramp is
the crux by far and the grade may vary (20m). Move right and follow the ramp to
the top.
MacCloak & Ben Dagger 90m VI,7. Ed Edwards, Dave McGimpsey. 10 Feb
2009.
Climbs the left to right diagonal line above the initial ledge on Zag-Zig to a finish
up a shallow icy groove on the final tier. Follow Zag-Zig for 15m to the start of
the left to right diagonal crack/groove.
1. 30m Climb the crack and follow the groove above to belay at the base of a
pinnacle.
2. 30m Stand on the pinnacle and climb the left to right diagonal crack (as for
Tales of the Unexpected) and the continuation crack to where this peters out. Step
left and climb a turf groove to the large ramp and belay to the right of a shallow
icy groove.
3. 30m Climb the groove then move left along the ledge to a pinnacle. Climb
around the pinnacle and up the awkward corner above stepping left at the top on
to a flaked arete.
Zag-Zig 150m III. Dave McGimpsey, Andy Nisbet, Jonathan Preston. 23 Feb
2013.
The big ramp above the ledge. Start in the centre of the cliff. Gain the right end of
the ledge by a short step and traverse it to the ramp (but don’t continue beyond
the ramp) – 50m. Follow the ramp up and right (80m) until an icy ramp leads
back left to the top (20m).

Tales of the Unexpected 90m VII,7. Ed Edwards, Dave McGimpsey. 8 Feb
2009.
Climbs the right side of the wall above the initial ledge on Zag-Zig before
crossing the diagonal fault of MacCloak & Ben Dagger to a steep finish up the
final tier. Start as for Zag-Zig below a right arching slabby corner.
1. 30m Climb the right-arching corner and continuation corner above to belay on
a narrow ledge below a pinnacle.
2. 35m Climb the crack above to stand on the pinnacle and join the left to right
diagonal crack of MacCloak & Ben Dagger for 5m to a point where moves left
lead to a turf ledge. Continue to the ramp and belay at the base of a corner in the
wall directly opposite.
3. 25m Climb the corner then move left onto turf ledges leading to a short steep
corner. Follow this to the top.
CREAG COIRE AN T-SLUGAIN:
Argentine Lemon VI,6. Susan Jensen, Marie Leroux. 30 Jan 2014.
A combination of Lemon Groove linked into Argentine Chimney, giving a direct
line. The grade reflects icy but not helpful conditions.
MORUISG, The Great Grey Slab of Coire nam Mang:
A Right Guddle 70m Severe. Peter Macdonald, John Mackenzie. 22 Jul 2013.
Takes the left arete of the steeper bounding slab to the left of the Main Slabs,
starting up the bounding slab then moving up to the arete at a break before
marginally better climbing up the very edge in a good position. Climbed in two
pitches but would be improved by starting from its base rather than moving in
from the right at one-third-height.
Blankety-Blank 135m VS 4c *. Peter Macdonald, John Mackenzie. 22 Jul
2013.
A good clean route apart from parts of the second pitch but overall some nice
padding with good belays and occasional gear - take Cams 0 to 4 and some wires.
1. 40m 4c Start left of Close to the Edge below a big blank slab and climb
straight up the middle to an overlap (4 Friend runner). Go over this to climb a
slab and Friend 3 belay on the arete of Close to the Edge.
2. 35m 4a Follow a left-trending groove to the lower terrace and walk left to
below another blank slab bounded by a corner and topped by an overlap.
3. 40m 4a Go easily up the blank slab to take the overlap at a little corner in the
centre, then up steeper slabs to near Close to the Edge.
4. 20m 4c Climb the overlap and climb the next blank slab up and slightly left to
the top.

Hybrid Combinations 95m VS 4c. *. John & Eve Mackenzie. 9 Jul 2013.
A direct line up the centre of the main slab taking in parts of The President’s Men
and Rock Surfer at a reasonable grade and solid Friend protection, albeit spaced.
1. 25m 4c Start roughly centrally at the right end of the higher of the two short
horizontal ledges that are gained from the wet left-slanting rake. A grassy crack
runs up slightly right and to the left are a pair of overlaps, (as for the start of The
President’s Men). Climb the slab right of the shallow corner and over the first
overlap, then direct to the top overlap, taken near the left, to reach a left-slanting
ramp which is followed more easily or more boldly direct to the terrace. This is
more or less the same as the initial pitch of The President’s Men but less direct.
2. 40m 4b Pad up the good blank slab on the left to reach a small overlap on the
right, move up right towards the right-hand edge of the slab to cracked blocks.
3. 30m 4c Climb a steepening slab on the left towards the right-hand of the two
corners but keep to the right on a clean section of slab left of Slapstick to join the
corner at around three-quarters height. Climb to the top.
SGURR NA FEARTAIG, Coire Leiridh:
Silver Lining III,4. Alan Buchan, John Lyall. 29 Mar 2013.
A continuation to the route in SMCJ 2010. Continue up the ravine for a further
100m, finding several good short ice pitches, with one on vertical ice giving the
crux.
SGORR RUADH, Raeburn’s Buttress:
Cupid 100m III,4 *. Ewan Lyons. 14 Feb 2014.
Start 70m left of Narrow Gully. Climb an icy wall, then follow icy mixed corners
and steps trending right. Escapable on the left at half-height.
Stunt 120m III,4 *. Ewan Lyons. 14 Feb 2014.
Start 20m left of Narrow Gully. Climb the intermittent gully line split at halfheight by a large ledge with a large chockstone low down and a much smaller one
in the upper section. Threading the upper chockstone can be quite technical
depending on conditions.
Upper Buttress:
Riotous Ramble 140m III. Ewan Lyons. 14 Feb 2014.
Start halfway between Frivolity and Riotous Ridge and climb a turfy scoop (the
original start to Riotous Ridge). Trend left and up following turfy ramps over two
steep steps alway right of Frivolity, to finish at same point as this route.
MEALL GORM:
Blue Lamppost Variations VII,8. Michelle Kadatz, Ian Parnell. 1 Feb 2014.
A turfier line which may be in condition more often. The start was made by
scrambling along large grass ledges from the right to access the main headwall.
1. 15m Go up turfy corners to access the final grass ledge under the headwall.
2. 30m A new winter pitch up turfy grooves between The Smooth Creep and
Blue Lampost (winter), in a line directly under Blue Lampost’s final pitch and
belaying at prominent horizontal break/ledge capped by steeper ground.
3. 45m Climb a steep groove (perhaps pitch 3 of The Smooth Creep) and the left
side of a flake topped by a huge balanced block to join and climb the final pitch
of Blue Lampost (winter). Belay at the top of the chimney below easy ground.

Cobalt Buttress Direct Start 70m IV,4. Gwilym Lynn, Felix Sattelberger. 1
Feb 2014.
A more direct start up Cobalt Buttress, taking in part of the lower tier of the
buttress. Start about 40m up the gully on the right-hand side of the buttress.
1. 30m Climb a short corner to gain a horizontal terrace and follow this left to
the crest of the buttress
2. 40m Follow grooves and corner lines trending rightwards to the join the
original route at the end of the awkward traverse.
Note: Nick Bullock & partner on 1 Feb 2014 climbed a harder direct line right of
Rattlesnake to join Cobalt Buttress.
APPLECROSS CRAGS, Ardheslaig:
Note: Stephen & Sally Reid on 7 Jun 2014 repeated Fire in the Glens (SMCJ
2011) and can confirm the star. At the top, they started up just right of the quartz
vein as per the description but then traversed right to pull over a bulge – Severe
4a.
A’ Bhainlir:
The following routes are on small bluffs in the vicinity of the larger cliff on A’
Bhainlir (NHS p191). After crossing the bridge mentioned in the guide one can
see a prominent slabby outcrop up to the left. This has an easy lower skirt of light
coloured slabs on the SW face below a short steep wall with a prominent crack.
Round the corner to the left is a higher slabby wall of much darker, lichen
stained rock. First on the lighter coloured face.
Zig-zag 15m V.Diff. Roger Robb, Peter Biggar. 8 Aug 2013.
Climb easily up the slab to the right end of a ledge. Traverse the ledge left, with
an airy step. Go up and left to finish.
On the darker face.
Spider Slab 25m V.Diff. Roger Robb, Peter Biggar. 8 Aug 2013.
This takes the dark slabby face on the south aspect. Start at the lowest point and
climb small stepped slabs and a thin vertical crack. Trend left after 5m. Harder
than it looks.
Further up the hillside from the left of this crag, but to the right of the larger crag
on A’ Bhainlir, is a pleasant sunny area of mainly broken rock with some
pleasant scrambling, but in the middle of the crag there is a prominent thin crack.
Good Craic 10m V.Diff. Peter Biggar, Phil Gribbon. 21 Oct 2013.
Getting established in the crack is the problem.
Continuing up the path below the first crag mentioned above, one comes to the
old Applecross coastal path. A short distance along this and up to the right there
is an area of crag with several possible lines flanked on the right by a slab.

Gritty Slab 20m V.Diff. Peter Biggar, Phil Gribbon. 22 Oct 2013.
The slab itself is straightforward, though not well protected, but a good steep
finish can be found by traversing right on a broad heather ledge and climbing a
prominent light coloured pillar with an accommodating crack.
BEINN DAMH, Little Corrie:
Far Left Gully 120m II. Peter Biggar. 30 Dec 1993.
A clearly defined snow gully with a large piece of rock in it; it would be a good
ice pitch if it ever formed, but can be avoided on the left. Steep exit.
Second Left Gully 130m I. Peter Biggar. 5 Jan 2014.
The obvious gully slanting right from near the foot of the previous route.
Straightforward but steep and narrow.
Salt Beef Buttress:
This is the large sprawling buttress left of Ne’erday Gully. There are two
recorded lines and scope for more.
Left-Hand 160m II. Roger Robb, Peter Biggar. 4 Feb 2014.
A wandering line starting near the foot of Ne’erday Gully and trending left by
grooves and snowfields to a good finish by a large pedestal block well to the left
of centre in the last band of sandstone. Traversing adds to the length.
Right-Hand 130m II. Peter Biggar, Barry Hard. 2 Jan 2000.
This goes by snow and short steep rock steps overlooking Ne’erday Gully. Harder
moves can be found.
Creagan Dubh Toll nam Biast:
Heather Fest 350m III,4. Pat Ingram, Andy Nisbet. 12 Feb 2014.
Start just right of Boundary Gully at a depression. This is its alternative start but
leave the depression immediately on the right and climb ice, or turf if the ice isn’t
formed. Head left and back right up a ramp to easier ground. Follow snow or
easier turf to the top.
DIABAIG, Charlie’s Dome:
Ma Broon’s Variations 80m VS *. Ben Sparham, Dave Porter. 24 Aug 2013.
Right of Charlie’s Tower is a fine slab climbed by the route Broons’ Wall (SMCJ
2011).
1. 40m 4c Climb the left side of the slab, left of Broons’ Wall. Start by following
cracks which form a prominent right-angled arrowhead shape. Continue up the
left side of the slab before moving right into Broons’ Wall at the top of the slab.
2. 40m 4c Climb the cracked wall between pitch 2 of Broons’ Wall and the
prominent V-groove to the right, using the crack just right of the V-groove.
Continue more easily to the top.
The Witch is Dead 30m E3 6a *. Gary Latter. 12 Apr 2013.
The blunt left arete of the dome which is climbed by the second pitch of Broons’
Wall. Move up to a ledge on the left, arrange protection, then climb the arete on
its right side. Easier climbing above, then rightwards leads to an in-situ abseil
point.

Note: A rope sling and maillon was left on a thread in the prominent left-slanting
fault left of the top of Boab’s Corner, facilitating a 60m abseil descent. This can
be gained by easy scrambling leftwards from the top of Boab’s Corner.
LIATHACH, Coire Dubh Mor:
Note: Martin Moran notes that a large rockfall has taken place on the left side of
the classic route George, just before the steep section. The belay bay has
disappeared. This has deposited a huge chockstone in the gully just below,
creating a short additional pitch of potential difficulty. A hard pull was required
early in 2014 (tech 5) although later it banked up considerably. Without ice it
could be problematic.
Martin Moran reckons IV,6 for Sinister Prong. The two crux sections on Sinister
Prong are really quite hard in most conditions (either of them can be 6).
Coire na Caime:
First Foot 230m IV,4. Dave McGimpsey, Andy Nisbet. 22 Jan 2014.
A route starting up the centre of the face between No.1 and No.2 Gullies before
finishing on its left edge. First Face is always well to the right of this route.
Climbed entirely on snow and ice so good conditions. Start up an icefall at the
right end of the short base, then climb straight up (55m). Continue up and slightly
left (65m). Move right to avoid a smooth wall and climb ice up the right side of
the wall (30m). Traverse a ledge left to near the left arete of the wall, then climb
iced grooves to easier ground (55m). Finish just right of rock outcrops (25m).
Two Faced 170m V,4. Sandy Allan, Dave McGimpsey, Andy Nisbet. 20 Jan
2014.
An ice line up the centre of the face right of No.2 Gully. Start at the right side of
the face and climb two icy steps before moving into the centre below the main ice
line, which was followed over several steps to the top. The crux was a longer
icefall at mid-height and if this was thick enough for ice screws, then the grade
would be IV,4.
Strike 2 150m III,4. Sandy Allan, Dave McGimpsey, Andy Nisbet. 20 Jan
2014.
A gully which bounds the face on the right and some 20m left of 3rd Pinnacle
Gully, also slanting away from it. A short section of steep ice at 50m was the
crux. Finish by a right-slanting ramp directly above the lower gully.
Strike 3 120m III. Dave McGimpsey, Andy Nisbet. 22 Jan 2014.
A parallel gully left of 3rd Pinnacle Gully. This is the gully which 3rd Pinnacle
Gully joins high up. The gully contained three short steep ice pitches to below the
junction but then finished up left on snow (so the routes didn’t touch).
The James Caird 130m IV,5. Matt Green, Andy Nisbet, Ed Wardle. 8 Feb
2014.
The buttress between 4th Pinnacle Gully and Gully 5. Start up Gully 5 (25m) and
take the second break (the first being a vertical groove) left to the crest. Make
steep moves up the crest (crux by far), then follow the easy crest to a block below
a wall (50m). Zigzag up the crest to the top (30m, 25m).

BEINN EIGHE, Far East Wall:
Root of all Evil IX,8. Murdoch Jamieson, John Orr. 18 Feb 2014.
By the summer line, except that the traverse left on pitch 3 was immediately
under the main roof, not below it as in summer. Very sustained and generally
well protected with a strenuous pitch 3 leading to a poor belay as for
Hydroponicum summer (although the summer route made some moves up to
improve the belay).
Crazy Eyes 110m VIII,9 ***. Will Sim, Olov Isaksson. 30 Jan 2014.
This route starts up Hydroponicum, then takes up the challenge of the
overhanging off width and continuation groove, following a very strong line.
1. 40m Pitch 1 of Hydroponicum.
2. 30m Climb a right-facing corner above the belay. Then tackle the off-width to
round the lip and belay on the right.
3. 40m Continue up the off-width and steep bulges above to easier ground.
One Step Beyond 110m IX,9 ****. Pete Macpherson, Guy Robertson. 29 Jan
2014.
Extremely strenuous, then very bold on pitch 2 with pitch 3 being extremely
strenuous, technical and sustained . High in the grade!
1. 20m Start directly below the big corner of King of the Swingers. Climb up via
grooves to the right of icy slabs. Belay on a turf ledge below a wall.
2. 30m Go to the base of King of the Swingers corner via turfy grooves. Place
gear then step down and left round onto the face. Technical thin moves
horizontally left gain a niche. Launch up the overhanging cracked groove above
with difficulty (very strenuous and sustained). About 2m before the groove ends,
pull out left round onto the ice on the front face in an unbelievable position and
gain an icy niche. Climb the ice above (very serious) to gain a hanging belay on a
left-hand crack system.
3. 20m Climb the steep wall via the left-hand crack system, making moves out
to the right arete to gain the belay ledge of King of the Swingers. Very technical
and strenuous climbing with little for the feet at times.
4. 20m As for King of the Swingers. Climb up to the roof, traverse right then
head up groove above pulling through steep moves to gain a ledge below the final
short steep corner.
5. 20m Climb the corner then move up easier ground to belay.
Central Buttress Note:
Masa Sakano, Steve Towne & Rob Goodman on 30 Jan 2014, instead of “pull up
left” and “step left” after the crux, climbed through an overhang and wide crack
on the right. VII,8.

Central Buttress:
Making the Cut 130m VIII,8 ****. Nick Bullock, Jon Walsh, Greg Boswell. 30
Jan 2014.
The soaring crack-line left of West Central Gully. Start on the opposite side of the
gully to Blood, Sweat and Frozen Tears.
1. 40m Climb a stepped roof into a bulging cracked wall. Continue upwards to
gain a big snow ledge (this is the terrace below the Upper Tier of Central
Buttress).
2. 25m Traverse the snow ledge easily rightwards to gain a belay in a corner to
the left of a cave (probably the belay at the start of Nunn’s Route).
3. 35m Traverse right 10m to gain a soaring crack-line/off-width in the headwall.
Climb this until it is possible to step left to a bay.
4. 30m Climb up and right to gain a ledge on top of a pillar beneath a bulging
wall with two thin cracks. Climb this short wall to gain easy ground and belay
about 15m back.
Note: Pitches 3 and 4 climbed separately would be VII,7, high in the grade.
West Central Wall:
Crème de Violette 100m IX,9. Nick Bullock, Tim Neill. 7 Feb 2014.
A direct on Bruised Violet, culminating in two new long and quite serious
pitches. Super sustained and burly.
1. 30m Chop Suey pitch 1.
2. 40m Climb cracks up the right wall of the groove (as for Chop Suey) to the
Upper Girdle ledge, then pull through the roof and follow the committing groove
(past an in-situ pecker of Bruised Violet,) until beneath a roof. Bruised Violet now
goes right. Carefully pull right around the roof and climb the even more
committing groove above. At the top of the groove, cross Bruised Violet and
continue direct following a wide bulging crack.
3. 30m Climb direct to beneath an overhanging corner and thin crack. Pull into
the corner and climb it to the top to a rest and a wide crack. Climb a few moves
right before continuing direct via small overhangs to the top.
West Buttress:
Note: Adam Booth & Martin Zumer on 30 Jan 2014 climbed a line of corners
formed right of the crest of the lower section of West Buttress (quartzite) – Grade
V,6. Start up a crack system about 20m right of the initial crest of West Buttress
Quartzite, passing a small roof on its right side at about 30m. This led direct to
the Direct Finish (part of the Direttissima in winter).
Fuselage Wall:
Fuselage Wall Variations 70m VI,7. Peter Flanagan, Dan Commander. 1 Mar
2014.
Start 15m in from Fuselage Gully, directly below a groove (small chimney)
barred by a small roof. This feature has two parallel cracks running up its length.
1. 25m Climb the groove using the right wall until met by the roof, a few
awkward moves over this and a step left leads to the belay.
2. 25m A step right and a direct approach up the corner, using cracks and small
niches, passing a couple of small bulges leads to a belay on the left, below a roof.
3. 20m Step right and move up, tentative footwork and a hidden hook allow a
move up and right and onto easier ground.

CAIRNGORMS
COIRE AN T-SNEACHDA, Fluted Buttress:
Note: Ron Walker started Western Rib direct up iced slabs left of the mushroom
on 10 Mar 2014. The normal way starts from Goat Track Gully.
Fiacaill Buttress:
Note: Adam Russell, Douglas Russell & Steve Johnson climbed the first pitch of
Houdini, then the second pitch of Fiacaill Buttress Direct (the wide crack),
ending at the halfway terrace; V,6; 24 Nov 2013.
COIRE AN LOCHAIN, No. 3 Buttress:
The Demon IX,9 ***. Greg Boswell, Douglas Russell. 7 Dec 2013.
By the summer route.
COIRE AN LOCHAIN, No. 4 Buttress:
Snuffleupagus 65m IV,6. Lee Harrison, Michael Barnard. 23 Nov 2013.
A line between Sarcophagus and Oesophagus. Start below a less prominent
groove 5m up and left of Oesophagus.
1. 40m Climb the groove (bold) then go up to ascend the obvious shallow leftfacing corner. Continue up more broken ground, trending left to belay on a
platform.
2. 25m Above is an obvious groove leading up to finish between two towers
(Sarcophagus). Climb the wide crack to its right (crux, a bit artificial).
Torquing to Myself 70m III,4 *. Simon Yearsley. 25 Nov 2013.
A good early season route at the far right end of the crag. By mid-season most of
this area banks up, with the grade of the route reducing accordingly. Start at a
short wide crack 8m right of the blocky fault of Cut Adrift.
1. 50m Climb the short wide crack, move up and left, then up to a turfy ledge
and then diagonally right up a series of short walls to a large blocky ledge below
the steep wall.
2. 20m Follow the left-trending flake system in a fine position to the top.
Note: This area of crag was popular with instructors in the past (becomes easier
with more snow) but routes were not recorded.
CREAGAN COIRE A’ CHA-NO, Arch Wall:
Max Encouragement 55m VI,7. Masa Sakano, Luke Abbott. 18 Feb 2013.
1. 20m Climb a turfy groove as for Smooth as Silk to a ledge.
2. 35m Step right for some 2m, then climb the very obvious parallel cracks
directly, crossing an overlap. From 2m above the overlap, follow a horizontal
break to the left for 2m to join the arete of Jenga Buttress. Finish up it. Steep and
sustained with good protection.

Once were Alpinists 60m III,6. Gary Kinsey, James Edwards, Roger Webb. 2
Jan 2014.
Start at the toe of a slim buttress with a crack running down its middle, 70m to
the right (north) of Smooth as Silk.
1. 40m Climb the crack, stepping right 3m below a small roof and passing it on
the right side to reach the top of the buttress. Continue through some easier
ground to belay in the rocks 5m above the top of the buttress.
2. 20m Continue up easier ground to the top.
Blood Buttress:
Giant Steps 50m IV,6. Simon Richardson, Roger Everett. 7 Dec 2013.
The left side of the crest between Blood Thirsty and True Blood consists of a
series of giant steps topped by steep twin grooves. An enjoyable climb, technical
and well protected, but escapable at several points.
1. 35m Start midway between Blood Thirsty and True Blood and climb the steep
wall on the left to a ledge. Continue up four more ‘giant steps’ via a wall, crack,
groove and wall, always to the left of the crest, to a stance below the twin corners.
2. 15m Approach the right-hand corner from the left, and climb it to a steep exit.
True Blood Direct 50m III,4. Simon Richardson, Roger Everett. 7 Dec 2013.
1. 20m Start right of True Blood and climb mixed ground straight up into the bay
overlooked by a hanging groove and icicle (True Blood goes left from here).
2. 30m Pass the icicle on the left, and climb the groove to exit up the final corner
of the original route.
CREAG NA H-IOLAIRE:
This south-east facing crag comprises a number of schist ribs. The quality of the
climbing does not match Cairngorm granite, however the bedding plane of the
schist provides helpful holds. The simplest approach is from the Coire na Ciste
car park but the cliff can also be reached by walking from Glenmore Lodge in
about 1hr 30mins. This provides a useful fall back when the ski road is shut. The
most attractive feature is the distinctive buttress feature in the centre of the corrie.
This provides two routes – Central Buttress the attractive steeper line on the left
leading to a slender neck (80m III,4 - Simon Richardson & Rose Pearson, 27 Jan
2014) and the longer Central Ridge with a barrier tower at its top to the right
(100m III - Andy Nisbet, 1 Jan 2013). Left of this are two steep ribs to the right
of a steep wall which defines the left edge of the corrie. The left-hand rib has two
routes, one up the crest (70m IV,5 - Simon Richardson & Ricardo Guerra, 1 Feb
2014), and the other taking a groove on its right flank (70m III - Paul McKenzie,
Stepan Ptacek & Radoslav Savov , 1 Feb 2014). The right-hand rib is similar in
character (60m III,4 - Simon Richardson, Ricardo Guerra & Radoslav Savov, 1
Feb 2014). To the right of Central Ridge is another prominent ridge that has two
routes - Left Flank, Right Ridge (100m II - Andy Nisbet, Tuvshintur Ragchaa,
Battulga Damiran & Undarmaa Badrakh, 1 Feb 2014) and Right Ridge (100m II Simon Yearsley & Micha Yaniv, 1 Feb 2014).

STACAN DUBHA:
Lazy Daisy 150m II. Andy Nisbet. 12 Jan 2014.
A gully which forms the left side of Ribbon Ridge and which slants up right to
the upper crest of Ribbon Ridge. Two short ice pitches low down, then snow to
gain the upper crest of Ribbon Ridge. Follow this briefly, then go right towards
Descent Gully. Finish up left on snow.
Note: Tangent started up the ramp, not the gully as described in the guidebook.
Scarebear 150m VI,5. Andy Nisbet, Heike Puchan. 12 Jan 2014.
A well defined gully formed between the pillar with Goldilocks and a shorter
steep wall to the left. Climbed on thin and hollow ice but rarely forms better.
Start up snow up and then right (as for Goldilocks) to reach the base of the gully
(70m). Climb the main section of the gully, with thin ice on the wall right of a
blocking overhang being the crux (55m). Finish up the easier upper gully (25m).
Slogra 150m V,4. Andy Nisbet, Masa Sakano. 14 Jan 2014.
An ice filled groove halfway along the upper wall at the left end of the crag. Start
up a parallel break left of Scarebear, then trend right to the groove (70m). Climb
the groove on thin ice on this occasion to a poor belay in an upper groove (50m).
Finish up this, trending right to avoid the cornice (30m).
CARN ETCHACHAN, Lower Tier:
A Momentary Lapse of Reason 120m E3. Michael Barnard, Liam Brown. 6 Jul
2013.
The main feature of this route is an off-width crack, very obvious from the scree
fan below Castlegates Gully but not visible from directly below. This gives an
excellent piece of wall climbing, though very serious (without a huge cam). Start
left of Crystal Groove, below slabby grooves leading up to a short undercut wall.
1. 55m 4b Move easily up to climb a short arete immediately left of the
overhang. Traverse right beneath the next overhang, then move up to follow lefttrending grooves.
2. 30m 4b Continue up and left, then traverse a grassy ledge system to below the
off-width crack. Climb up to the base of the crack.
3. 35m 5b Climb the wall using the crack and the left arete, only moving into the
crack near the top. Walk back along the top of the block and go up a short corner,
then move left to climb a tricky groove up to easy ground below the terrace.
SHELTER STONE CRAG:
The Spire, Independent Start 120m E1 **. Michael Barnard, Alan Hill. 21 Jul
2013.
This start could also be used for Haystack or Steeple. It has a very fine second
pitch. Start below the initial corner of Haystack.
1. 30m 4b Move up left onto the arete and continue up leftwards to climb a crack
immediately right of a grassy fault. Trend up and right to belay near the right end
of a grassy ledge (junction with Haystack).
2. 50m 5b Climb the right-hand crack up the slab; where this runs out, step right
to continue up another crack leading into an obvious short corner. Move left
along the ledge and go up a right-slanting corner (as for Haystack).
3. 40m Move up and right to gain a fault leading to the terrace (as for Postern).
Step left to belay below the shallow groove.

Note: On the second ascent of The Needle on 2 Jun 1968, Malcolm Rowe &
Davy Moy didn't like the look of threading the needle, last pitch, because it was
green and slimy, so from the belay set off left up the wall, across to the arete and
up that to the top. On reflection a bold bit of climbing. Don't think anyone else
has gone that way. Maybe 5b or 5c.
Note: Stone Bastion
The upper section is confusingly described in the guidebook. Two recent ascents
took the following line, with pitch 7 being possibly new.
7. 15m 5c Go up the groove on the right past loose rock, then move left into a
corner. Climb the corner past a dubious flake to a good sloping shelf (original
route comes in from the right here).
8. 30m 6a Climb the corner above and swing out right onto a sloping ledge
occupied by some blocks (the hold at the top of the corner is best avoided). Climb
the crack in the right wall of the next corner until able to bridge into the corner,
then continue up the fine wall on horizontal breaks. Belay in a recess.
9. 10m Pull out right and scramble to the top.
HELL'S LUM CRAG:
Diawl Bach 25m VS 4b. Michael Barnard, Alan Hill. 20 Jul 2013.
Eliminate but enjoyable climbing up the green slabby tower between Big De'il
and Wee Devil. Start below a grassy groove leading into a crack. Go up the
groove then step right to climb direct up horizontal breaks and the slab above to
gain the final diagonal crack. Move up this to finish up the crack on the right.
Note: Arc of a Diver - The first pitch was thought 5b, the third pitch 5a (not viceversa).
CRAIG RAIBEIRT:
The small compact crag between Stag Rocks and Stac an Fharaidh is cut into
three tiers and provides worthwhile mixed climbing.
Hurricane Rib 70m Severe. Tom Prentice, Simon Richardson. 21 Jul 2012.
The well-defined left edge of Craig Raibeirt is comprised of four distinct
sections/steps.
1. 30m 4a Start at the foot of the rib and climb the first section up easy angled
cracks to a gap. Climb the second step up a short steep crack on the left to reach a
large terrace at the top of the second tier.
2. 40m 4a Climb a vertical flake-crack on the left edge (crux) and continue up
the final slabby section to the top.
Hurricane Rib 70m III,6. Simon Richardson, Roger Webb. 4 Jan 2014.
As for the summer line.
Meteor Cracks 60m V,6. Simon Richardson, James Edwards. 22 Feb 2014.
A good sustained route taking a line up the left side of the front face.
1. 30m Start just right of the gully separating the front face from Hurricane Rib
and climb twin turfy cracks to a ledge. Continue up the continuation line and exit
onto a second ledge into a small triangular alcove. Step right, and follow a lefttrending groove to a broad terrace at the top of the second tier.
2. 30m Move 5m right and climb a narrow chimney through the wall above,
before finishing up an easier-angled left-facing corner to the top.

Lightning Corner 60m V,6. Simon Richardson, Roger Webb. 4 Jan 2014.
The right edge of the front face is cut by attractive twin corners.
1. 30m Climb the left-hand corner to a ledge (top of first tier), then move up and
right across a steep wall into a hanging groove (and left of the right-hand corner
of Thunderbolt Crack). Continue up this to a broad terrace at the top of the
second tier.
2. 30m Climb through a break near the right end of the terrace and move up to
the prominent short V-corner up and right. Climb the initial short step, then break
out left near the top and follow easier ground to the top.
Thunderbolt Crack 60m V,7. Simon Richardson, Roger Webb. 22 Mar 2014.
The right-hand of the attractive twin corners.
1. 30m A steep start leads to the right-hand corner which is technical but well
protected. Climb this to a broad terrace at the top of the second tier.
2. 30m From the right end of the terrace, step right and climb a gully/slot to the
foot of a prominent short V-corner up and right. Climb this in its entirety and
short continuation gully to the top.
Whirlwind 55m IV,5. Simon Richardson, Roger Webb, James Edwards. 9 Feb
2014.
A natural line of weakness cutting the cliff from right to left.
1. 25m Start 15m up and right from Thunderbolt Crack and climb a short groove
and steep wall on the left to exit into a short groove-chimney. This exits on to the
broad terrace at the top of the second tier.
2. 30m Climb through a break near the right end of the terrace (as for Lightning
Corner) and move left to the left-slanting line left of the V-groove of Lightning
Corner. Follow this over a steep step to the top.
Typhoon Corners 50m V,7. Simon Richardson, Roger Webb. 22 Mar 2014.
A line based on a prominent roofed corner at the right end of the crag. A steep
entry leads to the corner. Climb this to where it becomes a wide crack, then make
a difficult move left to a turfy ledge and continue up to a diagonal break. Climb
twin cracks in the line of the break to a good long ledge, and continue up the
short headwall above.
Note: Changing around the top pitches of Lightning Corner and Whirlwind
would be more logical (no change in grades).
STAC AN FHARAIDH:
Shielden 100m II. Susan Jensen, Andy Nisbet. 5 Jan 2014.
Roughly the line of the summer route, but entirely on snow and ice. In peak
conditions it disappears under snow.
Deja Vu Left Finish 30m IV,3. Sandy Allan, Andy Nisbet. 8 Jan 2014.
Where the normal route finishes right, go diagonally left on ice above the leftfacing corner of the following route. The grade is for the whole route; this pitch
would be Grade III.

Parfait Glacé 100m III. Andy Nisbet. 10 Jan 2014.
Start up Apres Moi to where it reaches the right end of the main lower overlap.
Cross this on ice right of the slot which Apres Moi climbs, then continue up
(Apres Moi goes left) into a left-facing corner which curves left and forms a big
feature leading to the top.
Spritus Sancti 160m IV,5. Sandy Allan, Andy Nisbet. 8 Jan 2014.
A chimney line on the right side of Broad Buttress, initially close to Narrow
Gully. Start on the left side of the bay below Narrow Gully and climb a vertical
back and knee chimney (20m, crux). Continue up the fault-line above (50m).
Keeping to the right edge of the buttress, climb to and up a narrow chimney with
a prominent chokestone and walls above (50m). Move right under a steep wall
and back left above to finish (40m).
Shallow Rib 80m II. Andy Nisbet. 24 Feb 2014.
The rib left of Shallow Gully, started by going left from some 10m up Shallow
Gully. The next gully left was Grade I and used in descent.
Hypoglycaemia 80m III. Andy Nisbet. 24 Feb 2014.
A shallow gully on the right side of the right-hand of the distinct buttresses left of
the Western Sector (SMCJ 2012). It led to steep moves left to gain the top not far
right of Wobble Block Chimney.
Twee Gully 80m III. Andy Nisbet. 23 Jan 2014.
The gully between the right and central of the distinct buttresses left of the
Western Sector (SMCJ 2012). A short steep ice pitch led to a chimney, then an
easier finish.
Note: The large gully between the central and left buttresses was Grade I with a
short ice pitch which could easily bank out. It has probably been climbed before.
Lookout Buttress 60m III,5. Andy Nisbet. 23 Jan 2014.
A mixed line on the left buttress. Start up a left-facing corner some 8m from the
left edge of the buttress. Climb this and a short awkward wall into a continuation
corner which led to a distinctive narrow chimney. Squeeze up this and continue
until easy to gain the buttress on the right. Finish easily up this.
LURCHERS CRAG:
The Baby Dragon 80m VI,6. Adam Booth, Gustav Mellgren. 27 Jan 2014.
The right edge of the front face of the buttress left of North Gully.
1. 20m Follow a crack up the right edge of the steep slab, breaking right onto a
steep turfy ramp at 5m. Follow the ramp for 15m (crux) to a large ledge on the
left below a short corner.
2. 40m Follow the corner past a difficult move, onto easier mixed ground above,
then continue up cracks to a large ledge.
3. 20m Climb a steep corner-crack up the obvious final headwall.

Note: From John Lyall. The route described as K9 but climbing the ice direct is
the original line of Window Gully and rather than the original Grade III, is
thought to be V,5 by the icicle on the left but V,6 by the longer right icicle (which
formed in 2010 but not 2014). The route described in the guidebook as Window
Gully was climbed by Ewan Clark & Andy Nisbet in February 1984 at IV,5; the
name Diamond Gully is suggested as it was climbed after a retreat (one of many)
from Tiara in Garbh Choire Mor. The following routes are near the original
Window Gully (K9).
Far from the Madding Crowd 220m III,4. Matt Griffin, Adrian Dye. 29 Dec
2013.
The route climbs the rib left of the icefall of Window Gully. Start left of Window
Gully underneath the following two icy lines where a rising ledge leads left to the
apparent crest of the rib.
1. 50m Traverse the ledge to the rib and climb the rib up slabby ground to below
a steepening.
2. 30m Traverse left from the stance along a slab into a short icy corner.
Surmount the block in the corner (awkward) and exit to easier ground. Belay on
the easier slope above.
3. etc. Climb up the rocky crest above and follow it to the top by a choice of
lines.
Robodog 170m IV,5. Andy Nisbet, Jonathan Preston. 1 Jan 2014.
The left-hand icy line mentioned above and which forms in a corner which forms
the right side of the rib. Climb a short step to cross easy ground near the start of
the rising ledge (20m). Climb a steep icefall and the subsequent corner (45m).
Continue up the corner to easy ground, then trend right (ignoring an easy ice
pitch which is more in line with the below) towards a large icefall which breaks
out left (50m). The route now joins K9 which gains (25m) and climbs the icefall
(30m).
Ermine 230m V,4. Sandy Allan, Andy Nisbet. 25 Jan 2014.
Another ice line, often thin, which forms on the slab right of a second corner, the
corner right of Robodog. Icy runnels lead left to the corner. Step right on to the
middle of the slab (thin ice) and climb a thickening ice streak to an easing. Go up
this to a belay (65m). Climb easier angled ice above leading to snow (or turfy
slopes). Head up to its top, below a smaller icefall right of the Robodog/K9 upper
icefall (70m). Thinner ice runnels gain the main icefall. Continue up a rocky rib
(70m). Finish up an optional steep corner and the easier rib (25m).
Tetraidekaphobia 240m V,6. Susan Jensen, Andy Nisbet. 14 Feb 2014.
The face to the right of Window Gully. Start right of Window Gully and climb the
face (steep snow) to the base of a rock outcrop (30m). Move right and climb to
the right end of the roof system down which the icicles of Window Gully form.
Continue up (40m). A groove above may be possible but this ascent went
diagonally left, then round a steep and difficult corner to an easier line leading up
right (40m). Continue up the face staying left of the crest (50m). Gain the crest
and other routes. Follow the crest (50m, 30m).

Impulse Grooves 240m VI,7. Roger Everett, Simon Richardson. 16 Feb 2014.
A sustained mixed climb following grooves up the front face of the buttress
between Window Gully and Central Gullies. Start just left of the crest of the
buttress.
1. 30m Climb slabby ground to a right-facing groove and belay at the top of this
at a spike.
2. 35m Climb straight up a series of short corners, then trend left (Overdraft
crosses here from the right) and back right to a good ledge with a large block.
3. 30m Step back left and climb a short steep groove (crux), then trend slightly
left to a small bay. Exit right from this into a short groove, then step right and
trend up and right to belay in an open groove with cracks left and right.
4. 30m Climb the groove to a large overhang, then move round this to the right
to enter a fine groove on the crest. Climb this to the top of the difficulties.
5. and 6. 115m Move left and climb easier ground to the right of the upper part
of Window Gully to the top.
Doorway Ridge, Left Start 45m II. John Lyall. 16 Jan 2013.
An easier start to the ridge, making it Grade II overall. Start on the left side and
follow the obvious line slanting up right to the notch on the ridge.
COIRE GARBHLACH, Upper Corrie:
Willow Ridge 110m IV,4. Susan Jensen, Andy Nisbet, Jonathan Preston. 29
Dec 2013.
The ridge to the left of Deep Freeze. Start just inside Deep Freeze. Climb a short
groove, then move out left to the crest (30m). Climb a big corner system to its top
and a pinnacle on the right (35m). Go along a sharp horizontal arete, then up two
ridge steps to reach the upper slopes (45m).
Chilled Out 120m III. Andy Nisbet, Jonathan Preston. 25 Nov 2013.
The buttress to the right of Deep Freeze. Start up easy turfy ground right and
back left to reach the steeper upper half. Move left until nearly overlooking the
gully. Climb steep turf and move back right into the centre. Go left up turfy steps
and up to reach the summit crest from the left. Finish along a narrow easy crest.
Slopes lead to the top (not in length).
BRAERIACH, Coire nan Clach:
Umbrella Couloir 70m II. Simon Richardson. 20 Apr 2014.
The well defined couloir defining the left of the buttress containing Hey Teacher,
leads up to a small ice umbrella.
Moonflower 70m III. Roger Webb, Roger Everett, Simon Richardson. 10 Nov
2013.
The triangular buttress between Prospector’s Rib and Alaska Highway is cut by a
short chimney on its front face. Climb up to the chimney from the left, and trend
left up grooves to a stance (40m). Finish up the final pitch of Prospector’s Rib
(30m) to the top.
RRS Rib 70m II. Roger Everett, Roger Webb, Simon Richardson, 10 Nov 2013
The rib right of Alaska Buttress is well defined early in the season, but will
largely bank out under heavy snow.

Coire Domhdail:
The buttress contain Tempest Rib (SMCJ 2012) is cut by a series of short grooves
and characterised by a horizontal break at one-third height.
Blizzard Grooves 70m II. Simon Richardson. 29 Mar 2014.
The discontinuous series of grooves just right of the left edge of the buttress.
Turmoil Groove 70m III. Simon Richardson. 29 Mar 2014.
Start right of centre to avoid a smooth step wall and climb turf up to a horizontal
break. Trend slightly left to gain a short slanting groove that cuts through the
headwall. Easy ground leads to the top.
Storm Force Wall 70m III,4. Simon Richardson. 29 Mar 2014.
Start just right of Turmoil Groove and climb steep turf to the horizontal break.
Move up to a left-slanting ramp under the headwall and climb it via steep turf and
sculptured rock in the centre to reach easy ground leading to the top.
Cyclone Edge 70m II. Simon Richardson. 29 Mar 2014.
The tapering narrow buttress between Tempest and the Grade I gully to the right.
Climb a steep initial section to the horizontal break and continue easily up to the
steepening. Spiral round this to the right to gain easy ground.
Coire Bhrochain:
Petzl Buttress 80m III,4. Roger Everett, Simon Richardson. 17 Nov 2013.
The headwall of the buttress left of Powerpoint is cut by a shallow square-cut
gully-groove.
1. 20m Climb a shallow right-facing corner in the slabs directly in line with the
gully-groove.
2. 30m Move left onto more slabs and pull through a steep crack to a ledge.
Move right under a bulging nose to belay below the gully-groove
3. 20m Zigzag up the gully-groove, moving from ledge to ledge, to its top.
4. 10m Easy snow on the left leads to the plateau.
CREAGAN A’ CHOIRE ETCHACHAN:
Pikestaff, Direct Start 30m VS 4c. Michael Barnard, Alex Gaastra. 13 Jul
2013.
The obvious lower arete, starting on the left. A pleasant pitch.
BEINN A' BHUIRD, Coire an Dubh Lochain:
Note: Julian Lines & Danny Laing freed the diedre variation of The Scent at E2
6a or E3 6b in July 2013.
Dividing Buttress:
Note: Dave McGimpsey & Andy Nisbet in Jan 2014 climbed a line up icy
grooves just left of The Fringe, then trended right to easier ground above the
slabs, continuing up short steps to “the huge boss of rock” near the plateau. Some
250m Grade II, pleasant in icy conditions but no real line.

BEN AVON, East Meur Gorm Craig:
This largely disappointing winter cliff has two well-defined buttress/ridge lines to
the left of the summer routes.
Sheep of Destiny 60m III,4. Simon Richardson, Roger Webb. 24 Nov 2013.
The left-hand ridge-line looks steep and improbable from below.
1. 40m Avoid the lower section by climbing an open gully on the right to lefttrending ramp. Follow this to a hidden left-facing corner that leads through the
blank section.
2. 20m Continue up the crack-line above, and surmount the final wall on the
right.
The Sheep, The Sheep 60m III,4. Simon Richardson, Roger Webb. 24 Nov
2013.
1. 40m The right crest of the right-hand buttress is gained via an open corner and
a zigzag line up a slabby wall. Move left along an easy ramp below the crest to
the foot of a steep corner.
2. 20m Climb the corner, pull through steeply on the right at its top, to exit onto
easy ground. Scrambling leads to the top.
MOUNT KEEN, Quartz Cliff:
Heliotrope Wall Alternative Start 18m VS 4c. Greg Strange, Rob Archbold,
Brian Findlay. 9 Sep 2012.
There is a scoop of bubbly rock below the larger left-facing corner mentioned in
the original description. Climb a short flake feature left of the scoop, continue up
for about 4m, then traverse right across base of the corner (above the scoop) and
up to join the original at the top of the ramp.
The following two routes climb the clean slab right of Heliotrope Wall.
Etnach Way 50m VS 4c. Rob Archbold, Greg Strange. 26 May 2013.
Step off the large detached block and climb up and slightly left. Cross the ramp
and continue up to briefly join Heliotrope Wall (runners) before moving right to
base of the right-hand of twin cracks. Follow the crack, then break right to climb
the centre of the headwall on good holds. Continue to finish just right of a
cracked pale block.
Mystery Train 50m VS 4c. Greg Strange, Rob Archbold. 26 May 2013.
This climbs the right side of the slab, aiming for a prominent right-slanting crack
which passes just right of the headwall. Commence as for Heliotrope Wall but
continue straight up from the start of the ramp. At 18m, move right below a small
bulge, then go back up slightly left before trending right to base of a slanting
crack. Climb the crack, then move left on to the headwall (where the crack
becomes mossy) to finish as for the previous route.
LOCHNAGAR, The Stack:
Nice 'n' Squeezy 50m V,7. Michael Barnard (unsec). 3 Mar 2013.
Climbs the far left-hand side of the short steep buttress overlooking the top
section of Black Spout (up and right of The White Spout). Move up into an
obvious overhung niche; from here traverse left to gain a left-slanting squeeze
chimney. Struggle up this (crux) then continue more easily to the top.

The Stuic:
Millennium Buttress Direct 90m V,5. Roger Everett, Simon Richardson. 9 Nov
2013.
Good climbing up the series of grooves cutting into the left side of Millennium
Buttress.
1. 25m Start just left of the buttress crest and climb a steep left-facing corner to a
good ledge.
2. 20m Climb the awkward step above to a narrow ledge below a steep wall.
Climb this just right of centre (bold), then move left more easily to a good stance
by the ‘window’ of Millennium Buttress.
3. 25m From the left side of the ‘window’, climb up a left-facing corner cutting
through the headwall. Follow this to a good stance on the right.
Continue more easily to the top.
CREAG AN DUBH LOCH, Broad Terrace Wall:
Take the Throne 150m VII 6. Uisdean Hawthorn, Callum Johnson.12 Jan 2014.
An independant winter line between Last Oasis and Sword of Damocles,
climbing ice roughly on the line of Mirage Variations.
1. 40m Start up a short groove, then up some steps to the base of the slabs.
2. 50m Climb the slabs to the base of a steep corner to the left of Sword of
Damocles, sustained climbing.
3. 60m Climb the steep corner to easier ground.
Note: Sword of Damocles had several ascents on ice at a grade of VII,7.
Defence of the Realm 100m VII,7 ****. Greg Boswell, Guy Robertson. 11 Jan
2014.
A rarely formed but exquisite ice route based on the big square-cut fault between
The Crow and Falkenhorst. Previous attempts in summer have failed due to the
compact nature of the rock.
1. 35m Follow the iciest line approximating to the summer line of Falkenhorst
until the right end of the obvious ledge system can be gained. This is followed up
and left to a spacious belay just right of the main icefall. A bold pitch.
2. 25m Step left and follow steep ice over several overhangs to gain the big
upper groove.
3. 40m Climb the groove past a final steepening to easier ground and the top.
The Cure 135m VIII,8 **. Will Sim, Nick Bullock. 11 Jan 2014.
Start up a line of seams and slim corners 5m to the right of Defence of the Realm.
A hard initial pitch of high quality mixed climbing leads to two pitches of
brilliant thin ice.
1. 45m Climb the corner with some tricky moves but good protection to beneath
a large capping roof. Make a thin traverse horizontally right for 5m to gain ice
and the far left-hand section of The Sting. Climb up this for 20m to a hanging
belay on rock.
2. 30m Move up and left to cross slabs on thin ice and which lead to a groove
and a comfortable belay in the back of an obvious niche/cave.
3. 60m Two awkward mantelshelves are gained in the first 10m. From the higher
one a streak of ice is reached and linked with other ice to the top of the crag.

Hustle 120m VII,7. Iain Small, Simon Richardson. 11 Jan 2014.
A steep ice line climbing a thinly iced wall to the left of the main icefall of The
Sting.
1. 60m Start at the same point as The Sting and climb directly up hanging icicles
to reach a point at 30m where the icefall splits into a Y shape. Take the left
branch up thinly- iced walls and pull over a capping roof (on Falkenhorst?) to a
hanging stance in a small right-facing corner. A serious pitch on thin ice with
spaced ice screw protection.
2. 60m Continue more easily up the well defined left-branch over a series of
short steep steps to the plateau.
Central Gully Wall:
The Giant VII,7. Doug & Uisdan Hawthorn. 29 Dec 2013.
A winter ascent on ice.
Vampire Pitch 3 Variation 35m E1 5a **. Michael Barnard, Alan Hill. 22 Jun
2014.
Equally good (though bold) and makes the route E1 overall. After the initial step
around the arete onto the slab, go back up leftwards to the arete. Follow this for a
few metres before moving right up a line of holds to reach thin cracks (microcams useful). Climb up leftwards to join the normal route at the end of its toe
traverse, then continue up this to the stance.
Note: It seems unlikely that this pitch is any easier than the normal route.
It has been suggested that the existing variation (going straight up the main
corner at E3) is named Vampire Direct.
North-West Gully Buttress:
Icefall of Doom 80m V,5. James Wheater, Steve Addy. 2 Mar 2014.
The obvious blue icefall about halfway up the right side of North-West Gully. It
should be possible, at a harder grade, to reach the end of the difficulties in one
big pitch if the icefall is climbed direct all the way (about 45m). Climb NorthWest Gully to the foot of the icefall (120m).
1. 25m Climb 70 degree ice up to the base of a steep hanging icicle. Climb this
icicle direct (crux) to belay (ice screws) behind the upper icicle/icefall in a recess
on the right.
2. 25m Step back onto the icefall taking an upwards trending line leftwards over
icy steps and ramps, then step back right to finish straight up to easy ground,
followed for about 10m. A better but harder line would be to climb the icefall
direct from the belay.
3. 30m Climb easy snow to the top.
GLEN DOLL, Maud Buttress:
Rollerwall 150m III. Roger Everett, Simon Richardson. 15 Feb 2014.
A zigzag line up the right side of the crag. A steep entry gains a prominent lefttrending ramp that leads to a tree (40m). Continue up the ramp until an awkward
step right above a steep wall leads to the prominent right-trending ramp. Follow
this to its end (50m). Continue up and left to a bay with a short frieze of icicles.
On the first ascent these were too delicate to climb, so a traverse right was made
to finish up the easier icefall on the right (30m). Finish straight up the
continuation line (30m) to reach the broad terrace at the top of the crag.

GLEN CLOVA, Bassies:
Whitehaugh Buttress Right-Hand 300m II. Simon Richardson, Ben Richardson.
28 Dec 2013.
To the right of Whitehaugh Gully is a massive triangular buttress. This route takes
the easiest line starting up a snow slope on the right to gain the broad right-hand
edge that leads up to the apex of the buttress with a narrower crest to finish.
Whitehaugh Buttress Direct 300m III. Simon Richardson. 29 Dec 2013.
The direct ascent of the buttress takes the prominent curving gully that cuts deep
into the left side of the lower barrier wall. Climb easy snow above and then trend
right through the next steep tier to a steep exit onto the apex of the buttress.
Follow the crest to the summit plateau as for Whitehaugh Buttress Right-Hand.
GLEN PROSEN, South Craig:
Spanish Dinner 150m V,6. Tim Chappel, Henning Wackerhage. 4 Jan 2014.
The large open gully in the centre of South Craig is taken by Summit Gully. A
small bay 10m to the left indicates the start of a series of grooves and left-facing
corners which provide three pitches of entertaining mixed climbing, interspersed
with easy steep ground. The crux is near the top, a steep rock band with good
hooks and protection.
Freebird 120m V,6 *. Tim Chappel, Henning Wackerhage. 8 Feb 2014.
On the right side of South Craig, immediately to the right of a noticeable prow
almost at the lowest point of the crag, is a steep left-facing book-corner, 10m
high. In good conditions this forms a fine icefall; above it steep moves lead to a
second corner, often festooned with giant icicles, above which a groove leads to
an iced-up cave (belay). The line of the route follows the best and steepest ice
protectable on the day.
GLEN PROSEN, North Craig:
Unforgiven 45m II. Martin Holland, Ian McIntosh, Sharon Wright. 24 Jan
2014.
A pinnacle like feature can be seen at the top of the crag some 20m right of White
Sun of the Desert. Easy snow ramps and ledges lead to a steep wall at half-height.
This is bypassed on the left by heathery ledges. Finish up a good corner-groove
on the left of the pinnacle.
Note: The same team climbed a variation on White Sun of the Desert, taking a
more direct line on the right up the steep section by an icy corner and groove.

NORTH-EAST OUTCROPS
NIGG BAY TO COVE BAY, The Long Slough Note: A Momentary Lapse of
Reason (SMCJ 2013) had been done before (editor’s mistake including it).
COVE BAY TO CLASHRODNEY, Sickle Row:
Finbar 366 20m E5/6 6b. Neil McGeachy (ground up). 7 Aug 2013.
Start 4m to right of Mao. Climb direct up a thin crack in the middle of the initial
wall of an overhanging recess, aiming for a triangular downward spike in the
middle of the arch. Now gain a steep pink hanging slab on the left. Exit the slab
leftwards via an undercut flake, then climb direct until forced to join Mao near
the top. A bold start could be avoided by climbing pockets and a corner system
on the left of the recess but would obviously lower the grade.
Sesame Snap 20m E5 6a. Neil McGeachy. 18 Aug 2013.
Climb a corner on the right-hand side of Sesame Cave to undercuts below the
right-hand side of the roof. Pull powerfully through the roof until a bridging
position above steepness is gained. Traverse with care diagonally left up an
obvious slab until undercuts and gear are gained. Finish up steep broken ground
to the top. Abseil inspected and cleaned.
New World Order 25m E6 6b ***. Tim Rankin. Jun 2013.
A superb route taking the stunning diagonal line just left of Glasnost. It’s
probable the line has never been dry enough to climb before! Start up Glasnost to
just below the roof, then step left to place protection in a crack below a hanging
groove. Return right and use twin aretes to move up left to undercuts below the
hanging groove (wet on first ascent). Now boldly squirm up the groove to a good
hold and welcome protection. Yet more hard climbing leads left to gain the base
of a fine quartz crack. Finish with sustained interest up this.
The Mincer Cliff:
Amazing Grace 35m E4 5c **. Graham Tyldesley, Russell Birkett. 16 Feb
2014.
A line tackling the steep central section of the crag gives a sustained and well
protected outing. Start on the central squat buttress on the Girdle Traverse. Move
up this buttress to its top where a chimney-crack line cuts into the steepness.
Climb this for a couple of metres, arrange high gear and then step left out onto
the pillar. Climb the pillar to its top.
FINDON CLIFFS, Orchestra Cave:
Virtuoso 40m E6 6b ****. Tim Rankin, Graham Tyldesley. May 2013.
A stunning voyage up the overhanging groove line on the left wall of the cave in
one mighty pitch. Start as for Resinate below twin cracks right of the short sport
routes. Climb an easy groove, then the cracks above to a small ledge. Take the
obvious line trending right across red rock to gain a sloping perch below the
groove line proper. Climb the groove with committing moves out to the lip of the
largest roof (large cam). The crux follows getting over the lip and up to the next
roof which is climbed on the right. Return left to finish over the last roof to gain
the very lip of the crag and pull over triumphantly! Well protected yet
committing. Climbed on-sight with one fall and yoyo from the sloping perch.

Little O Wall:
Swordfish Trombones 25m E6 6b. Neil McGeachy, Graham Tyldesley. 3 Aug
2013.
The corner and stepped roof right of Treacherous Trombone. Start as for
Treacherous, break right at 3m up a ramp and corner. Follow undercut blocks and
sidepulls straight up to the left side of the big roof. Enter the hanging corner from
the right and fight your way upwards. Finish via rather worrying blocky ledges.
Climbed ground up.
Note: Choir Boy (SMCJ 2013) has seen several repeats with quality confirmed
but E3 5c has been proposed.
Just right of Choir Boy, a fine wall runs right and slants up until it diminishes into
easy ledges and grooves. Two obvious crack-lines start from a slanting ledge
system.
Dissonace 20m E1 5b *. Tim Rankin, Graham Tyldesley. Spring 2013.
The left-hand crack leading to the easy upper groove provides a fine line. Gain
the ledge easily from the right and move left to below the crack. Climb the
pleasant crack until a tricky traverse right leads into the easy upper groove. The
first ascent climbed an awkward overhanging little groove just right of the
obvious seeping groove directly below the crack to gain the ledge (E2 6a) but this
is out of character with the rest of the route and usually wet.
Rococo 20m E4 5c *. Tim Rankin, Graham Tyldesley. Spring 2013.
The fine wall left of the crack and just right of Choir Boy. Start up the right-hand
groove start to Choir Boy and follow this until the split block. Arrange a high
runner in the crack above (extend well) and swing right on good holds onto the
wall. Either arrange dubious protection here (0 tri-cam, small RP’s) or more
boldly step up to good holds just below a good break. Take the short wall direct
above and finish up a flake trending left into the top of Choir Boy.
Doo Cove:
At the south end of the Findon Ness headland is a deep narrow inlet which cuts
back north into the headland, the Doo Cove. It has an impressive but usually wet
west facing wall of dubious looking rock. The routes are found on a hidden set of
small crags on the south side of the Doo Cove inlet. There are three separate
cliffs which provide a varied spread of both climbing styles and grades mostly on
very good rock. All three walls can be viewed from the north end of the Findon
Ness headland looking south.

Storm Wall:
Partially Tidal South-East Facing
The most northerly and best hidden cliff is essentially the south-east entrance to
Doo Cove. The rock is sound water-worn mica schist with several impressive
quartz dykes. The cliff is characterised by a short, very steep lower wall and easy
angled slabs above. The slabs seep and takes a while to dry but as long as the
lower wall is not getting wet it is possible to negotiate the seeps at the lip and on
the easy slab. Although the left end of the wall is tidal, all the routes should be
accessible except during big swells. At low tide it is possible to approach the
routes from below Doo Slab, otherwise make a 45m abseil in from anchors in an
exposed block in the grass above the easy slab and over looking Doo Cove. The
wall catches a fair bit of sun but because of its close proximity to the sea can
suffer from lingering dampness. Like most coast venues, the best conditions
would be found on a cool breezy day after the sun has been on the wall but the
rock provides surprising friction even in less than ideal conditions. Route lengths
are given up to belays on the slab from where a further 20m of easy ground leads
to the top of the cliff.
G-Force 15m E4 6a **. Graham Tyldesley, Tim Rankin (on-sight). May 2013.
At the left end of the wall are two unclimbed short groove lines. This route
climbs a longer continuous groove to the right with a line of quartz running up it.
Boldly gain a quartz jug on the lip of the roof. Pull onto the wall proper and
climb the groove above mostly using the right wall. At the flake roof, move right
to pull onto the easy slab at an obvious little pillar as for White Lightening. Well
protected after a committing start.
White Lightening 15m E6 6c **. Tim Rankin (inspected). May 2013.
An appealing line up the most obvious line of quartz through the very steep lower
wall and forming a crack higher up. Reach out from a small undercut (usually
wet) in the bulge to place protection in the quartz crack. Now swing out on the
jug and power through on reasonable holds to gain a good break just over the lip.
A further hard move brings better holds in the quartz crack. Climb the fine crack
to pull over onto the easy slab at the pillar.
Thunder Struck 15m E5 6a **. Tim Rankin, Graham Tyldesley (on-sight). May
2013.
The compelling central line. Climb the flake-crack through the initial roof, then
the continually sustained leaning crack above with a sting in the tail. At the flakeroof, move left to pull over as White Lightening.
The steepness of the wall now relents with three consecutive short grooves
leading on to the easy upper slab being the obvious features.
Derecho 18m E3 5c **. Tim Rankin, Graham Tyldesley (on-sight). May 2013.
The arete and first groove is much harder than it looks. Use good holds on the
granite arete to move up and right onto a ledge. Return left and climb the steep
wall just left of an obvious little box niche to pull right into the base of the
groove. Now climb the interesting groove to gain the easy slap.

Squall Line 18m E1 5b *. Graham Tyldesley, Tim Rankin (on-sight). May
2013.
The next finishing groove line. Climb a short crack to gain the large ledge. Climb
the wall above past a quartz protrusion onto the next sloping ledge. Move up left
slightly to finish up the steep groove with interest. Several hard moves but not
sustained.
Bow Echo 18m E2 5b. Sam Williams, Tim Rankin. May 2013.
The third finishing groove. Start around to the right and climb a bottomless
groove to gain the large ledge. Now climb the obvious wide crack in the arete
boldly to pull left onto the sloping ledge. Move up and climb the groove above
mainly by its right arete. Poorer rock and protection than the other routes on the
wall.
Supercell 20m E1 5a *. Graham Tyldesley, Tim Rankin (on-sight). May 2013.
The continuous groove line up the right edge of the wall. Start up the bottomless
groove as for Bow Echo to the ledge. Step right and continue up the groove to
pull out left at the top. The rock is much better in the top groove than it would
appear.
Doo Slab:
Partially tidal, North-East facing
Just to the south of Storm Wall is Doo Slab, sitting above a slanting platform
which drops into the sea. The rock is more reminiscent of granite than schist and
the climbing is mostly slabby and delicate rather than steep and strenuous. The
wall is approached from the steep slop above and just south of the Storm Wall
abseil point. The top of the wall is easily located by an obvious leaning block at a
perfect gearing up spot. The block provides a convenient abseil point and belay.
It is also possible to descend the easy slab on the north side of the wall below the
black wall or down Doo Chimney. The routes are described from the seaward
end.
Red Doo 16m VS 5a *. Tim Rankin. May 2013.
A fine wee route at the left end of the wall where there is an obvious flake-crack
up a corner. Left again is a small roof just above red rock. Climb to the roof and
swing right into a hanging groove. Climb this to the easy slab and move up
through a niche to a belay at the block. It is possible to step left at the roof and
cross it direct but it is a bit contrived (HVS 5b).
Just Doo It 15m H.Severe. Tim Rankin. May 2013.
The corner flake-line is steep to start it then relents onto the easy slab. Finish
through the niche to the block belay.
Deep Doo Doo 15m E3 6a **. Tim Rankin. May 2013.
The steep wall right of the corner. Climb to below the roof and use a sidepull to
reach left and place a cam in a good slot. Use the slot to gain a small handrail up
and right and make hard moves up the crack to better holds. Now continue up the
surprisingly challenging crack in the slab above. It is possible to bypass the crux
by leaning in from the corner on the left and reaching up to the undercut flake
(E2 5c).

Howdoo 10m E2 5b. Tim Rankin. May 2013.
Right again the wall slants up right ending at an easy chimney. Start up easy
slanting shelves to below a hanging alcove. Pull over the roof into the alcove,
then step up left into a deep short groove. Climb this to finish straight up the wall
above.
Whodoo 10m E2 5b *. Tim Rankin. May 2013.
Climb into the alcove as for How Doo, then step out right to climb the faint
shallow groove and shield feature above to the top. A fine delicate route which
requires RPs to protect.
Doo Chimney 10m Mod *. Tim Rankin. May 2013.
The short chimney provides a pleasant climb and an easy descent. It can be
gained from continuing along the shelves or better from a lower ledge up a steep
groove for the next route (Diff).
Doo Arete 15m V.Diff *. Tim Rankin. May 2013.
Right of the chimney is an undercut arete. Start from a lower ledge and climb a
steep groove past an obvious bird perch to pull left onto a ledge below the Doo
Chimney. Swing right on a good break and use quartz holds above to pull over
the roof. Continue boldly in a fine position to gain and finish up a juggy crack.
Don’t Doo It 15m Severe. Tim Rankin. May 2013.
A hanging groove and right-slanting ramp-line starting from the lower ledge up
the black wall. Crossing the roof into the groove is well protected but the ramp is
quite serious but straightforward. Perhaps better to finish up Doo Arete’s top
crack at V.Diff.
The Black Streak Wall:
The smaller black streaked wall sitting behind Doo Slab. The rock is inferior to
the other walls and needs to be handled with more care. The routes are described
from right to left with the most obvious features being two right-slanting cracks
on the right side of the wall.
Splitter Crack 6m VS 4c. Tim Rankin. May 2013.
The short rightmost crack is steep but well protected.
Turtle’s Head 7m E2 5b. Tim Rankin. May 2013.
A worthwhile but serious little wall climb between the two cracks. Make an easy
start up good holds to the last protection at a break, from where thin moves lead
up past the turtle’s head protrusion to better holds and the top.
Hawkeye 8m HVS 5a *. Tim Rankin. May 2013.
The left-hand slanting crack provides a pleasant short route.
Break Up 10m VS 4b. Tim Rankin. May 2013.
A line of weakness up breaks and cracks 5m left of Hawkeye, finishing just to the
right of the highest part of the wall.

Ayespy 12m H.Severe *. Tim Rankin. May 2013.
A complete surprise find! Start just left of Break Up and climb the line of a thin
crack up amazing jugs and breaks aiming for a small notch in the final headwall.
Finish direct past this at the highest part of the wall. Excellent rock and
protection.
Raven Face 10m VS 4c. Tim Rankin. May 2013.
The short crack in the upper wall is gained by good breaks. Finish direct up the
short upper wall or pull out left.
Beak Slab 10m Severe. Tim Rankin. May 2013.
Left again is a hanging ramp high on the wall. Climb slanting ledges and breaks
to gain the ramp. Finish up this or the wall to its left.
DOWNIES, The Knaps, Gorilla’s Head:
Monster 15m E6 6a *. Tim Rankin, Russell Birkett. Apr 2013.
The steep wall right of Animosity requires double medium cams to protect.
Excellent steep, sustained climbing with adequate protection. Start at the very
base of the wall at the left edge of the cave. Climb breaks to a good ledge, then
take the thin crack in black rock above to the next break and surprising good
holds on the right. Move up to another break in black rock and place critical
protection. The crux follows; step left and make a big move up to the good hold
on the lip of the bulge and junction with Animosity. Continue boldly up Animosity
taking in its crux to the top flake where it moves left. Make an airy step right to
swing right around the arete to finish up the slab in a fine position.
NEWTONHILL CLIFFS, Cranhill Crag:
Two lines added on a cliff with fairly adventurous rock. Both lines were climbed
ground up on-sight. Although some cleaning took place during the ascents, some
flaky rock may still remain in places.
Jaffa 20m E5 6a *. Russell Birkett, Graham Tyldesley. 16 Feb 2014.
A route aiming for but in the end avoiding the thin crack-line left of In the
Pipeline. Start at the base of that route. Climb up the groove then left to the base
of the crack. Arrange some dubious gear. Head right and make tricky moves up
to a good break and gear underneath the roof. Traverse left underneath the roof to
regain the crack, and follow this to break through the roof on good holds to
follow the obvious line to the top.
In the Pipeline 20m E3 5c *. Graham Tyldesley, Russell Birkett. 16 Feb 2014.
At the north end of the crag is a smooth wall. This line takes a stepped corner in
the centre. Start up the initial corner. Step out right onto its rib and climb up to
the base of the next corner. Climb this and continue up. Escape left along a ledge
a couple of metres from the top. Well protected after an initial bold start.

Peedie Inlet:
Three worthwhile DWS are possible on the right end of the south-east facing
wall. At high tide they can all be started by traversing in from the south end as
low as possible until a sloping ledge is encountered on the lip of the overhang
which bars easy progress any further (this ledge is foot traversed by the route
Peedie Traverse). At medium tide it is possible to make a more direct start
through the lower overhang from the barnacle ledge assessed by descending a
slab from the north side. The rock is excellent and the top outs are never more
than 8m above deep water at medium to high tide. Route lengths include the
traverse in. All Tim Rankin, May 2013.
Peerie Corner 12m 5 * S1.
Above the left end of the ledge is a small right facing corner. Pull onto the ledge
and climb the corner and wall above.
Nert Wa 12m 6a * S1.
Pull over the ledge rightwards to climb the overhanging wall just left of the
overhanging arete on the right.
Muckle Span 14m 6b+ ** S2.
This route attempts to climb the right arete of the wall from as low as possible
and provides a surprising amount of hard climbing. Hand-traverse the ledge right
making a difficult move to gain a jug at the top of an overhanging groove (crux).
Now launch direct up the fine overhanging arete above to finish. The crux is
above deep water but with height the arete leads over the right wall of the inlet
but the climbing is much easier here and a short jump left would give deep water.
Two low starts are possible form the barnacle ledge at medium tide.
Slykees and Weet Feeties 4m 6b * S1.
Just left of the obvious overhanging groove is a little hanging corner in an arete.
Start just left of this. Take a line of holds out over the overhang to gain breaks
just down left of the sloping ledge mentioned above. Pull up to rest and finish up
one of the other routes, or much better continuing straight into Muckle Span
without pulling out left to rest ( 7a ** S1).
A Bit Nippit 4m 6a S1.
From as far left as possible on the barnacle ledge, traverse the overhang out left
over the water to pull up to good breaks on the traverse line. Traverse right to
finish up one of the upper routes.
WHINNYFOLD, Tangerine Point:
Tangerine Scream 15m E6 6b **. Russ Birkett. 17 Sep 2013.
The left side of the steep prow. From the short roofed corner and ledge, move up
right to the arete and up to a square-cut notch in the roof. Pull direct to gain a
horizontal break, make technical moves directly up the wall to gain the lip and
swing left to easy ground.

Berkley Menthol 15m E5 6a *. Neil McGeek, Russ Birkett. 17 Sep 2013.
Climb the pocketed wall left of Nyama direct to below the large roof at the flat
hold shared with Nyama. Climb direct through the roof and move up till a step
right gains an obvious large quartz hold. Finish direct up the arete.
Nyama 15m E4 6a *. Phil Jack, Neil McGeek , Russ Birkett. 17 Sep 2013.
This climbs the groove on the right side of the prow to the left of Bamboo and
swings right under the big roof. Steep moves into and up the groove lead to a
large flat hold below the roof, move up and crimp rightward below the roof to
gain the arete and easer ground above where it joins Bamboo final moves.
Kenyan Cowboy 15m E1 5c **. Phil Jack, Russ Birkett, Neil McGeek. 17 Sep
2013.
The roofed corner left of the main prow has a tricky exit. Great line.
Easy Peel 12m HVS 5a *. Russ Birkett, Neil McGeek. 17 Sep 2013.
The leftmost line on the crag taking the fine undercut crack and corner system.
Carriage Crag:
The following routes have been climbed on the steep buttress 15m right of the
obvious corner of The Fat Controller. They give steep positive and well protected
climbing. The rock is generally sound although it should be noted the ascents
were made ground up on-sight so loose rock may remain and due care will be
required. The crag will be birded through the summer months and an abseil may
be required to clean off remaining nests in the autumn. Good cam belays are
available on the ledge just below the top.
Coming Round the Bend 20m E3 5c **. Phil Jack, Russ Birkett. 12 Mar 2014.
The steep wall 15m right of The Fat Controller. Starting at a shallow groove gain
an obvious quartz recess via steep moves on good holds. Continue direct through
the bulge above to easier ground.
Steam 20m E3 5c **. Russ Birkett, Phil Jack. 12 Mar 2014.
Starting in the initial groove of Coming Round.., traverse up and right to below a
steep bulge directly underneath twin hairline cracks in the steep wall above. Pull
through and follow this line to a step right at the top.
Diesel Power 20m E4 5c **. Russ Birkett, Phil Jack. 12 Mar 2014.
Pumpy climbing through the roof right of Steam. Follow Steam to below the
steep bulge stepping right to move directly to a big jug on the lip (crucial small
cam in break above). Pull direct in a wild position to gain the groove on the right
and an easier finish.

Loco-Motion 30m E4 *. Graham Tyldesley, Russ Birkett. 20 Sep 2013.
Another adventurous route climbing the bulging wall and thin crack below the
left end of the long girdle ledge. Start at an overhung recess 10m to the left of
The Night Train starting chimney.
1. 20m 5c Move up into the recess and swing right to then move directly up the
steep wall to below the roof and thin crack. Climb this direct to make a long
reach to the ledge and belay. Well protected and pumpy.
2. 10m 5b Traverse a short way right along the belay ledge to step right onto the
impending headwall and climb direct to the top.
The Night Train 30m E3 *. Russell Birkett, Graham Tyldesley. 20 Sep 2013.
This takes an adventurous line up the Embankment Wall starting 30m east of the
Wagon Wall routes.
1. 10m 4c Climb a left-facing chimney stepping left leading to the centre of the
long ledge below the impending headwall.
2. 20m 5b Climb directly up the central crack-line in the steep headwall which
gives well protected sustained pumpy climbing.
CRUDEN BAY TO NORTH HAVEN, The Hellgate Cliff:
These lines are what remain after the substantial rock fall described in the current
guide. All climbed ground up on-sight on good rock.
The Griffin 20m E3 5c **. Russell Birkett, Graham Tyldesley. 22 Mar 2014.
This climb follows the rib between The Phoenix and the first chimney line to the
right. Start at the foot of The Phoenix. Climb up into a groove on the right, and
follow this to emerge on the front of the rib. Climb the thin flake-crack direct to
the mantelshelf at a junction with The Phoenix. Finish directly over the bulge.
The Phoenix 20m E2 5c **. Graham Tyldesley, Russell Birkett. 22 Feb 2014.
This climb follows the corner-line at the right-hand side of the square-cut inlet perhaps this is the altered line of Pretty Vacant? Follow the corner-line. At the
steepening at the top, make an awkward mantelshelf onto a shelf on the right
before stepping back into the main line to finish.
Note: After the rock fall described in the current guide, The Beast is still feasible
and E4 6a **.
Crockadillo Wall:
Caiman 18m E2 5b **. Russell Birkett, Graham Tyldesley. 22 Feb 2014.
The north end of Crockadillo Wall is bounded by a headland. Facing out to sea
on the end of this headland is a fine granite wall. The wall is split by a crack
towards its right-hand side. This route climbs the crack with an excursion out left
to a flake before re-joining the crack-line a couple of metres further up.
LONGHAVEN, The Red Tower:
Akela E7 7a or F8a S2. Julian Lines. 4 Dec 2013.
Climb Bagheera to the flake, step right and levitate up the blank wall to a chunky
undercut and pocket on the original line. Finish up the left-diagonal flake.

COVESEA:
Zugzwang 12m E3 5c. John Hall, Dave Monteith. 7 Jun 2013.
The arete to the right of Sandanista. Gain a sloping ledge 3m up the arete either
from the right or left. Runners were placed in the crack of Private Dancer on the
first ascent to help protect the moves from the right. A cam 000 can be placed
from the ledge. Then go straight up the arete with a good cam 00 at half-height.
An excellent line. Top-rope practice.
CULLEN AREA, Unnamed Crags:
(NJ 542 672) Non-tidal
Approach: Park at the Findlater Castle car park which is signposted
approximately 2.5km east of Cullen. From the car park, follow the signs for the
castle and turn right at the view point. Follow the path for 1km until the fence on
your left turns down towards the sea. Follow the fence until it is possible to cross
it and drop down to a flat rocky area. The top of the main buttress is on the left.
Descend to the right (looking out), 15mins.
The main buttress is small and steep but clean with three obvious cracks running
top to bottom. Although the climbing is fairly easy, it is a very pleasant venue
and an excellent crag for beginners and those wishing to learn how to place gear,
as most of the routes are very well protected. All routes climbed on 15 June or 7
July 2013.
Eeny 10m V.Diff. Pete Amphlett, Tom Sharp.
Climb the slab at the left end of the crag to an obvious thread in the steep arete.
Move left onto the steep wall and up to the top.
Meeny 10m Severe. Pete Amphlett, Tom Sharp.
Climb the first crack to the right of Eeny, with steep moves through the overhang.
Lettuce 10m H.Severe 4b. Pete Amphlett.
Right of Meeny an obvious fault runs up from left to right. Climb the fault with a
hard move through the overhang and finish as for Miney.
Miney 10m V.Diff. Pete Amphlett, Tom Sharp.
The next vertical crack to the right.
Mo 10m V.Diff. Tom Sharp, Pete Amphlett.
The final crack to the right of Miney.
Gremlin 10m Severe. Pete Amphlett, Tom Sharp.
The slab to the right of Mo is an eliminate but good climbing nonetheless. It is
cheating to use the holds in Mo.
Polly 10m V.Diff. Tom Sharp, Pete Amphlett.
The corner-crack to the right of Gremlin leads to a steep chimney.
Cookycat 10m V.Diff. Tom Sharp, Pete Amphlett.
Right of the start of Polly is a small overhung bay. A boulder move out of the
bay leads to the slab, and easily to the top.

Corky 10m. Severe. Tom Sharp, Pete Amphlett.
Right of Cookycat is a small left facing corner on the slab above the overhang..
Start below this and make a hard move up to the corner. Climb cracks to the top.
A clean grey slab lies 20m to the right of the main buttress. Cross a boulder filled
gully to the base of the slab. There are three routes presently recorded here. The
rock at the top requires some care, but the slab itself is clean and sound.
Lentils 12m V.Diff. Pete Amphlett, Tom Sharp.
Starting from the pointed block, climb the left edge of the slab to the top.
Cullen Skink 12m V.Diff. Pete Amphlett, Tom Sharp.
Right of Lentils is an obvious clean crack-line. Follow this with excellent
protection.
Split Pea 12m VS 4c. Tom Sharp, Pete Amphlett.
There is a right-facing overlap to the right of Cullen Skink, where the crag
changes colour to yellow. Climb the edge of the overlap until it splits, and then
follow the crack going straight up to the top.
CLACH NA BEINN:
Owl’s Crack 25m HVS 5b ***. Michael Barnard (unsec). 31 Jul 2013.
An excellent climb, sustained with the crux at the top. Climb the lower section of
Bogendreip Buttress to an obvious big jug on the left, make a tricky move left
into the Crack o' the Mearns corner, then move up to finish up the hanging crack
immediately to its left.
Note: The tricky move left previously climbed by Julian Lines (SMCJ 2004).
Silver Wings 20m E1 5b *. Michael Barnard, Alex Gaastra. 10 Aug 2013.
Variations on Silver Rib. Start down from that route’s initial crack, 1m above the
base of the rib. Step onto a foothold and move up the rib to protection (Direct
Start). Instead of moving left into the groove, step right to climb using the arete
and the crack to its right.
Snake Bite 12m VS 5a. Michael Barnard. 4 Aug 2013.
An eliminate line with some good moves. After the direct start to Python Cracks,
climb the left arete (crux) to rejoin that route. Finish up the arete on the right.
Note: Rough Rider should perhaps be VS 4c.
PASS OF BALLATER:
Fear and Loathing 20m E6 6b. Iain Small. 11 Mar 2012.
The steep right wall of Anger and Lust corner, with weird and bold stemming
from the corner into the overhanging wall and exposed arete finish to right of
Anger and Lust direct finish.
DEESIDE, VAT BURN:
Many new lines have been climbed here, including an E8 by Julian Lines. An online guide is planned.

GLEN CLOVA, Red Craigs, Central Crag:
Burning Bright 30m E6/7 6b. Iain Small, Adam Russell. 18 Sep 2013.
Follow Burning Lands over the roof and instead of traversing right into Sunset
Song Direct, climb directly up the very blind technical wall. Run out and maybe
low E7 if you don’t trust a shallow tricam placement.

HIGHLAND OUTCROPS
With the new guide in production and many new routes, they have not been
recorded here.

BEN NEVIS, AONACHS, CREAG MEAGAIDH
North-East Buttress:
Orient Express IX,8. Dave MacLeod, Adam Hughes. 18 Feb 2014.
Follow the summer line with tenuous climbing and poorly protected climbing on
the first pitch.
Douglas Boulder:
East Ridge 60m IV,5. Simon Richardson, Rose Pearson. 29 Jan 2014.
A winter ascent of the summer line. A good route for a poor day. Surprisingly,
there appears to be no record of a previous winter ascent.
Tower Ridge, East Flank:
Alaskan Highway 110m IV,4. Simon Richardson, Stefan Jacobsen. 30 Jan
2014.
A route up the left side of the buttress right of Lower East Wall Route.
1. 60m Start about 50m down and right of Lower East Wall Route and climb icy
grooves up and left to gain a snow slope and a steep groove trending up and right.
Climb this to its top and belay below a steep wall.
2. 50m Climb the wall by a break on it right side, move left up a short ramp and
continue up the easier mixed ground above to gain the crest of Tower Ridge (just
below the finish of Lower East Wall Route) above the first steep section above
Douglas Gap.
Secondary Tower Ridge:
Breaking Good 150m II. Adrian Clifford, Mark Lambert. 11 Mar 2014.
Start at a groove some 10m left of 1934 Route. Climb this (20m) to join 1934
Route for its easy snow section. Where that route bends right, go straight up to
reach Tower Ridge (this has probably been climbed before).
Creag Coire na Ciste:
Note: A new Alternative Start to Avenging Angel Direct was made by Iain Small
& Tony Stone on 6 Dec 2013. It followed a parallel corner line to the left of
Angels with Dirty Faces (2011).
South Trident Buttress:
Restoration 75m E2 *. Michael Barnard, Alan Hill. 8 Jun 2013.
Climbs the true line of the Strident Edge. The crux section is short but
intimidating and a little faith is required, but holds and protection do appear. Start
5m left of Sidewinder (as for Strident Edge).
1. 15m Climb up to belay in the corner of Sidewinder.
2. 35m 5b Follow the crack of Strident Edge for a few metres before hand-railing
out right to the blunt arete. Easy but bold climbing leads to the first bulge, where
a tricky move gains a good hold and protection. Continue up the arete until forced
into thin cracks on the right. Move up these to a good hold, before making thin
moves to easier ground (crux). Step right up a flake-crack, then back left up the
arete to reach the Strident Edge belay.
3. 25m 4b Follow the left edge of the arete to the top.
Note: Inspected on abseil.

Salvation 75m E1 *. Michael Barnard, Alan Hill. 8 Jun 2013.
1. 40m 5a Climb the initial corner of Devastation, but continue directly up the
obvious hanging corner-crack above to join the Slab Climb crack. Follow this for
5m, then traverse right to a flat mossy ledge directly below an overhanging bulge
split by a crack.
2. 35m 5b Move boldly up the wall to gain protection below the overhanging
crack. Launch up the crack (crux), then continue more easily to the top.
The Clanger Severe. Michael Barnard. 25 May 2012.
The winter line is worth a star or two in summer. The big flake is an excellent
feature and the through route is equally entertaining.
1944 Route VII,7. Ian Bryant, Pawel Wojdyga. 28 Jan 2014.
A complete ascent. The first two pitches of are part of Eastern Block and the final
groove is a finish to Under Fire (VII,7).
North Trident Buttress:
Scoop Wall 60m E2 **. Michael Barnard, Alan Hill. 8 Jun 2013.
The main feature of the lower tier is a large slabby scoop with an overhung wall
below and a short steep headwall above. This fine bold route gains the scoop
from the obvious corner on the left, then traverses it to finish up a short corner on
the far right.
1. 30m 5a Start up a crack (Geotactic), then step right to climb the corner until it
is possible to move right onto the slab. Tip-toe down this then traverse the easy
section of the scoop to belay in the centre of the wall.
2. 30m 5b Traverse 2m right (protection), then move rightwards up the scoop
with a delicate and runout section before good cracks are reached. Continue more
easily up and right to the obvious top corner. Surmount this, then move back left
to finish.
Gallifrey Groove 60m IV,5. Simon Yearsley, Malcolm Bass. 20 Jan 2014.
A short but pleasant climb which takes the icy groove system between Nereid
Gully and Day of The Doctor. Start at the foot of the groove system.
1. 35m Climb the groove with an awkward step back left after 20m to the base of
the upper groove.
2. 25m Continue up the groove, moving left up a V-groove near the top and
finish leftwards to the horizontal ridge crest.
Thirty metres rightwards down the horizontal ridge crest is a large block with an
in-situ sling and krab. A 60m abseil from here leads back to the base of the route.
Note: On the first ascent the groove system was climbed mostly on ice. It would
be possible, but probably harder, in less icy conditions.

Day of the Doctor 170m IV,5 *. Simon Yearsley, Helen Rennard. 23 Nov
2013.
A pleasant climb which takes the very obvious left-trending ramp-line at the right
side of the buttress between Nereid Gully and Left-Hand Ridge.
Start at the foot of the ramp.
1. 30m Climb the ramp; the lower section is trickier than it looks.
2. 30m Continue up the ramp, finishing direct at the top to join Left-Hand Ridge
above its crux.
3. 60m Follow Left-Hand Ridge up the ridge crest, then along the horizontal
arete.
4. 50m Climb the straightforward turfy grooves immediately right of the crest of
the buttress between Jubilee Climb and Nereid Gully.
Number Five Gully Buttress:
Turkish 180m VII,7 *. Malcolm Bass, Simon Yearsley, Helen Rennard. 4 Jan
2014.
Follow the summer line for the first two pitches and possibly the third. Surmount
a short wall at the very base of the corner, trending left across delicate slabs to
below a vertical, clean right-facing corner (3m left of another corner with some
blocks). From the base of the vertical corner, descend an obvious slab diagonally
down and left for 3m. The crux moves were getting round the bulging wall at the
base of the slab to pull into a steep groove with blocks/flakes at its top. Climb
directly up a steep corner to a platform and belay. It was assumed that the “large
loose blocks” in the summer ascent were the blocks/flakes mentioned above. On
the winter ascent, these were safely frozen in place, enabling the peg tension to be
dispensed with. On pitch five, continue up the fine corner system to the top rather
than bearing hard right as per summer.
Note: The final two final pitches are common to Free Range (Feb 2011).
Carn Dearg Buttress:
Antonine’s Wall 50m E6 6b **. Iain Small, Tony Stone (both led). 30 Jul 2011.
A good long pitch up the right wall of the Sassenach corner.
Note from Ian Taylor: The description of The Bat says that from the terrace
after pitch 6, it is possible to traverse right and abseil down Titan’s Wall.
Actually it is necessary to traverse right and down climb 30m from the terrace to
reach the first abb point. This is hard to identify from above and it is probably
less hassle to continue to the top of the buttress.

North Wall of Carn Dearg:
From the Jaws of Defeat 220m VIII,8. Iain Small, Simon Richardson. 23 Mar
2014.
A steep mixed climb through the triangular headwall right of Waterfall Gully.
Start as for Staircase Climb.
1. 40m Following the initial section of Staircase Climb, climb up to the foot of
the Straight Chimney Variation and take a slanting slot leading up left to a good
ledge with a massive triangular block. Step left and climb a steep right-facing
corner to a small ledge below a spectacular overhanging fin. Pull onto the
overhung wall on the left and climb a corner on the left side of the fin to its top.
Good flake belay.
2. and 3. 100m Continue up the central depression (snow and easy mixed) to
below the impressive triangular headwall.
4. 30m From a point 5m up and left of the right toe of the headwall, move up and
right across a short slab and climb a steep vertical crack to easier ground. Move
up, then left, and gain a good stance in a shallow cave below the central groove
line cutting straight up the centre of the headwall.
5. 50m Climb the groove, steady at first, but with two difficult sections and an
awkward slabby finish to reach the apex of the wall. The route finishes here.
Three ropelengths lead up and left to the upper crest of Ledge Route.
MAMORES, MULLACH NAN COIREAN, Coire Dearg:
(NN 13071 66105 - base of route) Alt 600m NE facing
An impressive-looking crag tumbles from the summit slopes of a small top
between the main summit of Mullach nan Coirean and its SE top at NN 12937
65845. It is split by a long couloir system which encompasses well defined gully
sections and broader snowfields.
Solitude Gully 300m II. Colin Wells. 28 Mar 2014.
Start at the base of a shallow snowfield/gully system splitting the middle of the
crag and follow it to a narrows on the right with a 10m ice step. Climb this to a
small snowfield and trend right to another icy narrowing. Surmount this to gain a
broad upper snowfield. Go straight up to a break in the rocks on steep snow and
thence to the upper summit slopes and the ridge.
AM BODACH:
Sonsie Face 350m II. Andy Nisbet, Jonathan Preston. 25 Jan 2014.
The next bay right and some 100m lower than the bay below Redbreast Gully
(SMCJ 2013) holds the icefall routes like Hemulen (SMCJ 2012). This route
climbs a shallow gully which leads out from the top left side of the bay. Towards
its top, a left branch leads on to the rib on the left. Follow this bending right and
passing right of a bay with overhangs to reach a rib high on the face. Follow this
to the top, finishing at the same place as the following route.
South Buttress 350m II. Ricardo Guerra, Andy Nisbet. 30 Jan 2014.
There are two (not three) main full height buttresses come ridges on the face.
Central Buttress should be renamed North Buttress and this is the other. The area
with the icefall routes like Hemulen is on its left flank. Start up a gully at its base
(left of a wider easy gully). Climb this through a narrowing on the left (50m),
then slant up right to where the crest of the buttress becomes defined (50m).
Follow the easier buttress to the top.

AONACH BEAG, Lower West Face:
The following two routes climb the buttresses either side of the gully named as
Torquing Nonsense in the current guide. These are very likely to be the buttresses
taken by the summer routes Crevassed Rib and North Buttress, although easier
lines were taken in winter.
Crevassed Rib 100m IV,5. McGimpsey, Andy Nisbet. 6 Dec 2013.
Start some 15m right of the gully, where a big icy ramp slants up right. This right
side of the buttress holds several huge blocks and crevasses. Take the first easy
line up left into a bay. Climb a flakey groove on the left, then step back right and
jump into a capped trough. Go up the trough until near the cap, then pull out left
and climb blocky ground to the crest. Move left (escape into the gully possible
here) and back right up a turfy line to below the “final slab”. Climb a rightslanting crack-line on the right side of the slab to reach easy ground.
North Buttress 120m III. Dave McGimpsey, Andy Nisbet. 6 Dec 2013.
A zigzag winter line up the buttress. Start about 20m left of the gully base.
Follow a groove slanting right and containing a flat 1m chockstone. Turn left and
climb an easy ramp to the buttress crest (50m). Climb a short slabby section into
another right-slanting ramp, then turn left again and climb to the crest (50m).
Easier ground leads to the top (20m).
North Groove 80m V,5. Susan Jensen, Andy Nisbet. 26 Dec 2013.
A big groove on the left side of North Buttress has a steep section at 20m and
which gave 10m of unprotected climbing, but the rest is much easier. VI,5 on the
day but could be easier with more or less ice. Finish at the same point as North
Buttress.
North Gully 100m I. Susan Jensen, Andy Nisbet. 26 Dec 2013.
A gully which bounds North Buttress on its left. It hold ice in lean conditions but
banks out.
Pugilist 80m III,4. Susan Jensen, Andy Nisbet. 26 Dec 2013.
The buttress left of North Gully holds a narrow left-slanting gully joined by a
deep chimney which starts to its left. Climb the left-slanting gully over a step to a
larger step which was climbed direct by SJ but avoided on the left by AN. This
leads to a slabby step climbed on its left side and leading to easy ground.
Pacifist 100m I. Susan Jensen, Andy Nisbet. 26 Dec 2013.
The gully left of Pugilist.
BINNEIN SHUAS, North-West Buttresses:
Approach: Start as for the main climbing on Binnein Shuas, but follow the lefthand folk at the junction in the forest track, eventually going to the right to reach
the bottom of the buttress. The foot of the lowest buttresses is at altitude 560m.
Near the summit, there are two tiers of Summit North-West Buttresses.
Descent: From the summit, walk NW to the forest track.

Location, Location, Location 55m III,4. Masa Sakano, Yuki Sakano. 16 Feb
2014.
Start at a recess at the foot of the lowest buttress, a few metres left of a cave.
Climb a turfy and icy groove, then follow steep grooves.
Laggan Fantasy 28m IV,5 *. Masa Sakano, Yuki Sakano. 16 Feb 2014.
Start at the rock below the centre of the lower tier of the summit north-west
buttress. Negotiate rocky steps for a few metres, then climb the steep thinly iced
groove in the centre of the buttress to the top.
Summit North-West Buttress 40m II. Masa Sakano, Yuki Sakano. 16 Feb 2014.
Climb the most obvious zigzag snow line at the centre of the buttress. Straight up
first, then diagonally left, then diagonally right to top out to the summit ridge
some 80m west of the summit.
BEN ALDER, Maiden Crag:
Gold Diggers 250m II. Dave McGimpsey, Andy Nisbet. 9 Nov 2013.
The buttress containing Wingeing Sassenach has a continuous crest on its left
edge. Gain this by a rib below its start, then follow the crest to the top of the
Long Leacas. Climbed in very deep snow.
Peleton 250m III. Dave McGimpsey, Andy Nisbet, Jonathan Preston. 22 Nov
2013.
A mountaineering route based on the crest left of Tour d’Alder. Zigzag up ramps
mostly left of the crest, the crest being slabbier and at times too close to the gully.
Low in the grade despite its steep appearance.
Enigmatic Buttress:
Hirondelle 220m IV,5. Dave McGimpsey, Andy Nisbet. 24 Nov 2013.
An intermittent groove line left of the crest and existing routes. It runs the full
height of the cliff and was climbed fairly direct. Start just up from the left end of
the cliff base.
BEINN BHEÒIL, Sròn Coire na h-lolaire:
(NN 515 706) Alt 790 North-East facing
This small broken cliff is located 250m north-east of the top of Sròn Coire na hlolaire and can be seen in profile when descending south from the Munro. An
obvious gully (40m, I) at the right side of the cliff has a more interesting shallow
rock ridges on either side, both about Grade II (50m). About 20m to the left is a
shallow groove with a steeper step at mid-height (40m, II). All were climbed
under very good snow cover by Brian Davison on 7 Feb 2014.
GEAL CHARN, Loch Coire Cheap Crag:
Cheap Shot 120m II. Andy Nisbet. 10 Mar 2014.
The buttress which forms the left end of the crag. There was a very large buildup, especially at the base. The buttress was climbed by starting left of the base
and linking snow patches on its left side.
Note: All the routes in the current guide were largely banked out, but this is
unusual.

Sron Gharbh 150m II. Andy Nisbet. 10 Mar 2014.
A ridge further right (NW) in the corrie and starting higher than the top of the
main crag. It is named in exactly the correct place on the 1:25000 map. A fine
feature, climbed by grooves filled with neve, the crux being a steep step high up
and passed by a groove on the right.
CREAG MEAGAIDH, Post Face Note: Doug Lang & Neil Quinn had
previously climbed Centre Post Right-Hand (SMCJ 2013).
Inner Corrie:
Fairy Godmother, Direct Start 110m IV,4. Scott Frazer, John Lyall, Mick
Twomey. 19 Feb 2013.
A good direct start up the lower buttress. Starting at the same point, go straight up
the icy right-facing corner and continue to the top of the terrace to belay. Climb
thin ice past the right end of a long, low roof, then slant up left on icy vegetation
to a belay overlooking the gully of The Sash. A steep wall then leads to easier
slopes and a snow crest, before joining the original line.
CARN LIATH, Coire nan Gall:
Note: Graeme Hunter & Doug Lang climbed three summer routes here in June
1969 at “sporting VS”. They were not recorded at the time mainly due to the
disappointing quality of the rock. It looked quite impressive on the approach but
the rock structure was flakey and the main slab a bit hollow and unstable. From a
topo provided, the central line of Gallic Corner 120m VS climbed the corner
which The Mighty Willow (Ben Nevis guide p314) is based on. Gallic Rib 120m
VS starts at the same point but near a subsidiary cormner on the left. Gallic Slab
110m VS starts on the right edge of a large slab right of Gallic Corner, goes left
up an obvious fault, then back right.

GLEN COE
BUACHAILLE ETIVE MOR, Creag na Tulaich:
Glory Hole 45m E3 5c. Alasdair Fulton, Alastair Robertson. 24 May 2014.
Start 2m left of Too Cold for Comfort. Climb up to the first break. Move upwards
and leftwards to a prominent hole on the face at about 5m. Climb upwards with
possible escape to the left into the ramp of Dwindle Wall after about 10m.
Continue directly to the top of the crag. The route is poorly protected, a bit
eliminate and dirty.
STOB COIRE NAN LOCHAIN:
Shadhavar 100m E3 6a ***. Ian Taylor, Tess Fryer. 21 Jul 2013.
The finely positioned crack on the right wall of the upper section of the Unicorn
corner. More amenable than appearances would suggest.
1. 35m 5b Climb Unicorn until level with the triangular roof on the right arete.
2. 35m 6a Traverse out right to the thin crack and follow it directly with
excellent protection. Near the top swing round the right arete for a few moves,
then go hard left (to avoid some loose blocks) into Unicorn, which is followed to
the ledge.
3. 30m 5a Follow Unicorn to the top.
Note from Ian Taylor: Pitches 2 and 3 of Unicorn have a combined length of
60m in the guidebook, but can be climbed in a single 35m pitch! Also the rating
in the guidebook of Scansor as being overrated is overrated. Any loose bits are
generally easy and though it appears mossy from below, the holds are clean.
Worth **.
Gecko Wall 60m E6 6b,6a ***. Iain Small, Tony Stone, Blair Fyffe. 25 Aug
2013.
A direct line up the Chandelle like buttress left of SC Gully. Wild bridging and
hard wall climbing.
Eggäschpili 50m IX,9. Olov Isaksson, Karin Zgraggen. 28 Feb 2014.
Climbs the left wall of SC Gully, opposite the following route.
1. 20m Start in a left-facing corner. Technical and sustained climbing with
limited protection leads to a system of cracks. Climb these to a ledge and move
right into another left-facing corner.
2. 15m Climb the corner, which is still sustained but with better protection, to a
small slanting ledge.
3. 15m Climb 5m of steep terrain followed by 10m of easier climbing, to reach a
big slanting ledge.
4. etc. Either follow easy ground to the top or add a short pitch probably on an
existing route, or abseil off.

Slenderhead 100m VIII,8. Nick Bullock, Guy Robertson. 13 Jan 2014.
1. 30m A corner left of East Face Route on the right wall of SC Gully.
2. The ice line and wide crack above the corner until a line of flakes leads right to
the arete. Follow the arete direct and belay beneath a slim tower to the left of the
final corner pitch of East Face Route Direct.
3. Climb directly up the front face of the tower, difficult to start, to overhanging
cracks. A difficult move left leads to a wide crack on the left side of the tower
which is climbed. From behind the tower, finish direct.
Year of the Horse 100m IX,9. Iain Small, Blair Fyffe. 31 Jan 2014.
1. 40m Climb the large groove between Slenderhead and East Face Route up
and left through ever steepening ground to a niche below an overhang. Pull
strenuously over this and climb crack to a ledge above.
2. 30m Move up and right to another ledge. Climb up a steep wall above to
another groove. Follow this back up left to join Slenderhead and follow this to
belay below the final corner of East Face Route Direct.
3. 30m Step down and right and into a groove. Climb this and a corner to below
the obvious rectangular overhang. Traverse right under this and make an
awkward move right around the arete into a groove. Follow this back up and left
to the top.
Note: Central Grooves. On the original summer ascent, Ken Bryan and Roger
Robb traversed out right in a spectacular position from a high overhang (SMCJ
1961). Winter ascents went left at this overhang and this has been incorporated
into the summer description despite being much less good in summer. The
summer route by this version is recommended.
Scansor IX,9 ***. Iain Small, Tony Stone. 17 Jan 2014.
By the summer route, giving technical climbing with a bold section on both
pitches. The second pitch provided the technical crux, reaching and then
traversing the break just above the thin ledge that is traversed in summer.
AONACH DUBH, North Face:
Note: Ian Taylor thought Bungee (SMCJ 2009) to be E3 5c 6a. Well protected
and ***.
BIDEAN NAM BIAN, Church Door Buttress:
Angels VIII,9. Donald King, Mike Pescod, Andy Nelson. 13 Jan 2014.
A mixed route on the front face of the buttress. Start to the right of Flake Route.
Climb the front face of the flake by thin cracks in the first half, then a small rightfacing corner in the second half. Make a small link pitch down Flake Route for
2m, then go left to a small bay. Finish up a groove on the right, possibly
coinciding with Flaked Out (2010).

Note from Ian Taylor: The Fundamentalists. Pitch 2 is now very overgrown
and probably unclimbable without cleaning, but the upper section of the route is
still accessible by climbing the excellent pitch 2 of Lost Arrow. Pitch 3: The
“undercut left and pull round the roof” section can be easily avoided by going
straight up from the belay and moving left to the same point, while the section
described as “continue steeply on good holds” is actually a difficult crack. Pitch
4: Many variations exist on this pitch.
ETIVE SLABS:
Swastika, Variation Pitch 7 25m HVS 5a. Michael Barnard, Neil Redgrave. 29
May 2014.
An alternative for folk struggling on the 5c pitch. Traverse the slab to reach the
next corner on the left. Reach up for holds on the left wall and pull onto the arete.
Move rightwards up this, then go straight up to gain the tree belay below the final
corner.
GARBH BHEINN, South Face Lower Tier:
Note: An alternative first pitch to Scimitar, by Adrian Camm, Elsie Riley, 14 Jun
2014, which may be dry if the steep crack is wet. It takes the wall between The
Gralloch/The Gay Blade and Scimitar, passing the obvious triangular niche. HVS
5a **. Climb the curving shattered ledge for 8m as for Scimitar. Below Scimitar’s
steep crack, move left along a slanting ledge for 3m, then climb flakes which lead
up to the left of a triangular niche. Move slightly left, then back right up easier
ground to the foot of Scimitar’s easy groove.
SGURR NA BA GLAISE (MOIDART), North Face:
Note: Summit Gully (SMCJ 2013) has been done before as The Serpent (SMCJ
2001).

SOUTHERN HIGHLANDS
STOB GHABHAR, North-East Corrie:
Morrowind 55m II. Steve Kennedy, Andy Macdonald. 11 Jan 2014.
On the upper left side of the corrie, as the summit crags peter out, is a broad easy
angled ridge. Climb the ridge, moving leftwards at the top to finish.
Bloodmoon 55m III *. Andy MacDonald, Steve Kennedy. 11 Jan 2014.
Start up the broad easy gully right of Morrowind. Take the right-curving branch
near the top, via a steep icy step, to a corniced finish.
BEINN AN DOTHAIDH, North-East Corrie, West Buttress:
Best of a Bad Bunch VI,7. Willis Morris, Euan Ryan. 20 Jan 2014.
A direct version of Stormbringer (III) and its Direct Start (V,6). Start some way
to the right of Stormbringer, but left of its Direct Start.
1. Climb an obvious groove to a tricky overhang. Go over this (joining
Stormbringer Direct Start) to below a steep ice ramp.
2. Stormbringer continues up the icy gully. Start up this but then follow the
buttress on the right up a groove with thin ice.
3. Move left up into the entrance of the gully and climb it for 5m, then follow the
crack system on the left wall of the gully that leads up and over a roof (crux,
short but maybe tech 8). Continue up this to a ledge.
4. Finish the route up a mixed crack system to the top just left of where
Stormbringer finishes.
THE COBBLER, North Peak, South Face:
Little Rammer 30m VS 5a **. Andy Bain, Jake Thackrey. 14th July 2013.
This route starts at the deep cleft of Ramshead Gully on the upper left just at the
start of Silence of the Rams (SMCJ 2013). Climb up the toe, staying on the left
crack and head up and over the scoop. Take the arete directly, with the small
recess on the right, to the large terrace.
South Peak, South-East Face:
Ardgartan Blended 120m V,6 *. Andy Bain, Jake Thackrey, Dougie Beck. 31
Jan 2014.
This enjoyable route starts 15m up from the toe of the buttress where an obvious
shallow groove slants up left to join the arete.
1. 30m Follow the groove with little protection over the bulge at 5m, then
continue up grooves in the arete to belay at the end of the terrace which slants up
the corners of Gladiator’s Groove and Ithuriel’s Wall.
2. 30m Keeping to the right of the cracks of Ardgartan Arete, climb the wall
above to a ledge, then go up a second wall. Bear right 4m and climb the wall
direct to a ledge. Traverse 3m left back to the final cracks on the Ardgartan Arete
to the terrace
3. 60m Climb easily leftwards up the terrace overlooking the South Face.

LOWLAND OUTCROPS
GLASGOW AREA, Auchinstarry Quarry:
Fool’s Gold 25m E3 5b *. Brendan Croft. 27 Sep 2013.
Climb directly up the slab between Trundle and Walk on the Wild Side past thin
cracks at 5m (micro wires). Reach right and place wires in the twin cracks of
WOTWS. Gain a prominent hold in the centre of the slab and climb on to this. A
long move (crux) to a left-facing flake gains the midway ledge.
Note: the route has been top-roped before but no lead recoded.
Tardis 15m Severe 4a. Oliver Heyes, Samantha Black. 16 Mar 2014.
Start to right of Tar. Climb up to a sentry box and overcome the overhang to join
the line of Tar.
GALLOWAY HILLS, WOLF SLOCK:
Connoisseurs’ Choice (SMCJ 2012) climbed free at E2 5c by S.Reid, C.King,
22 Jun 2014.
YELLOW TOMACH, Russet Wall:
A Tale of the Tomach 8m VS 4b. Ian Magill, Stephen Reid. 7 Jun 2013.
The right-hand crack system to the ledge. Finish more easily above or traverse off
left.
The Main Slab Area:
The New Covenant 55m HVS *. Stephen Reid, Ian Magill (alt). 7 Jun 2013.
The route started and overcame the main overlap via The Auld Alliance. Direct
variations added by Stephen Reid, Graeme Barr (alt), 15 Jun 2014.
A splendid route when dry. Start directly under the main slab, 2m left of a clean
left-facing corner.
1. 25m 5a Climb up to a small spike, then make a bold move up and right across
the slab to gain a hold and wire at the top of the corner. From a ledge, make a
difficult move to overcome a small overlap. Continue up until stopped by a larger
overlap and ascend this via a stepped corner. Traverse right along the lip of the
overlap and belay on the lip using wires in a crack high in the slab.
2. 30m 5a Climb the slab to the thin crack in its centre and move up left to the
foot of a slab on the left. Traverse left along a shelf and make a tricky move onto
the slab to gain a shallow rock niche. Exit right from this and make delicate
moves directly up the centre of the slab to a grass niche. Gain the crack above
and follow it to a character building finish on oozing sods.

THE TAUCHERS, The Giant’s Stairway:
Tow Line 100m VS *. Stephen Reid, Graeme Barr. 29 Sep 2013. Pitch 3 added
by Graeme Barr, Stephen Reid, 13 Oct 2013.
Start at the left-hand rib which is quite blocky.
1. 30m 4c Gain the rib and follow it until it becomes too steep and make a tricky
traverse right into a corner which leads to a heather terrace. Belay on top of a
large block on the left.
2. 35m 4c Climb a quartzy patch in the wall above the block to gain a rib and
follow it to a grassy bay. A ledge at the back of the bay gives access to a short
corner and a crack which is climbed to just below its top. Make an airy step left
onto a steep slab and traverse this diagonally down and left (bold) until easier
rock can be climbed to a small stance just below a terrace.
3. 5m 4a Evade the steep headwall by moving left underneath it and belay
immediately at the base of a groove.
4. 30m 4c Climb the groove via a reverberating flake, following it leftwards and
up to grass. Gain more grass by climbing a short wall just right of a very short
chimney and climb a corner just right of a slightly longer chimney.
The Tiers:
It’ll End in Tiers 85m HVS *. Stephen Reid, Graeme Barr (alt). 13 Oct 2013.
A good route despite the grassy sections. At the right end of the barrel shaped
wall are some large blocks.
1. 25m 4a Step off the left-hand block into a capped groove and gain a footledge
on the right. Traverse right and then go up the cleanest rock to grass and short
rock steps to a spike a short way below inverted Y cracks in the smooth slab
above.
2. 20m 5a Climb the cracks and the short crack directly above. Scramble up to a
smooth wall with insipient disjointed cracks.
3. 15m 5a Starting from a small rectangular flake top under the right- hand crack,
hand-traverse left and move up the left-hand crack before bearing up rightwards
to a terrace.
4. 15m 4b Climb a shallow right-facing corner and the short off-width above and
so reach another terrace.
5. 10m 5a The curving off-width on the right side of the final buttress is what
gives the climb its name!
DUNGEON OF BUCHAN, Silver Slab:
Stairway to Heather, Square Chimney Finish VS 4c. Stephen Reid, Paul Wood.
5 Sep 2013.
An entertaining alternative. From the square grass ledge, make one move up, then
step right under a hanging fang of rock and climb the eponymous chimney.
MEMORIAL CRAG:
Reach for the Sky 8m VS 4c. Stephen Reid, Jonathan Hughes.11 Jul 2013.
Cracks just right of Mij’s Chimney lead to ledge and a bulging groove which
leads to the top.

Ground Control 8m E2 5b. Jonathan Hughes, Stephen Reid. 11 Jul 2013.
In the centre of the short wall is a curious long horizontal jug which is probably
just out of reach. From the jug gain a horizontal break, which is poorer than it
looks, and use this to traverse left and finish up a shallow square-cut scoop. All
rather sustained.
Boot Hill 22m E4 6a ***. Jonathan Hughes, Stephen Reid.11 Jul 2013.
The soaring crack-line that bisects the traverse of General Dynamics gives a very
sustained but well protected climb. Make hard moves to gain and the crack which
leads to a welcome semi-rest at the break. Even harder moves are necessary to
follow the upper crack to a second break. Only the final moves are easy.
CRAIGDEWS:
There is a new stile located on the right side of the car park behind some bushes.
White Slab:
Traverse of the Goats 25m Severe 4b. Stephen Reid, Ian Magill. 10 Oct 2013.
An enjoyable right to left girdle. Start from a flat boulder come flake at the right
end of the Long Ledge just up and right from the bottom of the crag. Step off the
boulder onto the slab and gain a break. Foot-traverse this leftwards to the
triangular ledge of Three Men in a Goat, then hand-traverse left to the short
chimney on One Man, One Goat. From the top of the chimney, teeter left to the
arete of Just Kidding and finish up this.
Central Section:
A number of route descriptions have been unearthed that describe climbs done by
George Fraser in the 1950s. Most of these have now been checked and any notes
below regarding his routes are as a result of these investigations. George Fraser,
who was also involved in early explorations on Carnmore, disappeared on Ama
Dablam in 1959. It is notable, that despite the rudimentary equipment of the time,
all his routes are given a grade easier than they would be today.
Kid’s Buttress (NX 49961 72336):
Located a long way to the right of the other climbs and almost the rightmost area
of rock visible on the hillside. Although only 14m high at the most, the rock is
superb, the routes are generally well protected by cams and there are good belays
at the top. It is best to take two ropes and use one to tie off the belays and the
other doubled to climb on. There is a nice little scrambly descent to the left.

1
2

Kiddergarten Rib Mod.
8
Kidology Diff.
Kiddiwinks Diff. (or Severe if the
The left slanting crack.
upper crack is climbed direct).
9
Billy the Kid V.Diff
The right rib via its right side.
The slim groove then leftwards
3
Butted In Severe
to finish up the arete.
The right rib via its left side, then 10
Billy Direct H.Severe
the smooth wall above.
Up the right side of the left arête
4
New Kid on the Block Severe
to join Billy the Kid.
The wall via the V Scoop. Exit
the ledge by a crack on the left.
Kidding Around H.Severe
5
Kidnapped Severe
A girdle traverse. Start up
The wall between the twin cracks
Kiddiwinks and step left into the
and the V Scoop.
V scoop, then traverse left, first
6
Longhorn Cracks Severe
slightly downwards then slightly
The twin cracks.
upwards, to finish up Billy the
7
Just Kidding Very Difficult
Kid.
The knobbly wall.
Kiddergarten Rib S.Reid. 22 Nov 2013
Longhorn Cracks, Kidnapped, Kidology, Billy Direct; Stephen Reid, Ian Magill.
22 Nov 2013
New Kid on the Block, Just Kidding, Billy the Kid, Kiddiwinks; Ian Magill,
Stephen Reid. 22 Nov 2013
Kidding Around; Stephen Reid, James Kinnaird. 11 Jan 2014
Butted In; Stephen Reid, Sally Reid. 31 May 2014
THE CLINTS OF DROMORE
George Fraser and others seem to have made several visits to the Clints of
Dromore in the 1950s but did not record everything they did.

WATERSIDE HILL CRAG:
(NX 6120 8225) Alt 160m South facing
This 8m high metamorphic crag lies in a fine position on Waterside Hill above
Allangibbon Bridge on the A713 half a mile or so north of Dalry. From the west
side of the bridge turn south down the A762 New Galloway road and reach a
power station and parking after 150m. Walk south just past the power station and
turn right off the road onto a footpath signed “Southern Upland Way”. Follow
this for a short distance onto open hillside and the crag will be seen up to the
right. A few yards further on brings one to an old thorn bush where a path leads
off to the right (vague at first) - follow this until directly under the crag then go
straight up. The rock requires care and protection is sparse but the climbs are
quick to dry and can easily be top roped. There are metal belay stakes in place.

Amble 4m Diff. Alex Lumsden. 19 Dec 2013.
The short buttress left of Will Jasmin etc.
Will Jasmin and Amber lie in Jordan, Freddie? 6m V.Diff. David Adamson,
Stephen Reid. 11 Apr 2014.
The leftmost groove tending leftwards.
Scouting for Girls 7m HVS 4c. Stephen Reid, David Adamson. 11 Apr 2014.
Bold and strenuous climbing up the cracked buttress between Will Jasmin and
Rory’s Glory.
Rory’s Glory 7m Severe 4a. D.Adamson, Stephen Reid. 11 Mar 2014.
Quite bold climbing with a steep start up the left-hand crack.
Bob-a-Job 8m VS 4b. Stephen Reid, D.Adamson. 11 Mar 2014.
Just right of Rory’s Glory is a sloping ledge at head-height. Gain the left end of
the ledge and continue up the shallow scoop above.

Hannah’s Bonanza 8m Severe 4b. David Adamson, Stephen Reid. 11 Mar
2014.
The central crack gives tricky steep climbing with scant protection.
Scout’s Honour 8m HVS 5a Stephen Reid, David Adamson. 11 Mar 2014.
Just right of the central crack is a narrow left-facing corner. Gain a ledge with
difficulty, then climb the corner direct to a difficult top out.
Scout’s Honour Variation 8m VS 4c. Stephen Reid, David Adamson. 11 Mar
2014.
Gain the ledge but then traverse right onto the juggy wall to join Bathing Towel
Buttress and finish up this.
Bathing Towel Buttress 8m VS 4b. Stephen Reid, David Adamson. 11 Mar
2014.
A pleasant route up the buttress to the right of Scout’s Honour. Start round to the
right and step up and left into a shattered scoop. Climb up and leftwards across
this and reach out left for a hidden hold and some gear. Easier climbing up the
juggy buttress gains the top.
Dyb, Dyb, Dyb 7m Severe 4a. Stephen Reid, David Adamson. 11 Mar 2014.
Fairly easy but very poorly protected. Climb a little rib on the right side of the
crag, either on its left or its right, then step left into a lichenous scoop and finish
straight up.
Easy scambles can be made to the left and right of the recorded climbs.
THE BORDERS & DUMFRIES, CLIFTON, Hollowstones Wall:
Bonny Lass 15m HVS 5a *. Stephen Reid, James Kinnaird. 8 Aug 2013.
Follow the very left edge of Sideshoot’s slab to the ledge, then climb the wall left
of Sideshoot’s final groove by a tricky layaway move (protected by runners in
Sideshoot).
Little Clifton:
Who Forgot the Rope? 11m H.Severe. Stephen Reid, James Kinnaird (alt). 8
Aug 2013.
Start 3m down and right of Gorillar Warfare at a juggy offwidth crack.
1. 3m 4b Climb the crack to a good ledge and huge flake.
2. 8m 4a Scramble up heather and climb the wall to exit to the left of the hanging
block overhang.
EDINBURGH AREA, Traprain Law:
Hexagon Edge 25m H.Severe 4a. Fiona Reid, Michael Watson. 6 May 2014.
Follow the extreme right edge of the grey wall to the left of the black slab with a
thin move to join Dangle. An eliminate, where any deviation leftwards is much
easier.

FAST CASTLE HEAD AREA:
The following three climbs breach the overhanging north face of The Wedge, the
small southernmost fin in the immediate vicinity of The Souter.
Prawn Slippy 12m E5 6a. Stuart Green. 5 Oct 2013.
From slightly left of the centre of the face, climb direct to the obvious diagonal
weakness and make a short rising traverse up this, almost to where it meets the
seaward arete. Continue up the face above on surprisingly good holds among the
veins until they lead onto the arete at about 8m. Pull round and finish up Edge of
the Wedge.
Puffer Daddy 20m E3 6a. Stuart Green. 11 Oct 2013.
From 1m left of a boulder at the landward end of The Wedge, climb direct to the
obvious diagonal weakness and make a rising traverse up this to where it meets
the seaward arete. Pull around and finish up Edge of the Wedge.
Skate Bush 12m E7 6b. Dominic Jeff. 5 Oct 2013.
Start as for Puffer Daddy. Climb directly through jugs and crimp up the wall to a
notch on the fuzzy arete at 8m, which takes a Camalot 3 with relief. Commit back
left and upwards to a triangular pocket which gives access to a series of veins and
a jug on the arete a few feet below the summit tat.

SPORT CLIMBS
CENTRAL LOWLANDS, Dumbarton Rock
Unfinished Symphony 22m 8b+. Alan Cassidy. 25 Aug 2013.
The bottom half of the “9b project”, climbed as far as the obvious big undercut at
the top of the black streak. Follow Persistence of Vision to its belay. Crimp and
side pull your way to the big ledge which is followed rightwards to a big move
into Requiem. Exit this immediately (crux) to rejoin the bolt line at the
frustratingly slopey ramp. More hard moves on positive holds lead to the
undercut. Lower from here, unless you are part of the next generation!
Dunbar Crag:
It has been noted on UKC but not confirmed that many of the rusty bolts have
been replaced by staples.
Balgone Heughs:
(NT 563 823) Alt 40m North to North-West facing
Approach: In order to maintain good relations with the landowner (whose house
is just above the crag!), don’t take cars into the estate but park as for North
Berwick Law and follow the John Muir way south until a kinked road is reached.
At this point take the track signposted Balgone Barns south through the farm and
into the hidden valley behind. The crag is on the far side of the valley but may be
hidden by the trees, 25mins.
The climbing is crimpy and technical and provides a pleasant contrast to the
reachiness of the nearby North Berwick Law. There is the occasional bit of
crumbly rock and a helmet is recommended, at least until the routes have bedded
in. The listed routes have been equipped with stainless steel glue-ins and double
bolt lowers in autumn 2013.
Note: A climbing ban for the pheasant shooting season between 1 Oct and 1 Feb
has been agreed.
Balgone Heughs, Left Buttress:
Heuthanasia 13m 7a+ **. Jamie Sparkes. 25 Feb 2014.
The leftmost line on the crag, taking the bouldery wall above a short right-facing
corner.
Heugh know nothing (Jon Snow) 15m 6c **. Jamie Sparkes. 11 Jun 2014.
The hanging ramp is gained from the left. Leaving it is tricky to say the least.
The Entheughsiast 17m 7a *. Jamie Sparkes. 11 Jun 2014.
Break out left from beneath the roof on Statement of Heuth on undercuts into
smeary layaways up the flake to a well earned rest before swinging out left again
to the Heuthanasia lower-off. Pumpy
Statement of Heuth 15m 7a+ ***. Gordon Bisset.
The central line up the left-hand buttress. Pull with difficulty into the hanging
corner and leave it rightwards with further difficulty! A new bolt line and cleaned
in 2013.

Heugh and Cry 15m 7a **. Jamie Sparkes. 22 Feb 2014.
Climb the short corner to an overlap, pull through this to a ledge. From here,
climb the intricate wall above on pockets, crimps and sidepulls to a pumpy finish.
Balgone Heughs, Hinge Buttress:
The Wanderer 17m 6b+ **. Seb Rider. 9 Nov 2013.
A fun meandering route through the overlaps. Start up the rib and groove on the
left, exit this rightwards, step right, and climb up towards the overhang. Pull
through this to reach a slab on the right to finish more easily on the left side of
the nice arete.
Ivy Wall 15m 5+ *. Seb Rider. 9 Nov 2013.
The left route on the slab. A tricky start, then climb straight up to the lower-off.
The Curling Pond 15m 6a **. Seb Rider. 30 Nov 2013.
Start to the right of Ivy Wall. Climb 4 bolts, then join Ivy Wall clipping its last
bolt.
Balgone Heughs, Right Buttress:
The Wasp 15m 6c **. Seb Rider. 29 Oct 2013.
Furthest left route on the right buttress. Climb through the overhang at its
weakness (ancient peg) and follow the groove more easily to the head wall.
Climb directly up the bulge left of the obvious protruding block on small holds to
a breather below the tricky final roof, which is tackled direct. The central bulge
can be avoided by weaklings by slinking rightwards into Pheasant Corner at 6b
but there is no avoiding the top move!
Pheasant Corner 15m 6a **. Seb Rider. 29 Oct 2013.
Nice climbing through the overhang to the obvious corner above. Tackle the
overhang with gymnastic moves (good holds to the right of the bolts) to gain the
corner which is climbed to its top.
To the right are several old lines with spaced, poor quality fixed gear. Grades
unknown.
Mr. Fox 15m 7a **. Seb Rider. 17 Dec 2013.
Bridge up the groove to the left of Heughvenile Antics to a good hold. Then make
precarious moves right above the 3rd bolt to join Heughvenile Antics below its
crux.
Heughvenile Antics 16m 6c+ ***. Gordon Bisset.
The obvious rib up the centre of the right-hand buttress leads to a hanging corner.
A good sustained and technical route. A new bolt line and cleaned in 2013.
Bullrush 15m 6c **. Seb Rider. 9 Nov 2013.
Currently the furthest right route on the crag. Take a rib via a flake to an
overhang. Surmount this onto a slab, which leads to a second overhang. Pull
through this (crux) and climb the slab above. An undercling allows for an exit to
the right more easily to the lower-off.

Ratho Quarry:
Buzooka 20m 7b+ **. Neill Busby. 9 May 2013.
New bolted line left of Pettifer's Wall.
Kamikaze 7a **. Neill Busby. 16 May 2013.
A bolted line right of Pettifer’s Wall.
Slow Strain 6b+. Neill Busby. 25 May 2013.
The retro-bolted version of the Slow Strain arete.
John McCain 12m 6b **. Neill Busby. 28 Jun 2013.
Start from the left edge of the upper ledge, just left of Panzer. Climb up on wellcleaned incut holds, which are well-spaced requiring a couple of balancy moves.
Panzer 10m 6a+ *. Neill Busby. 28 Jun 2013.
Third line right of Pettifer’s Wall. Nice moves to a balancy finish
The Corrieman 15m 6c **. Neill Busby. 7 Jul 2013.
A good sport addition in between the two Wallys and independent of both. Climb
the slim groove with an ugly mantle to start then elegant climbing up and onto the
final ledge.
Pea Shooter 5.
Pillar right of Sedge Warbler.
Impure Allure 6b+. Neill Busby. 10 Jul 2014.
Left of Shear Fear.
ARGYLL, Innellan Quarry
The quarry has been developed so the routes probably no longer exist, but can’t
be accessed anyway (info Yann Gautherin).
PERTHSHIRE, Dunira:
The estate have started objecting to the parking place, so please park at the
houses (NN 734 238) which the guidebook suggests as an alternative.
A hold would seem to have come off the top section of Dunira or Die, as it is
now much harder than 7a.
Lower Lednock:
Harry Snotter is now 6c+ or 7a, as the snotter fell off during rebolting.
ARBROATH SEA-CLIFFS:
(NO 66962 42204) Tidal
A new wall left of an arch which is beyond the Deil’s Heid area. Continue on the
path beyond Deil’s Heid and when the path goes down some steps to the beach,
turn right at the end of the steps to get to the arch. The left route is Avertical (5).
The middle route, which goes to the same lower-off, is Alex Corner (4) and the
right route starts up Alex Corner and goes right, Short Leap (4+). A continuation
of this gives Follow the White Rabbit (6b). The grades are all provisional (Ron
Shoenberg, 14 Apr 2014).

ABERDEEN SEA-CLIFFS, Orchestra Cave:
The following three routes have been added to the left side of the cave all
finishing at the Mad Cows’ lower-off.
Time Will Tell 12m 7a. Tim Rankin. Sep 2013.
A worthwhile eliminate up the wall and overhang left of Mad Cows. Use a long
draw on the 3rd bolt to avoid splatting on the ledge.
Start a Revolution 10m 6b *. Tim Rankin. Sep 2013.
The arete right of Mad Cows. Clip the first bolt of Mad Cows, then move right to
the arete. Not much new climbing but a surprisingly good little warm-up.
Moonlight Sonata 10m 6c *. Tim Rankin. Sep 2013.
A fine wee route and the best of the bunch. Climb the roof and shield feature
right of Mad Cows.
Violent Concerto 12m 7c **. Tim Rankin. Sep 2013.
More superb moves through the roof between Underland and Bitter Sweet
Symphony including a photogenic double kneebar on the lip. Joins and finishes up
Bitter Sweat from its 4th bolt.
Birth of the Coull 20m 7c+ ****. Tim Rankin. Sep 2013.
Yet another stunning route taking the eye catching overhanging arete on the left
edge of the granite wall. Climb easy ground to gain the bolts, then launch out up
the roof crack and along the lip to the arete proper. Superb moves on equally
superb holds lead up the very edge, then right to the lower-off. Difficult to get in
good condition but not to be missed when it is.
What the Funk 18m 8a/8a+ ***. Tim Rankin. Apr 2014.
Climb Blobstrop until after its crux past the 4th bolt, clip a high bolt on the right,
then make a hard move right to below the hanging groove. Now turn up the funk
and climb into the groove and an outrageous bridging rest. The lower-off awaits
above the next roof. Some of the best climbing in the cave.
Longhaven, North Glash (NEO p289):
The sport crag in this quarry features one east facing slab and one west facing
slab. The top half of the latter catches the afternoon / evening sun. Routes by
Danny Laing (jnr), 2014.
Approach: Park at the Scottish Wildlife Trust car park (NEO p282) or
alternatively if it is quiet, then park at the fork in the road, making sure not to
block access. Then follow the road left and drop into the field to follow a faint
landrover track directly to the crag. A cairn marks the descent into the quarry
which is non-tidal but slightly boggy at the base. The lower-offs on the Revision
Slab should be visible from the top of the cliffs.
Revision Slab:
AWOL 16m 6c.
Leftmost line of bolts, trending leftwards from the 3rd bolt to thin moves to the
chains.

A Little Bit Irish 16m 6a+.
Take the leftmost line of bolts until the 3rd bolt, then trend up and right to join
the next route.
Resit 16m 6a.
Middle line of bolts. Thin initial moves lead to better holds and an easier second
half.
In the Army Now 16m 5.
Right-hand line of bolts. Thin moves lead to a glorious jug fest!
Broke Back Wall:
Brace Yersel 10m 6c+.
Leftmost line of bolts trending rightwards on the break at the top to reach the
chain.
Up n Aboot 10m 6a.
Middle line of bolts. Thin slab climbing with a spicy finish.
Roon the Bend 10m 6b.
Stay left of the right-hand line of bolts (until the overlap) and avoid using the
crack of the next route. Lovely rock-overs between positive holds.
Crack n Up 10m 5+.
Furthest right line, fun climbing up the obvious crack.

HIGHLANDS EAST, Brin Rock, Zed Buttress:
14 new routes, topo provided. A 40m rope should do. The routes generally are
fingery with hard cruxes.

1. Power of Resin
7a+
2. The Rockness Monster Returns
MM. Making Movies HVS 5a
WM. The Wild Man E2 5b
3. Zorro
7b+
4. Go Go Gadget Arms
7c
5. Gone in 60 Seconds
7c
6. Project; Trick of the Tail Two
7. The Force 8a+?
8. Project; The Fury
9. Dave’s Arete of Doom
7b+
10. Little Minx
7b?
11. Quartzite Link-Up
6b
12. Zed’s Dead Baby 6a+/6b
13. Brick
7c
14. High End 8s
7b

6c/7a+

The Camel:
Over the Hills and Farr Away 22m 7a+. Neil Shepherd. Aug 2013.
This climbs the steep wall to the right of Two Humps. Nice steep climbing on
generally good holds.

Moy Rock:
Eldorado 24m 6a **. Andy Nisbet. 4 Sep 2013.
A route at the far left end of the crag, in the next bay left of Holly Tree Groove.
Here is a water runnel forming a groove high up and the route climbs the wall to
its right to join it at the very top. Start next to a ramp on the right but try not to
touch the ramp. Climb the wall to move right under an earthy scoop. Climb a
ramp leading right to another scoop where another ramp leads right. Go briefly
up the ramp before moving on to the wall. At its top, traverse left into the main
groove as high as possible. The lower-off is near the top of the groove.
Magnifascent 23m 6a+. Ray Wilby. March 2014.
To the right of The Fly and based on Magnificrack (original ascentionists agreed
with retro-bolting). Clip the first two bolts of The Fly, then go up to the layback
crack. A good rest at the top of the crack, then climb the wall direct to the lower
off. Easier but poorer rock to finish rightwards, then reach back left.
I did it Moy Way 12m 6b+ *. Davy Moy, bolted Andy Wilby. 6 Apr 2013.
The next route right of Ave it!. Start from a pedestal, climb the undercut flakecrack and pull over right onto the wall above. Tenuous climbing. Needs traffic to
become a classic!
Red Setter 25m 6a *. Andy Nisbet. May 2013.
Start just right of the pedestal of the previous route and climb into a flake system.
Near its top move right and climb the wall above. The angle eases to a lower-off
at the cliff-top.
Princess Cairn:
A bay with a big holly tree lies 15m to the left of Moonlighting Meercat. The
following routes are in another bay just to the left.
No More Routes 10m 4+ *. Seb Rider. Jan 2013.
The furthest left route is steep but with good holds. Climb the shallow corner to
gain the wall above.
Our Routes 10m 5 **. Seb Rider. Jan 2013.
Climb a flake and wall above.
Moonbow 5+ *. Gregor Callum. Jan 2013.
Climb up the left side of a block to an overhang. Pull over and trend left.
The following routes are in the bay with the big holly tree
Hogmanay 10m 6a *. Gregor Callum. 1 Jan 2013.
At the right end of the bay. Climb up an open groove using twin cracks. Follow
the headwall to a lower-off just to the right.
Get out of my Garden 10m 6b *. Seb Rider. Jan 2013.
The left end of the bay has a blunt arete trending rightwards under the overlap.
Pull over this trending right on a slab.

Heatwave 10m 6c **. Seb Rider. 19 Jul 2013.
At the back of the bay left of the holly. Climb up a groove with pockets, pull
through a tricky bulge and continue on the slab above.
The following routes are from Jenny rightwards.
Ithaca 50m 5 **. Gregor Callum, Seb Rider. Jan 2012.
Continue on from Jenny by trending slightly rightwards, then left (30m). The
lower-off is above a heather ledge. Two abseils using a 60m rope; three abseils
using a 50m rope (there are abseil points).
Teuchter 10m 6a *. Gregor Callum. Jan 2013.
Sixty metres right of Jenny, just right of a huge overhang. Climb delicately up a
slab, eases with height.
Incomer 10m 6a. Seb Rider. Jan 2013.
To the left of the slab. Start trickily at the bottom of a hanging corner. Climb the
corner and slab.
Little Torboll:
The following routes are on the steeper left side of the crag.
Riding the Rainbow 12m 6b **. Gregor Callum. 20 Jul 2013.
The furthest left route, offering good sustained climbing to the end. Climb
straight to the embedded boulder continuing to the break and up through the
bulge and lower-off above.
Mr Happy 12m 6b+ **. Seb Rider. 20 Jul 2013.
Climb up through the overlap and continue with tricky moves to gain the break.
Climb the bulge above trending left to gain the lower-off.
Sport Secrets 13m 6a+. Seb Rider. 20 Jul 2013.
Climb the left side/arete of the small slab to gain a right-trending groove. Follow
this to its end, then climb the arete on the left to finish. Watch for potential loose
pebbles in the upper section. A more direct version, following the arete all the
way, can be climbed with added difficulty.
Barny’s Wall (Wick):
Seb Rider climbed the project just right of Da Ma Wick at 6b in May 2014. He
also thought At Ma Wick’s End was too close to other routes to be worth doing,
but would be 6a if done as described (it would share a slopey finish).

HIGHLANDS WEST, Creag nan Cadhag:
Ronald Raygun Direct 7c **. Andy Wilby. 2013.
Where Ronald Raygun moves right at the 6th bolt, go straight up.
Nuclear Nightmare has been climbed by Alan Cassidy at 8a+ ** on 20 Apr 2014.
Note: There is now a new lower-off at the 6th bolt of Nuclear Nightmare.
Finishing here gives Nuclear Litemare 7a **.
Am Fasgadh:
Bat Day 6a+. Ian Taylor. 2013.
A short route on the left side of the crag
Super Warm-Up 7b+ *. Ian Taylor. 2013.
From the normal lower-off, gain the undercuts above, move right to a flake and
go up steeply to a lower-off. This supersedes the original poor extension.
The Pillar was climbed by Alan Cassidy at 8a on 19 Apr 2014 (previously a
project).
Bogtalla Left-Hand 7c **. Lawrence Hughes. 2013.
From the 5th bolt on Bogtalla, go straight up to a lower-off under the quartz
band. Strenuous clipping the chain. If energy remains and dryness allows there is
a further extension to another lower-off above the quartz band, 7c+.
Goat Crag:
Gap Toothed Gypsy 7b+ *. Lawrence Hughes. 2014.
Climb the start of The Prow to the sloping ledge, then head straight up, following
three new bolts, before pulling left into Mac Talla. Finish up Mac Talla.
Note: The Fun Prow is 8a.
Goat in the Woods:
(NG 966 915) West facing
Marked as Carn na Gaoithe on the OS 1:25000 Map. If coming from Dundonnell,
drive past Jetty Crag, then about 200m past the Gruinard estate buildings, and
park on the verge on the left (at a right-hand bend in the road). The crag can be
seen above the trees to the east. Walk along a path beside a fence into the trees,
then continue spookily until 50m past a fallen tree. Slant slightly leftwards uphill
until the crag can be seen through trees, then zigzag upwards crossing a broken
fence. Stay on the left side of the slope to gain the crag. The routes have about 5
bolts.
From the left:
Evil Eye 15m 6c ***. Andy Wilby. 2013.
Tricky start, then pumpy.
Boltaholic 15m 6c+ *. Andy Wilby. 2013.
Hard and blind at the bulge.

Death by 1000 bites 15m 7a+ *. Andy Wilby. 2013
Hard moves to gain the corner, then a steep headwall.
Drillbit Taylor 15m 7b+ ***. Ian Taylor. 2013.
Bouldery section, then pumpy at the top.
Jungle Gym 15m 7b **. Ian Taylor. 2013.
Seeps a bit, but still climbable. Look out for the knee bar.
Pink it and Shrink it 15m 7a+ *. Ian Taylor. 2013.
Crux at the bulge, but it’s not all over after that.
Cote d’Or 15m 7a ***. Ian Taylor. 2013.
Easy enough through the roof, then lovely rock with a sting in the tail.
Project - Right-hand finish to Cote d’Or.
Lemon & Co 15m 6c+. Paul Tattersall. 2014.
From the ledge, start up the steep arete, then the wall above to finish at the
Midgens’ lower-off.
Midgens 15m 6a+ *. Ian Taylor. 2013.
An awkward start onto the ledge, then steady to the top.
MULL:
Several sport routes have been climbed here, but since some crags have a mixture
of sport and trad routes, they are listed in the Inner Hebrides section.

